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ABSTRACT 

The relational Data Base Management System model has 

steadily acquired increasing acceptance over the years 

since it was first introduced in 1970, yet few - if any 

of the many relational products currently available sup

port the fundamental concepts of domains and the integrity 

constraints of primary and foreign keys. Over more recent 

years the SQL Relational Database Sub-Language has found 

most favour among users and vendors alike, and a standard 

for SQL has recently been produced. This standard pro-

vides no support for domains or foreign keys, and only 

indirect support for primary keys. 

This thesis first reviews MURDER, the relational dabatase 

management system used for teaching purposes at Massey, 

and then describes an implementation of the domain and key 

concepts , highlighting some of the problem areas still to 

be resolved. Also described is an implementation of the 

query and update facilities of SQL , including some exten

sions which it is claimed increase its functionality. 

Finally, refinements to the language definition are sug

gested , to remove some redundancies and ambiguities. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Overview 

1.1.1. Background 

Engles[72] defined a database as 

" the collection of stored operational data 
used by the application systems of some particular 
enterprise." 

1 

Databases have been around since the clay-tablet days of 

early civilization, and have progressed - and expanded -

through pen and paper to the age of the computer. In the 

late sixties, with the development of electronic data pro-

cessing, the idea of having a system program to manage 

stored data emerged, so that all aspects of an enterprise 

might be served from one common resource. This is the 

Data Base ~anagement ~ystem, or DBMS. 

Since then three main approaches to the architecture of a 

DBMS have been developed more or less concurrently. These 

were 

hierarchical e.g. IBM's Information Management System, 

which has been historically popular, and was 

based on existing storage strategies using 

trees; 
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relational 
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based on the April 1971 report of CODASYL's 

Data Base Task Group (DBTG[71]), which also 

used existing storage strategies; and 

introduced in Codd[70], and based on the 

mathematical theory of relations. 

Whereas the first two of these approaches were largely 

empirical, only the third had a sound theoretical basis. 

Further, these first two approaches require the major 

relationships between data sets (which correspond approxi

mately to files in traditional systems) to be built into 

the data model. Those accesses which are anticipated and 

allowed for by the database designer may be executed 

quickly and efficiently; any which are not anticipated, or 

which are not included either because they would comprom

ise other accesses or are only required relatively infre

quently, may need detailed knowledge of the database 

design, often involve complex programming, and may be 

expensive in terms of resources. 

In contrast, for a relational system all data inter

relationships are implicit, so that all expressions may be 

formed in basically the same way without the user needing 

to have detailed knowledge of the database design. 

1.1.2. Database Teaching at Massey 

In the mid 70s a small relational DBMS, called simply 

RDBMS, was implemented at Massey as an honours project. 

At that time there was little available which could give 
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students experience of a relational environment , and it 

was felt to be unsatisfactory to teach such a practical 

subject without practical experience. It was used for 

teaching here until 1984 , and is still in use at a number 

of sites both in New Zealand and Australia . Initially 

RDBMS provided a reasonably complete relational algebra , 

with the divide operation slightly restricted. This was 

then gradually extended to include a number of facilities 

for relational calculus . (Relational algebra and calculus 

are the two main approaches to formulating query expres

s ions in a relational system . They are further explained 

in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.) 

However , when it was attempted to extend the range of cal

culus expressions whi ch RDBMS could handle, it was found 

that the approach originally taken made this impractical. 

To overcome this a new system was proposed for Massey's 

Prlme 750 . 

1 . 1 . 3. The MURDER System 

Initially the system included simple utilities to open and 

close a database , list relations etc ., together with an 

algebraic interface. A calculus interface was added 

later. Extensive modifications 

were needed, to improve execution 

to the initial approach 

speed and to reduce 

resource requirements. (The modifications required to 

optimise the calculus are described in Chapter 5.) 

In particular, the decision to implement a memory-resident 

database had to be altered. (A resident approach had been 
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chosen to simplify the task by eliminating the problems of 

disk access and management , but it was found that in unop

timised calculus queries the program rapidly used up the 

available memory.) The resulting system, called MURDER 

(for ~assey Qniversity ~elational Database ~nviEonment) , 

has been i n use for teaching since 1984 at Massey , and has 

been introduced to two sites in Australia. 

With the optimised approach to evaluating calculus queries 

it again became possible to consider a memory-resident 

system . 

When the Computer Science Department acquired its Vax 

11/750s, the system was translated into C for this machine 

(running under ULTRIX , DEC ' s version of UNIX) . This ver

sion of MURDER is memory resident, and has been used suc

cessfully for postgraduate teaching, as well as the 

development of new facilities , i ncluding those which are 

described in this document. Many of these extensions have 

since been translated back into PL/lG for the undergradu

ate version running on the Prlme . 

1.2. Project Outline 

The relational approach has clearly found most favour, and 

of the variety of interfaces which have appeared the most 

widely used is SQL . As a standard SQL- like interface would 

soon appear , it was decided to implement a SQL query 

interface to the MURDER system, and at the same time take 

the opportunity to investigate two of the major omissions 

from current implementations , domains and keys . 
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Increasingly within the literature there is an insistence 

that these two are both required by theory and necessary 

for the integrity of the database, but they commonly do 

not appear in released products. Codd[85] argues that in 

the 80s a system must support these concepts (as well as a 

number of others) if it is to be classified as relational. 

The significance of domains and keys is outlined in the 

next chapter. 

Thus there are three main parts to the work undertaken: 

investigation and implementation of domains; 

investigation and implementation of primary and 

foreign keys; and 

the provision of a SQL query interface. (SQL updates 

are also supported, largely because updates form a 

significant part of the previous point.) 

The remainder of this introductory chapter specifies the 

notation used for MURDER syntax fragments. 

Chapter 2 specifies the simple database used in examples 

in this document, and outlines the theory of the rela

tional approach. Chapter 3 describes the basic implemen

tation of MURDER, including the extensions to handle 

domains and keys. Much of Chapter 4, covering relational 

algebra, is a necessary background to the relational cal

culus of Chapter 5, and this in turn sets the scene for 

the SQL implementation. Chapter 6 outlines the history 

and development of SQL, and in Chapter 7 the SQL 
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implementation is described. Finally Chapter 8 presents a 

summary and some conclusions. 

Appendix A outlines the C-like notation used to present 

most algorithms, and the remaining appendices give the 

syntax for SEQUEL, SEQUEL2 (the two versions which pre-

ceded SQL) and the MURDER interface. 

1.3. Syntax 

MURDER syntax throughout this document is in the form of 

b.n.f. described below: 

may be read 'is defined as' 

UPCASE denotes a required keyword 

locase denotes a token substituted by the user, 
or defined in a further production 

enclose optional parts of productions or tokens 

separates alternative productions 

Whenever one of the metacharacters [, ] or I is required 

in a production, it is enclosed in single quotes; thus 

logic_op & I 
' I , 

allows a 'logic_op' to be replaced by either the ampersand 

'&' or the vertical bar' I'; and 

A [ B represents either A or AB, whereas 

A'[' B ']' represents A[B] 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

2.1. Example Database 

Throughout this document examples are given using the SPJ 

database illustrated in Figure 2.1. The relations (pri-

mary key underlined) are 

SUPPLIER(SNUM, SNAME, CITY) 

PART(PNUM, PNAME, WEIGHT) 

JOB(JNUM, JNAME, CITY) 

and one or more of the following, depending on the 

relevance to the point being illustrated: 

SUPPLIER(SNUM,SNAME,CITY) 
~ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

PART(PNUM,PNAME,WEIGHT) 
~ 

I JOB(JNUM,JNAME,CITY) 

\ I 
\ 

SP(SNUM,PNUM) 
~ 

I 

I 

\ 
\ 

\ 
I 

I 

I 

SPJQ(SNUM,PNUM,JNUM,QTY) 

Figure 2.1 - SPJ Database 

(Dotted lines indicate foreign key relationships) 



SP(SNUM, PNUM) 

PJ(PNUM, JNUM) 

SPJQ(SNUM, PNUM, JNUM, QTY) 
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(In some of the examples, where the QTY attribute is 

irrelevant, the relation 

SPJ(SNUM, PNUM, JNUM) 

is used instead of SPJQ.) 

As a convenient guide to the reader, attributes and 

domains have the same name, so that when two attributes 

have the same name they share a common domain. The 

domains and associated data types are 

SNUM, PNUM, JNUM 

SNAME, PNAME, JNAME 

CITY 

WEIGHT, QTY 

2.2. Informal Introduction 

char(4) 

char(20) 

char(8) 

integer 

The only visible data structure in a relational DBMS is 

the relation, which is rather like a flat file, with 

repeating groups eliminated in the process of normaliza

tion. This means that only 'atomic' fields are present, 

with each 'record' in the 'file' having a value for each 

'field'. Records and fields are usually called tuples and 

attributes respectively. One could imagine the SUPPLIER 

relation from the example database defined in Section 2.1 

as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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SUPPLIER SNUM SNAME CITY 

Sl ADAM LONDON 
S2 BRUCE ATHENS 
S3 CLARK LONDON 

. . . . .. 

Figure 2 .2 - Realization of SUPPLIER Relation 

It is important to remember that this representation need 

not reflect the internal organization; in particular nei-

ther the left-to-right ordering of the attributes , nor the 

top-to-bottom ordering of the tuples , is significant. 

Each attribute has an associated 'domain', and its atomic 

values are drawn from the domain for that attribute . For 

each attribute the domain defines the set of all possible 

atomic values . In the example database of Section 2.1, 

both supplier and job numbers may be 4-character strings, 

for example . They could use the same domain , but making 

them separate domains will inhibit some improper use of 

data. Not all the elements of the domain need be used, 

nor indeed may all be realizable because of semantic res-

trictions on the data. 

In place of the explicit relationships of the hierarchical 

and network approaches , the relational architecture sub-

stitutes implicit relationships formed by having attri-
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butes from different relations share a common domain. In 

the example database both SUPPLIER and SP relations have 

an attribute SNUM from the same domain of supplier 

numbers. It is intended that each SP-tuple is implicitly 

associated with the SUPPLIER-tuple having the same value 

for the SNUM attribute. Such a SUPPLIER-tuple should 

exist see the discussion of referential integrity in 

Section 2.4.2. 

Here SNUM is the 'primary key' of the SUPPLIER relation, 

i.e. to identify a SUPPLIER-tuple uniquely it is suffi

cient to know the SNUM-value. Within the SP relation the 

SNUM attribute is a 'foreign key', i.e. the primary key of 

a different relation, as well as being part of the primary 

key. (Similarly PNUM is a foreign key of the PART rela

tion.) Meaning is given to the data by associating tuples 

from two or more relations based on such foreign-to

primary key matchings. 

2.3. Formal Definition 

The more formal definition of a relational DBMS given here 

is based on material from Date[83a]. 

A relational database may be defined as the ordered pair 

(D, R), where 

D - {{domain}} 

R - {named relation} 

in which the double-braces '{{' and '}}' denote a non

empty set; single braces denote a set in the usual sense, 

I 
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viz. possibly empty, without replication of elements, and 

with no ordering of the elements. 

domain - domain name {{domain value}} order_flag 

in which the static set of domain values is predefined; 

order flag (either true or false) indicates whether or not 

comparison operators, such as '<', are meaningful - it is 

always possible to impose an ordering, e.g. lexicographi-

cal order, on a set of values, but it may not be possible 

to say (for example) that one part number is greater than 

another in any inherently useful way. 

A relation may be named or unnamed, and a named relation 

may be either real or virtual. An example of an unnamed 

relation is the result of a relational expression; a vir-

tual relation has no permanent existence, but is derived 

at run-time from one or more real (or base) relations by 

evaluating a relational expression. A common term for a 

virtual relation is a 'view'. Thus the specifications are 

named relation 

real relation 

virtual relation 

unnamed relation 

real relation I 
virtual relation 

relation name {{attribute}} 
{{candidate_key}} {tuple} 

relation name unnamed relation 

relational_ expression 

attribute ::=attribute name domain name 

A relational expression is constructed according to the 

rules for available operators, such as the algebraic 

operators described in Chapter 4; every attribute in the 
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resulting relation may be unambiguously traced back to its 

origin in a real relation, and so has a name possibly 

qualified by the relation name of this ultimate parent, 

although as Section 2.4 shows this convention may be 

inadequate for unique ide ntification - and a domain. 

An attribute consists of a name and an associated domain. 

A candidate key is defined as ' a minimal set of attributes 

which uniquely identify tuples in the relation '. Then 

primary_key e {candidate_key} 

{alternate_key } = {candidate_key} - {primary_key} 

Since the tuples of a relation form a set , no two are the 

same, and hence the existence of at least one candidate 

key can be inferred. 

although it may not 

The set of all attributes is a key, 

be a candidate key because of the 

inclusion of 'minimal' in the definition . Any candidate 

key may be arbitrarily designated as the primary key, and 

any other candidate keys are then referred to as alternate 

keys . 

Note that the result of a relational expression also has a 

non-empty set of attributes, at least one key - the con

catenation of all attributes - and a (possibly empty) set 

of tuples . 

Suppose that some relation R of degree or arity n has 

attributes 

{(Ai, Di)}, i 1, 2 ... n, n > 0; 
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then any tuple from the relation must be of the form 

{ (Vi , Ai) : Vi € Di} , i = 1, 2 . . . n . 

As the attributes form a set , and a set is unordered, it 

is strictly necessary for a tuple to consist of (value, 

attribute ) pairs as shown here. If the convention that at 

any time the value of a relation fixes the order of its 

attributes is adopted, so that while it may not be signi

ficant it is at least consistent in both the relation 

definition and all tuples, then for practical purposes a 

tuple may be seen as an ordered collection of atomic 

values, with the appropriate domain for each value being 

implicitly specified by the ordinal position of the value 

in the tuple . With this assumption a tuple has the form 

(Vl, V2 . . . Vn). 

This simplifying assumption is made throughout this docu

ment. 

There are s ome further complicat ions concerning keys. No 

attribute in the primary key may accept the null value , 

assuming the DBMS allows nulls . (Null values are further 

discussed in Section 2 . 4.4; for the moment it will be suf

ficient to regard a null value as a recognisable value 

which indicates that no actual value for the attribute is 

currently stored.) This is implicit in the requirement 

that each tuple be uniquely identifiable by the value of 

(the attributes in} its primary key . 
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Relationships between real relations are specified through 

the concept of foreign keys. For the case when the pri

mary key is a single attribute, if real relation R has 

primary key Ri defined on domain Di, and real relation S 

has an attribute Sj defined on the same domain Di, then 

for every S-tuple the value of attribute Sj must be either 

null or equal to the value of attribute Ri in some R

tuple. Attribute Sj is said to be a foreign key. 

As an example, consider relations SUPPLIER and SP in the 

SPJ database. The primary key of the SUPPLIER relation is 

attribute SNUM, a nd within relation SP the SNUM attribute 

is a f oreign key referencing the SUPPLIER relation. The 

definition above requires that either 

the value of the SNUM attribute in an SP-tuple be 

null (corresponding to the case where it is known 

that a particular part is required, but it has not 

yet been decided from which supplier the part is to 

be obtained); or 

if non-null, there must be a SUPPLIER-tuple with the 

same value for its SNUM attribute. 

(This example is purely for the purposes of illustration, 

and is of course impractical - SNUM is part of the primary 

key of relation SP, and no attribute of a primary key may 

be null.) 

The composite-key case is an extension of this, with Ri, 

Di and Sj being replaced by sets of attributes and 
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domains, and the requirement that the value of ' attribute' 

{Sj} be wholly null , or equal to the value of {Ri} from 

some R- tuple. Two sets of values are equal if and only if 

each corresponding pair of atomic values are equal. 

2 . 4. Some Practical Problems 

In this section some of the practical problems which must 

be solved before the theory outlined in Section 2.3 can be 

fully realized are outlined . However there is no attempt 

to give full solutions to these problems ; the intention is 

rather to provide a broad background for the discussion in 

later chapters . 

2 . 4 . 1 . Domains 

The theory outlined in the previous section requires that 

a new real relation may only be created explicitly, e.g. 

by something like 

CREATE RELATION relation name 
(attribute name 1 
attribute-name-2 

attribute name n 

domain name 1 , 
domain=name=2 , 

domain name n) - -

in which the domains named are already known to the DBMS. 

When this is done the validity of operators can be 

checked, e.g . for a comparison other than (in ) equality 

both operands must come from the same - or at least a com-

patible - ordered domain; and similar checking can be done 

in the case of relational assignment. 
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Commonly, however, 'domain name' in the form suggested 

above is replaced by the weaker notion of 'data type', 

e.g. integer or char(4). Now comparisons are considered 

valid if the data types are the same, but this opens the 

way for nonsense queries: if WEIGHT and PRICE are both of 

data type real, then they can be compared or added (nei

ther of which make sense), or multiplied (which might). 

It should be pointed out that even with domains there are 

difficulties. If LENGTH and AREA are two domains with 

real data type, and LENl and LEN2 are two LENGTH values, 

LENl + LEN2 is a LENGTH; 

LENl * LEN2 is an AREA; and 

2 * LEN2 could be either. 

To resolve the first two cases requires that for each 

valid combination of a unary or binary operator and asso

ciated operand(s) the domain of the result be explicitly 

declared and stored as part of the database definition. 

Arithmetic functions require similar definition. A count 

of any domain will normally not belong to the same domain, 

while the sum, maximum and minimum values will; and aver

age may present its own problems if the domain is based on 

integers, since the average of a set of integers is often 

not an integer, and so is not in the same domain! 

Some means must be found for resolving expressions using 

literals, probably by specifying the domain of the result. 

Mcleod[76] discusses this problem in some detail. 
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2.4.2. Keys 

Two terms which are used to describe database integrity 

are 'entity integrity' and 'referential integrity'. 

The former requires that it must be possible to specify 

each tuple in a relation uniquely, and as the primary key 

is the only tuple-level addressing mechanism in a rela-

tional database, it follows that each real relation must 

have a known primary key, and that this key may not accept 

null values for any of its attributes. 

By referential integrity is meant the requirement (illus-

trated in the last example) that whenever a foreign key in 

a tuple of the referencing relation is not null, there 

exist in the referenced relation a tuple with primary key 

equal to that foreign key, i.e. referential integrity 

requires that foreign key relationships be known as part 

of the database definition. (Note that this means expli-

citly declaring at least some of the possible meaningful 

data inter-relationships, although it does not necessarily 

compromise the earlier claim that all expressions may be 

written in basically the same way.) 

To meet these requirements, the syntax for creating a real 

relation must be extended to allow for the specification 

of the primary key and any foreign keys, e.g. 

CREATE RELATION relation name 
(attribute domain list) 

PRIMARY KEY attribute name list 
; FOREIGN KEY attribute-name-list 

REFERENCES real relation 
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where the ellipsis' ... ' means one or more iterations. 

This is not ideal, as provision must be made for specify-

ing additional foreign keys consequent upon subsequent 

declaration of new real relations; but it meets the 

immediate needs. 

With the example database of Section 2.1, the SP relation 

would require definitions 

CREATE DOMAIN SNUM CHAR(4) 
CREATE DOMAIN PNUM CHAR(4) 

CREATE RELATION SP 
(SNUM : SNUM, 
PNUM : PNUM) 

PRIMARY KEY SNUM, PNUM; 
FOREIGN KEY SNUM REFERENCES SUPPLIER; 
FOREIGN KEY PNUM REFERENCES PART 

The system can now check the validity of any tuples being 

added to relation SP, either individually or during the 

tuple set replacement of an assignment. But what about 

the deletion of, say, a supplier? Since the primary key 

attribute SNUM is a foreign key within relation SP, the 

referential integrity of the database would be lost if any 

SP-tuples include the same SNUM-value as the deleted sup-

plier. Such tuples will either have to have the value of 

this attribute set to null (if nulls are permitted in the 

database and for this attribute) or be deleted, or else 

the original deletion must be rejected. In the present 

example setting the attribute value to null is not permis-

sible because no attribute of a primary key may be null. 

Either the problem must be resolved by definition. e.g. 



When a foreign key is part of the primary key the 
tuple will be deleted; otherwise the attribute 
value will be set to null. 
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or the suggested syntax above needs further extension to 

resolve the system's dilemma when it is faced with a 

choice. 

It may be that the delete operation should be rejected on 

semantic grounds because of problems arising in related 

relations; if the foreign key is in turn part of a primary 

key (as it is in the example) the whole operation must be 

considered at the next level; and so on. 

The actions described here will also need to be carried 

out in the case of modification of a primary key, but the 

choice of alternative courses of action may differ for the 

two operations. Date[86] suggests that there are in fact 

three options: 

restrict: the delete/update operation is restricted to the 

case where no foreign key references the target 

tuple, and is rejected otherwise; 

nullify: corresponding foreign key attributes are set to 

null (assuming that this value is allowed by 

other constraints); or 

cascade: the delete/update operation is applied to tuples 

with matching foreign key, and if necessary 

repeated at lower levels. 
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(Section 8.2 includes further comment on these sugges

tions, with particular reference to the similarities with 

the network approach which they contain.) 

In one approach all possible affected relations and tuples 

must be checked first to ensure that no action is subject 

to a restrict option, in which case the original operation 

is rejected. Alternatively, a 'snapshot' of the database 

may be used to allow processing to continue on the assump

tion that it is valid, and if it prove invalid this 

snapshot then allows the database to be restored to its 

previous (and presumably consistent) state. 

Thus specifying a foreign key requires explicitly stating 

the attribute list and target relation, 

whether null values are allowed, 

the appropriate action for update operations, and 

the appropriate action for delete operations. 

Whether or not null values are allowed in a foreign key is 

not just a case of enforcing rules relating to the 

integrity of the database; it is a semantic property of 

the data-model, and depends on the designer's understand

ing of the part of the real world the model represents. 

Suppose the example database is extended to include a 

relation 

CITY(CITY, details) 

and that the CITY attributes of the SUPPLIER and JOB rela-
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tions are foreign keys referencing the CITY relation. Can 

there be a job unless it is known in which city it is 

located? Probably not. But it may well be appropriate to 

record some details about a new supplier in the database 

before it is decided which of several available locations 

will be most appropriate. In this case it might be 

decided to allow nulls for the foreign key CITY in the 

SUPPLIER relation, while disallowing them for the same 

attribute in relation JOB. 

While the integrity of the database can be maintained 

automatically through the careful selection and specifica

tion of foreign keys, they are in themselves a move 

towards e xplicitly stating the major inter-relationships 

between data sets, i.e. they compromise the initial prin

ciples on which the relational approach was founded. 

(The argument presented here for primary and foreign keys 

has drawn mainly on the two concepts of integrity given at 

the beginning of this section. For completeness it should 

be pointed out that a third form of integrity e x ists, the 

ability of the user to define the acceptable values, or 

range(s) of values, for each attribute or domain. This 

form is not relevant to the present discussion.) 

2.4.3. Assignment 

Suppose now that A and B are two real relations which are 

union-compatible, that is, the corresponding attributes of 

each share common domains; it becomes necessary to answer 

a number of questions about even quite simple operations 
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such as 

A UNION B 

While the domain set of the result is that of either A or 

B, what of the attribute set? Are the names taken from A 

or B? This may be resolved by the definition of the UNION 

operator. 

And supposing that al is designated the primary key of A, 

with a2 as an alternate key, while for B the primary key 

is b2, what can b e said of the keys of the union? If 

there already exists in the database a real relation C 

union-compatible with A and B (and which in fact may be 

either of them) the assignment 

C . A UNION B 

solves these problems, with C's existing tuple 

replace d by the result of the union operation. 

set being 

The def in-

itions in the previous section imply that an assignment is 

only possible when, as in this case, a suitable real rela

tion is available, i.e . the assignment operator cannot 

create a new real relation. (One should not be able in 

any case to assign to a virtual relation .) 

But this does not remove all the problems if the DBMS 

allows null values. Since C already exists as a real 

relation, its primary key, and possibly any alternate 

keys, are already known . No tuple may have a null value 

for (any attribute of) its primary key. Now if cl is 

designated as C's primary key, the definitions given above 
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for A and B make it possible that B-tuples may exist with 

null value for attribute bl, and these tuples will neces

sarily all appear in the result of the union, but are not 

allowed to appear in C. Thus during replacement of the 

tuple set required by the assignment operator , such tuples 

must be eliminated. 

A further consequence of the restriction on creation of 

relations is that should it be necessary during the course 

of data manipulation to hold the value of an intermediate 

result for later use, then either 

a real relation must be explicitly created for this 

purpose, or 

a virtual relation must be defined as the result of 

the expression leading to the required intermediate 

result . 

The first of these is clumsy , and the second does not 

really answer the need. 

Since virtual relations are dynamic , in the sense that 

they are not physically stored but are retrieved by 

evaluating the defining relational expression at run-time, 

using the current values of any real relations referenced, 

the user must be aware that in the absence of a locking 

mechanism to inhibit 

tions, two consecutive 

relation may produce 

updates on any of these real rela

ref erences to the same virtual 

different results. (Some systems 

have introduced the notion of a transaction, and inhibit 
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re-evaluation of virtual relations more than once in their 

scope. This allows a concurrent user to proceed, possibly 

updating one or more of the base relations, with neither 

being aware of the activity of the other .) 

It is argued that these restrictions may be used to 

enforce desired constraints on the database, since crea-

tion of real and/or virtual relations may be restricted to 

someone authorised to do so, such as the Database Adrninis-

trator; but it also inhibits the development of solutions 

to ad hoc queries unless the required expression may 

immediately be written as a single expression . 

The solution adopted in MURDER is to allow assignment to 

create a named relation in the user's workspace. This 

relation may be used in subsequent expressions , or moved 

(possibly after further manipulation) to a real relation , 

but is not considered to have permanent existence, i.e. it 

will not be saved when the database is closed . (This 

approach is borrowed from DSL-ALPHA, which is described 

briefly in Chapter 6.) 

If the syntax for creation of a real relation were altered 

to 

CREATE RELATION relation name 
(attribute domain list) 

[= relational_expression] 
PRIMARY KEY • .. 

assignment would become possible. It is not possible to 

extend the syntax of a relational expression to allow 

assignment unless an attribute-aliasing mechanism is 
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provided. 

2.4.4. Nulls 

The previous section has already introduced some of the 

problems created by allowing a database to contain null 

attribute values. 

In general the theory of nulls in relational systems is 

only imperfectly understood, and it is perhaps better -

and certainly easier - to play safe by avoiding them, as 

MURDER does. (Date argues that this is the best approach 

at present, suggesting that they are more trouble than 

they are worth, being primarily a rich source of confusion 

and error. Date[82, 87a]) What follows is only a brief 

indication of some of the inherent problems. 

Firstly, what is meant by a null value? Intuitively it is 

merely an indication that a value is unknown, either 

because a choice between several possible values has not 

yet been made, as in the supplier-city example above, or 

because as yet only incomplete information is available. 

(The user may in fact be unaware of this, for example if 

his view of a relation excludes some attributes. This is 

one reason for the apparently arbitrary rules about updat

ing real relations through views which are imposed by some 

DBMSs.) But it may also indicate that an attribute is in 

some sense not applicable to a given tuple. 

If relation SPJQ records the information that a certain 

supplier is to supply a certain part to a certain job in 
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some as yet undetermined quantity, the tuple (Sl, P2, J3, 

?) might be included to indicate this situation. Now a 

function like 

AVG (SPJQ. QTY) 

must ignore that null value if it is not to return the 

value I ? I 
• I although ideally it might warn the user that 

this has occurred . If COUNT(SPJQ) counts the tuples in 

relation SPJQ, 

AVG(SPJQ.QTY) # SUM(SPJQ .QTY) / COUNT(SPJQ) 

which might cause unexpected results. Even the COUNT 

function is suspect , as is shown below. 

In the comparison 

a e b 

where a and b represent values from a common domain, and 9 

represents a relational operator, the result is defined as 

'unknown ' if either (or both) of a and b is null . The 

logical operators and (&), or (I) and not (A), also now 

require expanded definitions using a three-valued logic, 

to take account of this new situation where a comparison 

may be true (T), false (F) or unknown (?): 

& T F ? T F ? A 

T T F ? T T T T T F 

F F F F F T F ? F T 

? ? F ? ? T ? ? ? ? 
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Next consider the 'set' 

A {a, b, c, ?} 

Does the'?' indicate 'completely unknown', or (as is 

perhaps implicit in the above equality) 'unknown, but 

known to be different from all of a, band c'? With the 

former definition, the best the function COUNT(A) can do 

is return 'either 3 or 4', while the latter definition 

allows COUNT(A) to return 4 unambiguously. However this 

is not necessarily better, since now the DBMS has to be 

able to deal with any number of different nulls! Consider 

B {a, b, c, ?, ?} 

Does this have 4 or 5 elements? Is it even valid? 

What about set membership? Both predicates 

d E A 

? E A 

must evaluate to 'unknown'. 

In fact almost all the familiar concepts, as well as the 

predicates and operators, need expanded definition to cope 

with the problem of null values. Some work has already 

been done in this direction, but it remains a difficult 

area. (Date [83b]) 

2.4.5. Indexes 

Indexes are really not part of a relational DBMS at all, 

but this brief discussion is included because indexes, 



either implicit or explicit, seem to be a 

adjunct to providing acceptable response speed. 
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necessary 

An index 

provides rapid access to tuples in a relation , based on 

the values of one or more attributes . 

Many operations on relations involve identifying one or 

more tuples which satisfy some specified condition. This 

id a potentially costly operation in terms both of time 

and resources. An index may help by providing relatively 

fast access to tuples satisfying all, or part of, the 

search condition - just as the index to a book allows the 

reader to find which pages contain material relevant to 

his topic of interest. Indeed some queries might be 

answered entirely within the indexes and without reference 

to the data pages at all. 

Yet such an index should not be ' v isible', otherwise one 

of the basic criteria of a relational system - that the 

relation be the only data structure - would be violated. 

The DBMS could index each attribute of each relation 

without the user's knowledge, but this could prove costly 

(especially if some of the attributes are never - or only 

rarely - use d in search conditions), because of the 

maintenance of appropriate indexes whenever a tuple is 

added, deleted or modified. 

Although discussion of SQL is deferred until Chapter 6, it 

is introduced here to illustrate one approach to this 

problem. The compromise adopted in SQL is to allow the 

user to indicate that an attribute is commonly used in 
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searching by explicitly creating an index, but not allow-

ing other reference. If the DBMS can take advantage of 

this index in evaluating a query, it may, but the user 

does not control whether or not the index is so used. 

However this use is blurred by having considerations of 

integrity overlap considerations of efficiency. Thus it is 

possible to 

CREATE [UNIQUE] INDEX index name 
ON real relation attribute name ... 

The optional keyword UNIQUE (or DISTINCT in some implemen-

tations) determines whether more than one tuple may have 

the same value for the named attribute(s). Obviously a 

unique index should be created for the primary key, it 

should be created before any tuples are added to the rela-

tion (otherwise the CREATE INDEX command could fail), and 

it should never be deleted by a 

DROP INDEX index name 

command. (To do so would be to lose control of the 

integrity of the database. Because of the cost of main-

taining indexes, IBM[84] recommends that, whenever signi-

ficant changes are to be made to a relation, the index 

should be deleted before the changes are made, and re-

created afterwards!) Note, however, that there is no means 

of identifying the primary key as such, when more than one 

unique index exists for a relation. 
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Specifying the primary key at the time of creation of each 

real relation avoids this problem, possibly also providing 

one index into the relation. (The overlap this way is 

acceptable, since there is no requirement to use the pri

mary key as an access mechanism; in the previous approach 

the index was the only means of specifying required 

integrity constraints.) 
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CHAPTER 3 

MURDER 

This chapter describes the basic VAX 11/750 implementation 

of MURDER, and compares it with the theory set out in Sec-

tion 2 . 3. 

3 . 1 . Overview of Implementation 

As indicated earlier, a relation consists of a header, 

together with a possibly empty set of tuples. The header 

must give - at least - the de tails of attributes in order, 

so that the stored representation of the tuples may be 

interpreted correctl y . Although the order of attributes 

may not be significant, it must be consistent for this 

interpretation to be possible. 

A relation in MURDER is stored in a linked list of pages, 

as keys are stored in the lowest level of a B+ tree. The 

size of a page is the size of a disk transfer unit , 4K 

bytes. The structure of a page is shown in Figure 3 .1. 

This effectively imposes a maximum size of 4088 bytes on a 

struct page 
{ char data[4096 - sizeof {int ) - sizeof{ptr)]; 

int population; /* f of tuples in page */ 
struct page *nextpage; /* pointer to next page */ 

page, *pageptr; 

Figure 3.1 - Page Structure 
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tuple. Tuples from more than one relation are not mixed 

in a page, and within a page tuples are maintained in 

strictly increasing order (with character and numeric data 

interpreted appropriately) . MURDER insists that the pri

mary key be the first attribute(s) in a relation. This 

ordering allows the relation itself to act as the primary 

key index. 

As a consequence of this design decision, most algebraic 

operations (together with building the universe in a cal

culus query, described in Chapter 5) are inherently sim

plified. While top-to-bottom order within a relation is 

not significant, there must be some order, even if it is 

only the physical storage order within the database. This 

sorted 'system' order is used as the basis for efficient 

implementation of the algebra and calculus described in 

the following chapters. 

When tuples are added to a relation, either singly or dur

ing a projection other than over the first attribute(s), 

the appropriate page for each new tuple is found by 

traversing the linked list of pages examining the first 

and/or last tuple in each. (For most primitive opera

tions, which generate relations in 'sorted' order, new 

tuples are simply added after any existing tuples.) The 

first page to be examined is the current page, if any, as 

shown in Algorithm 3.1. 



if there is no current page 
then if the relation is empty 

then get new page 
else get first page 

scan 
else if new tuple < first tuple in current page 

then get first page 
scan 

else scan 

while new tuple > last tuple in current page 
and there is a next page 
get next page 

Algorithm 3.1 - Basic Find and Scan Procedures 
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The scan procedure leaves the current page pointer set to 

the appropriate page. A binary search of the tuples in 

the page then determines whether the.tuple already exists 

in the relation, and if not where it is to be placed. If 

space exists in the page the new tuple is inserted (with 

higher tuples being moved up if necessary); if not, a new 

page is inserted into the linked list, with the old page 

being split across the two pages at the insertion point. 

There is no attempt to balance tuples across the two 

pages, although when the database is opened the pages of 

each relation are packed. Note also that when a relation 

is created in sorted order - as is usually the case - this 

algorithm automatically fills pages. 

The same lookup procedure is used to find a tuple which is 

to be deleted. Any additional processing required by the 

existence of foreign keys is discussed later. 
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Figure 3.2 gives the stucture for each attribute in the 

header. The parent relation is included to allow for 

aliasing, described in Chapter 4. 

Externally, MURDER supports three data types: 

fixed length character string, 

decimal (like COBOL S9(7)V99), and 

integer 

There are three predefined domains, 

DATE char 8 (dd/mm/yy) 

DECIMAL decimal 

INTEGER integer 

Further domains are created as required by 

CREATE DOMAIN domain name type 

type : := C length 
D I 
I 

struct attspec 
{ char pname[NAMESIZE], 

aname[NAMESIZE]; 
/* 
/* 

/* index 
/* 0,1,2 for 

int adnum, 
atype, 

parent relation */ 
size = 12 bytes */ 
to domain table */ 
char, decimal, int*/ 

asize, 
aoffset; 

attspec, *attptr; 

/* in bytes */ 
/* from front of tuple */ 

Figure 3.2 - Attribute structure 
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Domains may be discarded (provided that no attribute is 

still based on them) by 

DROP DOMAIN domain name domain name ] . .. 

The system maintains a table of current domains, giving 

for each its name, number, type and size . (See Figure 

3.3 . ) New domains are added at the end. Deleting domains 

requires the table to be updated, but thi s i s not l ikely 

to be a common processing requirement. 

There is no realization of the order flag described in 

Chapter 2. All domains are considered to be ordered, 

using algebraic value and lexicographic order for numeric 

and character data respectively. In the early version 

attributes were considered to be compatible if they were 

the same type and size; now they simply need to be based 

on the same domain. (This is still less rigorous than the 

theory requires, but is workable . McLeod[76] provides a 

full discussion of this problem, which was introduced 

informally in Chapter 2.) 

struct domain 
{ char dname[NAMESIZE] ; 

int dnum, 
dtype, 
dsize; 

domain, *domptr; 

Figure 3 . 3 - Domain Structure 
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Internally, both decimal and integer data types are 

represented as floating-point numbers. This limits the 

size of integers which can be represented exactly, but 

simplifies processing, particularly when arithmetic func-

tions are involved. A COUNT always has domain INTEGER, 

and the others AVG, SUM, MAX and MIN - have the same 

domain as their argument. Only AVG is unusual in this 

respect, as the average of a set of integers might be 

expected to be a real value. Storing integers as floats 

removes this problem, e.g. in a condition like 

WEIGHT > AVG(WEIGHT) 

With this introduction the structure of a relation node is 

given in Figure 3.4. (See also Figure 3.5.) Note that 

struct relnode 
{ char relname[NAMESIZE]; 

int numatt, /* # of attributes in relation */ 
relsize, /* size of tuple in bytes */ 
numkey, /* # attributes in primary key */ 
numfk, /* # foreign keys in a tuple */ 
numref , /* # referencing relations */ 
maxt, /* max # of tuples per page */ 
numtup; /* # of tuples in relation */ 

.struct relnode *prevrel, /* doubly linked list */ 
*nextrel; /* of relation nodes */ 

attptr header; /* to array[numatt] of attspec */ 
pageptr firstpageptr; /* to first data page */ 
refptr fktab, /* to arrays giving details */ 

reftab; /* of related relations */ 
} relnode, *relptr; 

Figure 3.4 - Relation Structure 
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relsize = sum of attribute sizes + sizeof(int) 

The use made of the extra integer, along with the 

representation and handling of foreign keys, is given in 

Section 3.2. 

Keeping the tuple count in the relation node serves two 

purposes. Evaluatio n of a COUNT function is now trivial, 

but more significantly the operations of opening and clos-

ing the database are much simplified. Relations are writ-

ten in order - first the node {excluding any pointers), 

then the header, details of any references, and finally 

SUPPLIER rel node 
3 

36 
1 
0 
2 

113 
5 

- ' to next r elnode 

- 0 H 0 SUPPLIER SNUM 4 
SUPPLIER SN AME 5 0 4 
SUPPLIER CITY 6 0 2 4 

header 

,i,-

Sl ADAM LONDON first page 
S2 BRUCE PARIS 

. . . .. 

5 I - l {no next page) 

Figure 3.5 - Basic Representation of SUPPLIER relation 
(reference tables omitted) 
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the data tuples. Since each page keeps a population 

count, this is trivial. On opening, once the relation 

details have been read, all the information needed to 

rebuild the relation is available . The maxt field is only 

a convenience, to avoid recalculation whenever a tuple is 

to be added to a page, but here it allows data pages to be 

packed simply while opening the database. It will be 

apparent that the database can thus be saved in a simple 

stream file. 

Permanent, temporary (or workspace) and transient rela-

tions are maintained in three doubly-linked lists. 

Although insertion is always at the tail (to simplify 

maintaining foreign key reference details), the double 

linkage facilitates deletion, which may occur anywhere . 

The earlier file-oriented version required slightly more 

complicated treatment . At present, the memory-resident 

version is suitable only for relatively small data 

volumes, but as the cost of memory continues to decrease, 

the use of memory-resident databases will increase. 

3.2 . Relation Definition 

Relations are created either explicitly or as the resul t 

of an assignment. The first of these, used for permanent 

relations, is 

CREATE RELATION rel name 
( att name : domain name 

[, att-name : domain- name ... ) 
PRIMARY KEY att name [ ~ att name ] 

; FOREIGN KEY att-name [ , att-name ] 
REFERENCES rel name ] 
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This creates an empty relation . (It is required that no 

relation of the same name already exists) . Attribute 

names must be unique within a relation, and domains refer-

enced must already exist. 

The primary key is required to be the first attribute(s) 

specified, which allows the relation to act as its own 

primary index. Any relations referenced must also already 

exist this restriction means that recursive or cyclic 

representations are not possible, but this is not likely 

to cause problems. Additionally it is required that when 

a foreign key has more then one attribute these attributes 

occur consecutively in the referencing relation. Here 

there might be a problem in cases where a sequence of 

attributes contains references to a number of other rela-

tions , e.g . if the attribute-pair SNUM, JNUM in relation 

SPJQ is to be a foreign key to a new relation SJ. 

References are maintained using the structure of Figure 

3.6. Each permanent relation maintains separate tables of 

these structures. The relnum field is used to rebuild the 

struct refspec 
{ relptr refrel; 

int relnum, 
ran um, 
rnumatt; 

/* pointer to related relation */ 
/* of related permanent relation */ 

/* first attribute of foreign key */ 
/* t attributes in foreign key */ 

} refspec, *refptr; 

Figure 3.6 - Reference Structure 
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representation of all associations when the database is 

opened, since the list of real or permanent relations is 

ordered, with new relations being added at the tail. For 

each such relationship, both the referenced and referenc

ing relations maintain these details, although the last 

field is only used in the latter case. This involves some 

duplication, but processing is simplified, and as creating 

or discarding a permanent relation occurs only infre

quently, overheads are not a factor. 

Individual tuples may be added to, or removed from, per

manent relations by 

INSERT rel name < value list > 

DELETE rel name < value list > 

where 

value list - value [ , value list 

For insertion, values for each attribute must be given; 

for deletion only the primary key values are required. Of 

course, each value must be of the correct data type. 

When a tuple is to be inserted, the table of foreign keys 

is checked. For each referenced relation a lookup, based 

on the foreign key in the candidate tuple, is executed. 

When the tuple is found, the extra integer allowed for in 

relsize is incremented. Finally, the new tuple is 

inserted in the appropriate position, with this integer, 

the reference count, set to zero, and the page population 

and relation tuple count are both incremented. If any 
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lookup fails to find a tuple matching the foreign key the 

insertion is rejected. 

The findtuple function which performs the lookup has three 

parameters pointers to the relation and tuple, and an 

integer indicating any action to be taken: 

, +' insert, assuming not found 

, _, 
delete, assuming found 

and reference count zero 

-1, 1 decrement o r increment reference count 

0 check if reference count is zero 

The function returns true or false as appropriate . (Note 

that in C a character is compatible with an integer, so 

that the apparent mismatch of types shown above is legal. 

If the relation being searched has its numkey field 

greater than zero, only that number of attributes are 

checked during the lookup; otherwise - a temporary or 

transient relation - a ll attributes are considered.) 

Deletion of a tuple first checks that the reference count 

is zero, refusing the operation otherwise . (This 

corresponds to the restrict option suggested in Date [86] , 

and outlined in Section 2.4.2.) The n similar lookups, 

which should be successful unless database integrity has 

been lost, are executed, decrementing the reference count 

in each case. Finally the page population and relation 

tuple count are also decremented . 

New pages are acquired, and empty pages discarded, as 

required. 



Higher level manipulation is also provided: 

INSERT rel name ws name I argument 

argument ::= alg expr I 
calc expr 
sql_expr 
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will attempt to insert each tuple from the named workspace 

relation, or the result of evaluating the argument expres-

sion, as appropriate. The operation will fail if any 

tuple already exists in the permanent relation. Suppose 

that wi, rj are equal tuples of relations w, R respec-

tively, and that rj has a non-zero reference count. 

Inserting wi into R must not change rj's reference count, 

otherwise the referential integrity of the database will 

be lost; and if the insertion is not flagged as an error, 

a subsequent attempt to delete wi - an operation which 

might reasonably be expected to succeed - must fail pre-

cisely because this count is positive. While it might be 

argued that it is sufficient to reject only w-tuples 

already in R, or even only such tuples where the count is 

non-zero, a little reflection should show that the above 

rule, rejecting the whole operation, is not likely to be a 

problem. For example the sequence 

X := INTER R WITH W 
INSERT R DIFF W 

WITH X 

identifies the offending tuple(s) and inserts the rest. 

DELETE rel name ws name I argument ] 

attempts to delete all tuples, or those in the temporary 
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relation o r expresssion result, from the permanent rela

tion. In the former case, all tuples in this relation must 

have zero reference counts ; for the other cases all tuples 

from the temporary relation must be present , and must 

similarly all be unreferenced . 

The second method for creating a relation applies to a 

temporary relation in the workspace. This is by assign

ment: 

assignment - rel name argument 

If the relation on the left already exists in the 

workspace, it is deleted immediately before the assignment 

occurs , i.e . it may be referenced in the expression on the 

right . (In practice , an expr ession results in a relation 

in the third, transient list , which is also used for 

intermediate results , and the actual assignment is accom

plished by transferring the relnode to the temporary list, 

after deleting a node of the same name if required . Any 

relations r emaining in this transient list are deleted at 

the end of execution of each statement .) Although tuples 

in a temporary relation are unique , such a relation has 

neither primary nor foreign keys. The concatenation of 

all attributes constitutes a key, although it may not 

satisfy the minimality requirement for a candidate key. 

Having all expressions evaluated in the temporary list , 

with results explicitly transferred to permanent relations 

by INSERT or DELETE statements , has the effect of allowing 

expression evaluation to proceed without interruption by 
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foreign key considerations, thus keeping the overheads of 

integrity constraints to a minimum. 

Note t hat there is no simple assignment like 

A B 

since no ne of the arguments given above is simply a rela

tion name . However, if A is a compatible empty permanent 

relation, 

INSERT A B 

achieves the same effect as assignment . 

In an assignment the new relation has already had all its 

details filled in during the expression evaluation . 

Attribute names and domains are inherited from the operand 

relations in a well-defined manner. If these names are 

not adequate (e.g. because of the duplication of an attri

bute name) they can be qualified by the name o f the parent 

relation , or by an alias if appropriate. 

Algebra , calculus and SQL expressions are described in 

Chapters 4, 5 and 7 respectively . 

The last statement used in data definition is 

DROP RELATION rel name rel name] .. . 

This removes all reference to the named permanent 

relation(s), provided that each is not referenced by any 

other relation (which implies that any tuples remaining in 

the relation are unreferenced). Analagously, there is 
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also 

DROP WORKSPACE [ ws name ws name . . . ] 

to discard all, one, or several temporary relations. 

This brief overview should provide an adequate background 

for a discussion of the algebraic operations, which is 

given in the next chapter. 

3.3. Additional Features 

For completeness this section gives an overview of other 

MURDER facilities, which fall into two main categories: 

utilities, and 

experimental facilities. 

3.3.1. Utility Statements 

These serve mainly to allow the user to manage the data

base. 

OPEN db name 

must be executed before any other processing. If no data

base file 'db name.db' is found, a new database is ini

tialised. 

CLOSE 

will exit the database, after first prompting the user to 

check whether any changes made to permanent structures 

should be saved. The user may then open another database. 
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Q I QUIT 

will close any open database as above, and exit the pro

gram. 

LIST rel name I argument 

attempts to find a named relation first in the permanent 

list, then in the workspace, and finally attempts to 

evaluate the expression. The relation (or expression 

result) is displayed at the user's terminal, screen by 

screen, prompting the user before beginning a new screen. 

Each screen begins with the header information, one line 

for attribute parent names (only if not all have the same 

parent), one line for the attribute names, and these are 

then underlined, using '=' if the attribute is part of the 

primary key and '-' otherwise. 

Simple data dictionary facilities are provided by two 

statements, WHAT and WHERE. 

WHERE domain name 

lists all relations having an attribute based on the named 

domain. 

WHAT DB 

list all environment constants (explained in the next sec

tion), together with the current value of each. 

WHAT DOMAIN 

lists all domains with their data type. 
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WHAT RELATION [ rel name 

either lists all permanent relations (unqualified case), 

or lists the attribute-name, domain-name pairs for the 

named relation. Primary key attributes are marked as such 

by an asterisk. 

WHAT WORKSPACE [ rel name 

supplies similar information for temporary relations. 

There is a final form 

WHAT MACRO [ macro name 

which either lists available macros (unqualified form) or 

gives the expansion of the named macro. 

explained in the next section.) 

3.3.2. Experimental Statements 

(Macros are also 

These were designed as a means of understanding the prob

lems involved in making a relational system directly 

usable for data processing, rather than merely a vehicle 

for data storage and retrieval. 

There is actually a second way of creating a temporary 

relation, using 

MAKE rel_name FROM argument SET assignment_list 

assignment_list : := assignment [ ; assignment_list 

assignment ::= att_name [ : domain_name] = expr 

expr - term [ addop expr ] 

term - factor [ mulop term 
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factor - att id I 
~ 

env con st 
literal I 
( expr ) 

addop - + I 

mulop · ·= * 
I 

env const DB . att id 

The domain must be specified in an assignment unless the 

expression consists only of an attribute or an environment 

constant (in which cases the domain can be inherited) . 

Any att id referenced on the right of an assignment must 

refer to an attribute in the argument, or to an attribute 

defined on the left of an earlier assignment in the list. 

(Section 4.1 elaborates the definition of att id in a more 

helpful contex t than is available here; for the moment it 

may be regarded as a synonym for att name.) 

The special relation DB is predefined and always contains 

e xactly one tuple. It has three predefined DATE attri-

butes (respectively the current date, and the dates the 

database was created and last updated) . Further attri-

butes can be created, changed or discarded by 

DECLARE att name : domain name value ] 

LET att name = value 

FREE att name 

This is in fact the only part of MURDER which allows 

facilities comparable to adding new attributes to an 

existing relation, or removing existing attributes; and it 
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is also the only place where nulls appear, although in a 

weak form as the default value to new environment con

stants, viz. spaces for character data, zero for numeric. 

A real relation may be updated by the MODIFY statement : 

MODIFY rel name [ WHERE sel_expr ] SET assignment_list 

The selection expression (described in Section 4.2) iden

tifies tuples to be changed, in which the assignments are 

applied; tuples not satisfying the expression are left 

unaltered. If no selection is specified all tuples are 

affected. Since no new attributes are being created, all 

assignments have the form 

att name expr 

There are some additional constraints require d by con

siderations of primary and foreign keys, and if these are 

not met the whole operation is rejected. 

(1) A non-key attribute may always be modified by any 

appropriate expression . 

(2) If a primary key attribute is to be modified the 

selection must only reference primary key attributes. 

(3) When a key attribute (primary or foreign ) is modi

fied, the expression must consist of a single con

stant. 

(4) A foreign key attribute, not part of the primary key, 

may only be altered if the modified tuple still 
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references a tuple in the referenced relation . 

(5) If a foreign key attribute is part of the primary 

key, the conditions of Rule 4 apply; additionally the 

change is propagated downwards through referencing 

relations . 

(6) A primary key attribute not part of a foreign key may 

only be modified to a value which will not cause 

duplication of a primary key. This will also be pro

pagated through referencing relations if required. 

These rules have been found to be reasonable in practice , 

and correspond to the cascade option of Date[86], outlined 

in Section 2 . 4.2. Rules 2 and 3 are basically common 

sense , and ensure that no ' s ide effects' occur . Rules 4 

and 5 ensure that referential integrity is maintained, and 

Rule 6 enforces entity integrity and prevents the loss of 

data which would occur if tuples are allowed to 'merge ' at 

this 'top' level. 

Tuples are , however , allowed to merge at l ower levels. 

Thi s requires careful treatment of reference counts: 

(1) No keys are affected, and he nce no reference counts 

are changed. 

(4) References from the original tuple are deleted, and 

replaced by references from the modified tuple. 

(Since no primary key is affected merging cannot 

occur . ) 
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(5) Processing is as in case 4, but if merging occurs 

references from the duplicate tuple are removed, and 

the reference count of the surviving tuple is the sum 

of the counts from the duplicates. (This reflects 

consequent merging which may 

relations, when references 

removed as above.) 

occur 

from 

in referencing 

duplicates are 

(6) Since in this case no merging can occur, processing 

is straightforward. 

When a primary key is modified the change may cascade 

through referencing relations. However, since the selec

tion expression in this case may only reference primary 

key attributes, and since these are the first attributes 

in the relation, the e xpression representation needs 

simple modification to apply at lower levels, viz. 

only 

all 

attribute off sets are increased by the off set of the 

foreign key in the referencing relation. The assignment 

list representation is first purged of assignments to 

other than primary key attributes before the result offset 

is similarly increased. (Note that this description is of 

the original implementation; modifications, described in 

Chapter 7, were required to implement the SQL UPDATE 

statement.) 

The MAKE statement was a first attempt at what might be 

described as 'row' processing, corresponding to record 

processing in a file environment. The basic unit of a 

relational system, the relation, is too coarse for many 
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practical purposes. Since much data processing involves 

associating a row from one relation with a group of rows 

from another , MAKE went some distance towards satisfying 

processing requirements, but still proved inadequate. (It 

will however be the basis for extending the SQL implemen-

tat ion to include expressions in the select list, 

described in Section 7 . 1.) MODIFY is in this sense also a 

row- processing statement. 

The complementary 'column ' processing is provided by a 

group of functions: 

f n stmt 

fn_arg 

function 

- COUNT ( fn arg ) I 
function fn_arg . att id 

- rel name I 
[ argument 

AVG 
SUM 
MAX 
MIN 

MURDER initially provided a macro facility for convenience 

during testing . A macro is stored like a relation with 

one unnamed attribute of type C 76 (a 76-character 

string) , and contains implicitly numbered MURDER command 

lines. Since a macro may not extend beyond one page the 

maximum length is 53 lines . 

Macros are defined, changed and deleted, by sub-commands 

within the EDIT statement. Execution of a macro simply 

requires reference to its name. A macro may accept param-

eters , and may execute calls on other macros, although 

recursion is not supported . 
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This facility was recognised as useful for processing (the 

stored program concept?) , and two additional statements -

FOR and IF were borrowed from normal programming 

languages. The first is 

for stmt FOR EACH rel name att name strnt_seq ENDFOR 

stmt_seq stmt [ stmt_seq 

which executes a loop with the control variable taking 

each possible value of the attribute in turn. Within the 

statement sequence any statement may appear , and t he sym-

bol ' $ ' may be used to refer to the current value of the 

control variable. Thus there might be a macro 

FOR EACH SUPPLIER.SNUM 
LIST_PART($) 

END FOR 

with macro LIST PART defined as 

%1 
LIST SEL SP WHERE SNUM = %1 

The notation ' %1 ' , ' %2 ' .. . refers to the first, second 

parameters . The first line above is an example of a 

literal statement , which is simply echoed at the user's 

terminal , while the second statement lists SP-tuples for 

the supplier identified by the parameter value. 

Thi s statement needs to be extended to allow for iteration 

based on multiple attribute combinations, or at the least 

the primary key in the named relation , but this has not 

been done because of the complications which would result 

from reference to such a multiple l oop control variable 
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within the scope of the FOR statement - but see the dis-

cussion in Sections 4.7 and 8.2, where it is urged that 

support for referential integrity should be recognised by 

forms of expressions which treat a key as a single entity . 

For the second new statement MURDER has 

if stmt IF [ NOT ] EMPTY rel name stmt seq 
[ ELSE stmt_seq ]-

ENDIF 

rather like an option commonly provided in network data-

base systems to test whether an instance of a record-type 

owns, or is a member of, an instance of a named set-type. 

As for IF statements in common programming languages, exe-

cution of either statement sequence is controlled by t he 

condition value . 

There is also a rudimentary report gene rator, loosely 

based on COBOL ' s Report Writer module: 

report_stmt : : = REPORT rel name [ option ] report_group 

option :: =PRINT I 
DISPLAY 

report_group header group report_ group footer_group 
detail_group 

header_ group HEADING [ FINAL 

footer_group - FOOTING line_group 

detail_group - DETAIL line_group 

line_group 

line_group :: = line_ spec [ ; line_ group 

line_spec ::=LINE [ +] integer [ field_group 

field_group : : = field_spec [ , field_group 

field_spec - COL integer data_spec 



data_spec - att name I 
env-const I 
literal I 
SUM ( att name 
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i.e. the report may be sent to a line-printer (line length 

1 32 characters) or to a VDU (the default, line length 80 

characters ), and consists of matching heading/footing 

groups s urrounding a detail group, or just a detail group. 

If FINAL i s u sed it must appear in the first h eadin g , and 

then specifies that there is to be an overall heading and 

footing for the report. Other headings and footi ngs are 

generated when changes occur in the value of the appropri-

ate control variable , i.e . the first , second attribute 

in the named relation , as in normal control-break process-

ing. (Again an extension could allow for control- breaks 

on multiple attribute values.) 

Each group may be one or more lines, each line may contain 

zero or more fields , and each field may be an attribute in 

the named relation or the special relation DB , a literal, 

or in the case of a footing only - the sum of a numeric 

field referenced in the detail group . More than one foot-

ing may sum the same attribute . Each sub-total is ini-

tiall y zero, and is reset to zero after output and , if 

necessary, adding it to the next. Lines may be positioned 

relative to the current line (the form ' + integer') or 

absolutely ; and in the latter case a page-throw may be 

generated before the line is output . (For a report sent 

to the user's terminal the user is prompted for a 

carriage-return b efore c l earing the screen and 
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continuing.) 

These experimental statements were designed as a means of 

coming to an understanding of relational processing. In 

particular macros are not efficient, because the stored 

text is re-interpreted on each call, and the parameter 

mechanism is simple text-substitution, but they did make 

it clear why there is such emphasis on embedding DBMS 

statements in a host program. 

In one other feature MURDER adopts its own experimental 

approach. Two databases may be open simultaneously, which 

may be called the Host and Data databases. While the 

former may only contain macros, the latter will normally -

but need not - contain only relations. Thus the same mac

ros may be applied to more than one data-set, or different 

groups of macros may be applied to the same data-set 

(which proved useful in assessing student work) . 

On the VAX 11/750s the MURDER system may either stand 

alone, interacting directly with the user, or may be 

'driven' by a host program sitting between the user and 

the system. (For this two UNIX pipes are used.) The host 

program is thus essentially a user-oriented menu/data

input system, augmented by processing beyond the direct 

capabilities of MURDER. 

Also implemented on the Prlme 750 is a library of subrou

tines called ATM (for ~cessory to ~urder!) which may be 

bound to a host program and which provides limited 

record-at-a-time processing: macros may be executed, or 
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relations read in first, next order, and tuples added, 

changed or deleted. 

3.4. Evaluation of MURDER 

How well does MURDER measure up to the standards set out 

in Chapter 2? 

Certainly the only visible data-structure is the relation 

it is in fact the only data-structure, if the macro 

facilities are excluded; the special relation DB is a 

relation, although it is manipulated by separate state

ments. 

Domains are not fully implemented, but there is enough to 

be useful. Processing was actually simplified by the 

inclusion of domains. Perhaps the range of data types 

could be widened. 

The order of attributes in a relation in MURDER is fixed 

when the relation is created, either explicitly or by 

assignment. While this order has no inherent signifi

cance, many primitive operations depend upon it. In par

ticular, it is often tacitly assumed that the primary key 

of a temporary relation W is the first n attributes, for 

some n, 1 < n < a(W), the arity or degree of W. 

Further, the top-to-bottom order of tuples in a relation 

is strictly sorted according to the (current) attribute 

ordering, and considerable advantage is gained by this in 

obtaining an efficient implementation of the primitive 

operations. (This point is further expanded in Chapter 4, 
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when the algebraic primitives are described.) If U and V 

are two compatible tuples 

u (ul, u2 ... un), V (vl, v2 ... vn) 

the predicate 

u < v 

is true if and only if 

ui < vi , for some i , 1 < i < n 

and uk vk, for all k, 1 < k < i 

with other comparisons similarly defined. 

On the subject of keys MURDER is slightly deficient, in 

requiring the primary key to come first in a relation, and 

foreign keys to be consecutive attributes. However what 

has been included was achieved simply, so simply in fact 

that it is surprising that they are not supported in com

mercial DBMSs. The distinction between permanent and 

other relations contributes much to this. 

Views are not supported, although the macro facility could 

easily be extended to do this. A macro consisting of a 

single expression would be sufficient. This would also 

simplify the scope problem briefly mentioned in Section 

2.4.3 - a view would persist either for the duration of 

the macro which caused it to be generated, or for a single 

statement, as appropriate. 
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The separation of permanent and temporary relations allows 

meaningful assignment without the problems caused by 

integrity constraints. (As an aside, Chamberlin[76], 

which introduced the language SEQUEL2, provided a similar 

assignment, although additionally the attributes could be 

named; but in all dialects of SQL the key concept is 

indistinct - see the discussion of this, and also Alpha's 

workspace concept , in Chapter 6.) 

The absence of nulls - and a recognisable default value is 

not really a null - is a major omission, but one which is 

supported by writers such as C.J. Date. (Date[87a] ) 

Since MURDER is a single-user system, problems of con

current usage are not considered . Several users may open 

the same database, but each is automatically given his/her 

own copy in their local directory. 

Codd[85] suggests a simple rating scheme for measuring how 

fully a RDBMS complies with currently perceived require

ments. He lists a number of rules - 12 basic, 9 struc

tural, 18 manipulative and 3 integrity - which are neces

sary in a faithful implementation of the relational model, 

and evaluates three commercially available systems for 

their compliance with these rules. His results: 

IBM' s DB2 46% 

IDMS/R 8% 

Datacom/DB 10% 

On this measure, MURDER achieves better than 40%, making 
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up for DB2's treatment of null values by the inclusion of 

domains and (entity and referential) integrity. Since 

these have been shown to impinge only slightly on other 

processing, it is indeed surprising that more systems have 

not seen fit to implement them. Of the three systems 

evaluated by Codd, none supports them to any usable 

extent, although DB2 does include a type of primary key 

facility, using the concept of separate indexes provided 

by SQL. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MURDER Algebra 

This chapter describes the implementation of the eight 

commonly available algebraic operators. These are all a 

necessary background for the relational calculus to be 

described in Chapter 5, but also highlight the advantage 

to be gained through ordering the physical storage of 

tuples. 

An algebraic expression may appear as the argument to a 

utility statement, or as the right-hand side of an assign-

ment to create a temporary relation: 

rel name alg_expr 

If the result relation already exists in the temporary 

list, it is deleted immediately before the assignment. 

All algebraic expressions return a (pointer to a) rela-

tion, and involve one or two instances of alg_primary, 

defined as 

alg_primary rel name [ = alias 
'['-alg_expr ']' 

Here any relations named must already exist. The brackets 

'[' and']' indicate recursion, i.e. an operation may act 

on the relation returned by a previous operation. (Recall 

the use of single quotes in syntax diagrams to denote an 

instance of the quoted character - see Section 1.3) When 

two instances of the same relation are involved, at least 

one of them must have an alias if the user wishes to 
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distinguish between duplicate qualified names. 

Algebraic operators may be classified either as unary or 

binary (one or two operands respectively), or alterna

tively as primitive or derived (the latter being opera

tions defined in terms of primitive operators but which 

are included for convenience because of frequency of use) . 

The unary operators supported by MURDER are 

projection - a 'vertical' subset of a relation, not 

necessarily retaining all attributes of the operand, 

and possibly re-ordering those retained; and 

selection - or restriction - a 'horizontal' subset 

retaining tuples which satisfy selection criteria 

Binary operators supported are 

difference 

union 

intersection 

product 

join - two forms 

quotient 

The first four binary operators are like the corresponding 

set operations. Intersection, join and quotient are 

derived, and the other five are all primitive. Each of 

the eight is discussed separately below. Section 4.11 

includes a discussion of their efficiency. 



4.1. Projection 

PROJ alg_primary OVER att id list 

where 

att id list::= att id[, att_id_list] 

att_id ::= [qualifier 

qualifier : := rel name 
alias 

att name 
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For example, if a list of cities in which suppliers are 

located is required, any of 

PROJ SUPPLIER OVER CITY 

PROJ SUPPLIER OVER SUPPLIER.CITY 

PROJ SUPPLIER=S OVER CITY 

PROJ SUPPLIER=S OVER S.CITY 

could be used. In this instance the first form is suffi-

cient. Note that once an alias has been declared, it 

effectively replaces the name of the parent relation. Thus 

PROJ SUPPLIER=S OVER SUPPLIER.CITY 

would be flagged as an error. During parsing a list of 

the attributes to be retained is generated. A new rela-

tion node is then created (in the transient list) with 

appropriate values and header. At the same time the attri-

bute list is updated to include offsets of each attribute 

in the source and destination tuples, and possibly 

compressed when consecutive attributes are encountered. 

Figure 4.2 shows the two forms of the list for the expres-
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sion 

PROJ SUPPLIER OVER SNAME, CITY, SNUM 

The structure of the nodes here (and for selection) is 

given in Figure 4.1. Projection is the only algebraic 

operation which does not generate its result in order. 

The operand relation is traversed using two functions, 

first and next, which maintain a pointer to the appropri-

struct pnode 
{ int pn[S]; 

char *sptr, /* not used in algebra */ 
*dptr, /* to offset in result */ 
*argp; /* to literal in condition */ 

relptr result; /* only used in SQL grouping */ 
struct pnode *lson, /* both used for binary tree */ 

*rson; /* used for simple list */ 
} pnode, *pnodeptr; 

Figure 4.1 - Expression Node Structure 

projp 

projp 

2 

3 
4 

28 
0 

3 

1 
0 
4 

28 

1 attribute index 
pointer to next node 

attribute index (no longer needed) 
source offset 
length in bytes 
destination offset 
pointer to next node 

Figure 4.2 - Projection List Before and After Compression 
(unused fields omitted) 
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ate source tuple, and return the boolean value true if the 

appropriate tuple is found, and false if not, i.e. respec

tively an empty relation or no more tuples in the next 

direction. For each pnode in the list, data from the 

source tuple is copied to the destination tuple (dptr hav

ing been previously set to the correct offset position) . 

A lookup operation determines whether the resulting tuple 

already exists, and if not it is inserted in the correct 

position as described in Chapter 3. In an attempt to 

minimize the number of lookups executed, a copy of the 

last tuple added is held, and each new candidate tuple is 

compared with this copy. (This reflects the fact that 

some projections will generate a sequence of duplicate 

candidates, e.g. the expression 

PROJ SPJ OVER SNUM, PNUM 

whenever a supplier supplies the same part to more than 

one job. Admittedly this approach may be criticised, and 

any advantage is the exception rather than the rule.) In 

Algorithm 4.1, A and C are the operand and result rela

tions, tA is (a pointer to) the current source tuple, tC 

is (a pointer to) the candidate tuple for the result, and 

tL is (a pointer to) the last tuple added. (Appendix A 

gives an outline of the C-like language used to express 

algorithms. To simplify the algorithms further the dis

tinction between a pointer and the object addressed is not 

made explicit.) Recall that the third parameter to 

find_tuple indicates the action, here add tuple tC if it 

is not found. 



more = first (A) , tL = ""; 
while more 

tC = proj(tA, projp); 
if tC != tL 

tL = tC, find tuple(C, tC, '+'); 
more= next(A); -

Algorithm 4.1 - Projection 
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Despite the reservations expressed above, the algorithm 

performs well for the volumes of data used in the student 

environment, and the improvement possible with 'real' data 

through maintaining indexes is conjectural, unless there 

is already an index on the (list of) attribute (s) 

required. In this case only the index need be accessed. 

This is one place where the distinction between permanent 

relations (which have a primary key) and temporary rela-

tions (which do not) is counter-productive. If a relation 

has a primary key, the lookup need only consider the 

number of attributes in that key, not all attributes, as 

here. 

In further discussion in this document the notation R[a] 

(where a is an attribute list) will sometimes be used for 

PROJ R OVER a 

4.2. Selection 

SEL alg_primary WHERE sel_expr 



where 

sel_expr 

sel term 

sel factor 

fn AVG 
MAX 
MIN 
SUM 

sel term [ 'I' sel_expr 

sel factor [ & sel term 

att id relop 
att-id relop 
att-id relop 
( sel expr ) 

att id I 
fn ( att id 
literal T 
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and literal is of the appropriate data type (with charac-

ter data enclosed in either single or double quotes). For 

example, the expression 

SEL SUPPLIER WHERE CITY "LONDON" 

finds suppliers located in London. 

During parsing a binary tree is constructed (using pnodes) 

in which the leaves represent simple relation conditions 

and higher nodes contain representations of logical 

and/or; the condition above results in the single node of 

Figure 4.3. The operand is scanned in first, next order 

as described for projection. On each iteration the candi-

date tuple pointer and the root of the expression tree are 

passed to a recursive boolean function; if the result is 

true the tuple is added to the result relation after any 

existing tuples. (Since the operand was in sorted order 

and contained no duplicates there is no need for a 

lookup.) This is expressed in Algorithm 4.2. 
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selp 
off set of left attribute 24 

0 
1 
0 
8 

offset of right attribute (if argp=null) 
corresp. to relational or logical op. 
data type 
data size 
lson, rson pointers 
argp, pointer to literal (if appropriate) 

LONDON 

Figure 4.3 - Data Structure for Simple Selection 

more = first (A) ; 
while morea 

if satisfy (selp) 
add (C, tA); 

more = next (A) ; 

Algorithm 4.2 - Selection 

In further discussion in this document the notation R[c] 

(where c is a selection expression) will sometimes be used 

as an abbreviation for 

SEL R WHERE c 

4.3. Union 

UNION alg_primary WITH alg_primary 

The standard set-theoretic definition of set union is 

AUB {x: x € A I x € B} 
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which becomes for relational algebra 'tuples which are in 

relation A or in relation B (or possibly in both)'. 

For the union operator to make sense the two operand rela-

tions must be 'union-compatible', i.e. have the same 

number of attributes which must be pairwise based on the 

same domain. 

Since relations are stored in sorted order, a single pass 

through both operands is required, and the result is also 

generated in order. Using the first and next functions 

already introduced results in the algorithm given in Algo-

rithm 4.3. 

4.4. Difference 

DIFF alg_primary WITH alg_primary 

morea = first(A), moreb first(B); 
while morea I moreb 

if morea 
if moreb 

if tA < tB 
add(C, tA), morea = next(A); 

else if tA = tB 
add(C, tA), morea next(A), moreb 

else 
add(C, tB), moreb = next(B); 

else 
add(C, tA), morea = next(A); 

else 
add(C, tB), moreb = next(B); 

Algorithm 4.3 - Union 

next(B); 
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The standard set-theoretic definition of set difference is 

A - B {x: x e A & x e B} 

which becomes for relational algebra 'tuples which are in 

relation A and which are not in relation B' . Again, for 

the operation to make sense, the operands must be union-

compatible, as described in Section 4.3. 

As for union, a single pass through both relations is suf-

ficient. (See Algorithm 4.4.) 

4.5. Intersection 

INTER alg_primary WITH alg_primary 

The standard set-theoretic definition of set intersection 

is 

A~B {x: x e A & x e B} 

which becomes for relational algebra 'tuples which are in 

relation A and are also in relation B' . Intersection is a 

morea = first(A), moreb first(B); 
while morea 

if tA < tB I !moreb 
add(C, tA), morea = next(A); 

else if tA = tB 
morea = next(A), moreb = next(B); 

else 
moreb next(B); 

Algorithm 4.4 - Difference 
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derived operation, since 

A () B A - (A - B) 

i.e. the removal from relation A of tuples which are not 

in relation B leaves tuples which are. Again a simple 

single-pass algorithm is given (see Algorithm 4.5.) 

4.6. Product 

TIMES alg_primary BY alg_primary 

The standard set-theoretic definition of a Cartesian pro-

duct is 

AX B { (x,y): x e A & y e B} 

which forms ordered pairs by combining each element of set 

A with each element of set B. Elements of sets may them-

selves be compound. For relational algebra a new relation 

is formed by concatenating each tuple from relation A with 

each tuple from relation B, so that 

morea = first(A), moreb 
while morea & moreb 

if tA < tB 
morea = next (A) ; 

else if tA = tB 
add(C, tA), morea 

else 
moreb = next(B); 

Algorithm 4.5 - Intersection 

first(B); 

next(A), moreb next (B); 
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a{A x B) = a{A) + a{B) 

s{A x B) s(A) + s(B) 

n{A X B) = n(A) .n(B) 

where a(A), s{A) and n(A) are respectively the arity, the 

size of a tuple and the number of tuples in relation A. 

There is no corresponding simple formula for the storage 

requirement of a product; however if p{A) is the number of 

pages needed to hold relation A, we can say that p(A X B) 

has lower bound the smaller of p{A) and p(B), and upper 

bound approximately n(A) .p(B) + n(B) .p(A). 

The header for the product is formed by concatenating the 

two separate headers, and increasing the aoffset field of 

each attribute from the second factor by the size of the 

first factor (less the extra reference-count integer) . 

Again, using the sorted order of the factor relations, 

MURDER gives a single-pass algorithm (see Algorithm 4.6.) 

morea = first(A); 
while morea 

moreb = first(B); 
while moreb 

add(C, concat(tA, tB)), moreb = next(B); 
morea = next(A); 

Algorithm 4.6 - Product 
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4.7. Join 

Of the many possible variants of the join operation, 

MURDER supports two: 

an extension of the theta-join 

the natural join 

4.7.1. Theta Join 

The theta-join is a derived operation which concatenates 

tuples from two relations for which nominated attributes 

are in a specified relationship. This can be seen as 

(A x B) [a e bl 

where a and b are compatible attributes of relations A and 

B respectively, and e is a relational operator, e.g. <, = 

etc. As an example, the attempt to find pairs of sup-

pliers and jobs located in the same city using 

SEL [TIMES SUPPLIER BY JOB] WHERE CITY CITY 

fails - the result of the nested product is a relation in 

which the third and sixth attributes are both named CITY, 

but in parsing the selection expression the first CITY 

attribute would be found twice, and in fact the selection 

achieves nothing. This is the reason for introducing 

attribute qualification, and what is required is 

SEL [TIMES SUPPLIER BY JOB] 
WHERE SUPPLIER.CITY = JOB.CITY 

The earlier version allowed attribute indexing as a 
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simpler alternative: 

SEL [TIMES SUPPLIER BY JOB] WHERE !3 = !6 

Here the notation ' !3' indicates the third attribute. 

Attribute indexing is a simple way of coping with this 

situation where more than one attribute has the same name , 

a situation not normally permitted but which may occur as 

the result of another operation, as here. It is the less 

satisfactory of the two approaches although it is 

simpler to implement - and has inherent dangers. Suppose 

that before this expression is evaluated someone had 

replaced the SUPPLIER relation with 

SUPPLIER(SNUM, SNAME, STATE, CITY) 

The request using indexing would now fail because the 

STATE and JNAME attributes are based on different domains. 

For this reason, indexing, and indeed any form of expres

sion which presupposes anything about the condition of the 

database - as distinct from facts such that both the SUP

PLIER and JOB relations have an attribute named CITY -

should be avoided . 

MURDER introduces the form 

JOIN alg_primary WITH alg_primary WHERE join_expr 

as a convenient shorthand for this selection of a product; 

join_expr is defined like sel_expr , except that literals 

are not appropriate . Our example query can now be 

expressed 
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JOIN SUPPLIER WITH JOB 
WHERE SUPPLIER.CITY = JOB.CITY 

(The Prlme version allows 

JOIN SUPPLIER WITH JOB WHERE CITY CITY 

in which the apparent ambiguity in the join expression is 

resolved by having attributes on the left of a relational 

operator implicitly qualified by the first operand, and 

those on the right by the second.) 

Note the MURDER extension which allows full expression 

syntax instead of only a single term. 

The implementation builds a binary tree for the join 

expression as described for selection, and passes the root 

of this tree to the procedure used for product. The inner 

loop in the Algorithm 4.6 is changed to 

while moreb 
if selp =null I satisfy(selp) 

add(C, concat(tA, tB)); 
moreb = next(B); 

This approach means that it is not necessary to build the 

product as an intermediate step, and is taken because of 

the potentially very high cost of the product operation. 

For this form of join, as for product, no lookups are 

required. 

4.7.2. Natural Join 

When the join expression consists of a single condition 

with relational operator '=' as in the example just 
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described, one column in the result will be duplicated , 

and in this case the natural join might be more appropri-

ate . The natural join eliminates this duplication . It can 

be seen as 

(A X B) [a b] [ ' everything except b '] 

which projects out the duplicated column. MURDER uses the 

form 

JOIN alg_primary WITH alg_primary OVER att_name [ , att_name] 

If two att names are given the first is applied to the 

first operand and the second to the second operand; if 

only one is given it is applied to both operands . The 

attributes must be compatible . Thus 

JOIN SUPPLIER WITH JOB OVER CITY 

would give the same result as 

PROJ [JOIN SUPPLIER WITH JOB 
WHERE SUPPLIER.CITY = JOB.CITY] 

OVER SNUM, SNAME , CITY, JNUM, JNAME 

This problem of duplicate attribute names might have been 

avoided by naming the city attributes SCITY and JCITY 

(although this to some extent obscures the information 

that both are drawn from a common domain) . But since it is 

sometimes necessary to join a relation with itself the 

underlying problem still remains; qualification by the 

relation name is no help if both are the same , hence an 

aliasing mechanism is required . One way to find suppliers 

of more than one part is 



PROJ [JOIN SP WITH SP=SPX 
WHERE SP.SNUM = SPX .SNUM & SP.PNUM > SPX.PNUM] 

OVER SP.SNUM 
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(It is recommended that an alias reflect the name of the 

relation affected.) 

Note that even though projection is involved, lookup calls 

are never required. The inner loop of Algorithm 4.6 is 

further modified to give Algorithm 4.7. 

In a database which supports the foreign key concept , it 

might reasonably be expected that joining a referencing 

relation to a relation it references over the foreign key 

would be a common processing requirement ; indeed this 

could be seen as the natural join, since the purpose of a 

foreign key is to guarantee that such a j oin can be exe-

cuted without loss of data from the referencing relation 

(which would occur if no target tuple exists, so that the 

morea = first(A) ; 
while morea 

moreb = first(B) ; 
while moreb 

if selp =null I satisfy(selp ) 
tC = concat(tA, tB); 
if projp = null 

add(C, tC); 
else 

add(C, proj(tC, projp)); 
moreb = next(B); 

morea = next(A); 

Algorithm 4.7 - Product Modified to Support Joins 
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current tuple does not participate in the join) . It is 

surprising to find no specific use of foreign keys made by 

algebraic operators, and it is a pity that the term 

'natural join' is not used for this, e.g. 

JOIN rel name WITH rel name 
OVER KEY [ att name-list 

in which the qualified form would only be necessary when, 

as sometimes occurs, a relation has more than one refer-

ence to the same relation. (But see Section 8.2.) 

4.7.3. Other Joins 

Several other types of join have been developed. One, the 

semi-join, only retains tuples from the first operand 

which would appear as 'prefixes' in the result of an 

equi-join with the second operand. This form is currently 

not supported directly, although it is used in the 

optimising of both calculus and SQL. The result has the 

same attributes as the first operand, and now the inner 

loop of Algorithm 4.7 is terminated either by exhausting 

the second operand, or by finding in the second a tuple 

which would cause the current 'prefix' tuple to be 

included in the result: 

done= false, moreb first(B); 
while moreb & !done 

if satisfy(selp) 
add(C, tC), done= true; 

moreb = next(B); 

All these joins lose information, in the sense that some 

tuples may not appear in the result. The so-called 'outer' 
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joins address this problem by extending such tuples in the 

appropriate direction by null values . Thus there are three 

forms depending on whether all information from the first 

or second operands or both is to be retained in the 

result . 

4.8. Quotient 

DIV rel name BY rel name 

This operation is so called because it is in a sense the 

inverse of product: 

AXB/B A 

although it is generally not true that 

A / B X B = A 

Informally, suppose A { (x , y)} and B = {y}; then 

A I B { x: Vy e B c (x, y) e A) } 

i.e. the quotient contains all 'prefixes ' from A which 

occur in A associated with at least all the ' suffixes ' 

from B. Formally, suppose that A= { (X , Y)} and B = {Y} 

where X and Y now represent attribute lists . Define the 

image set of an X-value x over A as 

g(x , A) {y: (x,y) e A} 

Then 

A I B {x: x € X & g(x,A) :;?B} 

Note that 



a(A I B) = a(A) - a(B) 

s(A I B) = s(A) - s(B) 

n(A I B) < n(A) I n(B) 
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(As for the product there is no corresponding simple for-

mula for the storage requirement of t h e quotient .) 

An example should make the process clearer; suppose that 

A { (a,b,1), (a,b,2), (a,b,3), (c,d, 1) , (e,f,1), (e,f,3)} 

B {1,3} 

so that a(A) = 3 and a(B) 

g((a, b),A) 
g( (c,d) , A) 
g (( e ,f),A) 

= {1,2,3} :::::> B 
{1} ;::/, B 

= {1, 2} 2 B 

A I B = { (a,b), (e , f)} 

1, which gives a(A I B) = 2 . 

This example could be classified as a ' 3 by 1 ' division . 

MURDER supports the general m by n divide operation, and 

requires that 

m > n 

the last n attributes of the dividend be pairwise 
compatible with the attributes of the divisor 

(I t was a deficiency of Massey's original RDBMS that divi-

sion was restricted to the 'n by 1' case . Notice that 

division by an empty relation gives a result containing 

all prefixes from the dividend, and that the quotient is 

empty if the dividend is e mpty , although an empty quotient 

may also result from other conditions .) 
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Division is a derived operation; an alternative definition 

in terms of primitive operators is 

A I B A [b'] - (A [b'] X B - A) [b'] 

where [b'] denotes projection over the attributes not con-

tained in B (for the MURDER implementation the first m - n 

attributes) . Working from the inside out finds in turn 

all prefixes 
all possible prefix-suffix combinations 
possible combinations not in A 
prefixes from these missing combinations 
prefixes in the quotient 

(projection) 
(product) 
(difference) 
(projection) 
(difference) 

The cost of executing this algorithm is the sum of the 

costs of two projections, two differences and one product. 

MURDER, taking advantage of the sorted physical order in 

which tuples are stored, implements a direct version of 

division, shown in Algorithm 4.8. (As before tA and tB 

refer to the current tuples in relations A and B respec-

tively; pA and sA refer to the prefix and suffix of tA, 

and tC is a candidate tuple for the quotient.) This algo-

rithm costs less than the equivalent product. (A further 

advantage, discussed in Chapter 5, is that it is readily 

modified to the case where 

n(C) < n(A) - n(B) 

which arises frequently during the evaluation of a cal-

culus expression - see Section 5.4.1.) 



morea = first(A); 
while morea 

tc = pA, moreb = first(B); 
if moreb 

ok = TRUE; 
while ok & moreb 

if sA < tB 
morea = next(A), 
ok = morea I tC = pA 

else if sA = tB 
morea = next(A), moreb next(B); 
if moreb 

ok morea & tC = pA 
else 

ok FALSE; 
if ok 

add (C , tC); 
else 

add (C, tC); 
while morea & tC = pA 

morea = next(A); 

Algorithm 4.8 - Quotient 

4. 9. Updates 
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The operators described so far have been concerned wit h 

identifying data which satisfies given criteria . It must 

be emphasized that data retrieval is only one o f several 

possible uses for algebraic expressions . The same expres-

sion can be used in a variety of contexts, e.g. to define 

the scope of an update or delete operation, to specify 

access rights for a user, or to define integrity con-

straints . See also the discussion of the MODIFY statement 

in Section 3.3.2 . 
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4.10. Discussion 

Since the result of each of the eight algebraic operators 

described above is a relation (formally the set of rela-

tions is closed for these operators) the algebra is 

inherently recursive, i.e. wherever a relation appears in 

a relational expression it may be replaced meaningfully by 

another such expression. These derived relations inherit 

attribute names and domains from the operands from which 

they are derived. Whenever this inheritance produces the 

duplication of an attribute name, provision must be made 

for distinguishing between the different attributes. The 

aliasing described for MURDER is adequate, but sometimes 

produces surprising results. If we 

LIST JOIN SP WITH SP=SPX OVER SNUM 

the heading for the result looks like 

SP 
SNUM 

SP 
PNUM 

SPX 
PNUM 

because aliasing is implemented by replacing the parent 

name fields in the header of the aliased relation. This 

is the reason for the earlier comment that an alias should 

reflect the name of the affected relation. Incidentally, 

this corresponds very closely to the use of tuple vari-

ables described for calculus in Section 5.4.1. 

As with any form of expression, the user has to learn the 

'tricks of the trade', i.e. techniques which experience 

has shown are likely to be helpful in given situations. 
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Often a query is formulated using a difference in which 

the second operand is the negation of the original query -

A previous example showed how to find suppliers of more 

than one part; finding suppliers of only one part becomes 

DIFF [PROJ SUPPLIER OVER SNUM] 
WITH [the previous query] 

This applies even to apparently simple queries: 

PROJ [SEL SPJ WHERE PNUM="Pl"] OVER SNUM 

gives suppliers of part Pl; but 

PROJ [SEL SPJ WHERE PNUM<>"Pl"] OVER SNUM 

doesn't give, as the novice might expect, suppliers who 

don't supply Pl - it gives suppliers of at least one part 

other than Pl, and what is required is 

DIFF [PROJ SUPPLIER OVER SNUM] 
WITH [PROJ [SEL SPJ WHERE PNUM="Pl"] OVER SNUM] 

Again, queries formulated using the word 'all' often 

require the quotient operator. Suppliers who supply the 

same part to all jobs are given by 

DIV SPJ 
BY [PROJ J OVER JNUM] 

although the solution to the apparently simpler query 

merely to find who supplies all jobs is 

DIV [PROJ SPJ OVER SNUM, JNUM] 
BY [PROJ J OVER JNUM] 

Thus formulating an algebraic expression requires detailed 
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knowledge of both the structure of the database and the 

semantics of the various operators. As queries become more 

complex, the initial response of many students that "alge-

bra is easy", probably encouraged by its procedural 

nature, undergoes major revision. A solution to the quite 

reasonable query "What jobs could be supplied entirely by 

supplier S2?" is 

PROJ [JOIN [DIFF [PROJ J OVER JNUM] 
WITH [PROJ [JOIN SPJ 

WITH [DIFF [PROJ P OVER PNUM] 
WITH [PROJ [SEL SP 

WHERE SNUM="S2"] 
OVER PNUM] ] 

OVER PNUM] 
OVER JNUM]] 

WITH J 
OVER JNUM] 

OVER JNAME 

which is anything but obvious! Working from the inside out 

gives successively 

SP-tuples for supplier S2 
PNUM values from supplier S2 
PNUM values which S2 doesn't supply 
SPJ-tuples for parts S2 doesn't supply 
JNUM values for jobs using parts S2 doesn't supply 
JNUM values using only parts S2 does supply 
JNAME values as required 

4.11. Efficiency 

Although it is not a factor in a memory-resident system, 

the discussion of efficiency is in terms of page refer-

ences. However, as the more common approach is to use 

auxiliary storage, these comments are still relevant to 

current practice. 
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For projection, each new tuple requires a lookup to deter

mine whether it already exists, and if not where it should 

be placed. An index on the primary key would facilitate 

this, and in MURDER the relation itself acts as such an 

index, since here (and in the result of all operations) 

the primary key is not known. There is some evidence 

(Bitton[83]) that it is worth while constructing such an 

index if it does not exist, and if the projection is a 

common processing requirement maintaining it would cer

tainly pay. It should, however, be noted that there is an 

additional problem inherent in using such indexes: either 

the location of a tuple is fixed in the physical database 

(this fixing of position is sometimes referred to as 'pin-

ning'), or an indirection mechanism must be used, such as 

that described for System R in Ullman[82]. 

In the absence of an index on (even part of) the selection 

condition, the selection algorithm is optimal - each tuple 

is accessed once. Similarly the join operations might 

benefit from the use of indexes. 

The set operations union, difference and intersection, are 

all expressed as single-pass algorithms. For union this 

is nearly optimal, even with indexes - each page of each 

operand is accessed once. If indexes on the primary key 

of the two operands are available, only pages from the 

second operand which contribute tuples to the result need 

be accessed, but any saving here is off set by accesses to 

index pages. For the other two there is scope for more 

savings, as tuples from the second operand never appear in 
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the result of either intersection or difference. 

For product there is nothing to be gained by using 

indexes. The number of page references required by Algo

rithm 4.6 is p(A) .p(B), not counting writing pages of the 

result. However this 

order, so that there is 

algorithm generates its result in 

no need for either lookup or 

page-splitting operations. 

into memory, the number 

If the smaller factor is read 

of page references becomes 

p(A)+p(B), corresponding to MURDER in the case when one 

factor fits into a single page. Similar comments apply to 

division. If the divisor fits into a single page, the 

number of page references is p(A)+l, but it may be as high 

as n(A) .p(B). (In this case the more direct algorithm 

would be better.) A primary key index of the divisor 

should be smaller than the divisor itself, and so would 

improve the execution of Algorithm 4.8, giving up to 

n(A) .p(bI), the number of pages in B's index. 

The original design decision to store tuples in sorted 

order has also been shown to be helpful, leading as it 

does to simple and efficient (in some cases optimal) algo

rithms for the various operators. The next chapter shows 

that the same advantages accrue for the relational cal

culus. The use of indexes would however improve the per

formance of the more common operators where real data 

volumes are used, but would also require more complex 

memory management techniques. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MURDER Calculus 

5 . 1. Relational calculus 

An alternative to relational algebra for specifying mani

pulation of the database is provided by relational cal

culus. Codd[71] informally proposed a language (call ed 

Data ~ub-~anguage ALPHA) based on predicate calculus . 

Both relational algebra and 

were formally introduced 

(tuple) relational calculus 

in Codd[72]. This paper a l so 

demonstrated the equivalence of the two approaches by giv

ing an algorithm for converting a calculus expression to 

the equivalent algebra. Alpha was never implemented, 

although QUEL (used with the Ingres Relatonal DBMS) i s 

similar. (The calculus described here , and implemented in 

MURDER, is closely related to that defined in Codd[72] .) 

Although the expressions look different from the algebra 

they are equivalent , the apparent differences being mainly 

in the mode of expression; whereas algebra is p r e s c rip

tive, in that an algebraic expression defines how to 

obtain the data you want, calculus is descr iptive, with 

the user specifying the characteristics of the required 

data, and leaving it to the system to decide how it is to 

be obtained. Another common way of distinguishing between 

the two approaches is to say that algebra is procedural 

in the same way as common programming languages, where the 

procedure for evaluating an algorithm is explicitly coded 

- and calculus is non-procedural. 
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As a simple example of this, consider again the query 

"What suppliers supply part Pl?", for which the algebraic 

expression is 

PROJ [SEL SP WHERE PNUM="Pl " ] OVER SNUM 

and the equivalent calculus expression is 

(x {SP. SNUM) : x. PNUM=" Pl " 

A calculus expression is of the form 

( target_list ) [ qualification ] 

Although the notation is mathematical it is easily 

decoded . (Note that this should be 

{ ( target_list ) [ qualification ] } 

showing explicitly that the result is a set , but the 

braces are usually omitted. The term ' qualification' is 

used for the more formal ' predicate '. The meaning of the 

query above is given in Section 5.1.2 .) The components of 

this form are discussed in the next paragraphs , before the 

implementation is described . 

5.1 . 1. The target list 

The target list specifies the attribute(s) required in the . 
result of the expression. In the example above, x is known 

as a ' range ' or ' tuple ' variable (hence the term tuple 

calculus , as distinct from domain calculus in which vari-

ables represent domains - a better term would be attribute 

calculus since attributes are specific to relations while 
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domains are not), and SPJ is its range; each range vari

able must be associated with a range the first time it is 

used. Just as in Pascal 

var x integer; 

specifies that integer variable x may hold any value from 

an implementation dependent set of integers, so 

x{SP 

specifies that tuple variable x ranges over relation SP 

('{' is a keyboard approximation to the set membership 

notation'€'), i.e. the current value of relation SP in 

the database defines both the domains from which the 

atomic values in x will be drawn, and also the set of pos

sible combinations of these values. If all attributes of 

a range are required this is all that is needed, otherwise 

the qualified form is used. When more than one attribute 

is to be retained from the same range, the range is only 

given once, on the first use of the range variable. To 

retain both the SNUM and JNUM attributes from SPJ in a 

query, the target list could be 

(x{SPJ.SNUM, x.JNUM) 

In fact this is the complete expression for the calculus 

equivalent of 

PROJ SPJ OVER SNUM, JNUM 

Note that since the calculus always uses variable names to 

qualify attribute references, the problem of ambiguity 
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discussed for algebra is removed. 

This is the first difference between MURDER calculus and 

that outlined by Codd: the range of all variables is 

introduced on their first appearance in the expression; 

Codd introduced the ranges of 'free' variables (those in 

the target list) using monadic predicates at the beginning 

of the qualification. For this querx the expression would 

be 

(x.SNUM, x.JNUM): x{SPJ 

The difference appears largely notational but the implica-

tions are wider. In the MURDER calculus each expression 

is entirely self-contained, but Alpha used a separate 

'range' statement to define the range of a variable, 

removing these monadic predicates (called range terms) 

from the qualification: 

RANGE SPJ x 
GET W (x.SNUM, x.JNUM) 

where W names the work-space to hold the result. Note 

that now the range of the variable is semi-permanently 

defined outside of the expression in which it is used. 

More than one variable may appear in the target list; the 

calculus equivalent of the product of SUPPLIER with JOB is 

(s{SUPPLIER, j{JOB) 
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5.1 . 2 . Simple Qualification 

The first example in this chapter uses simple qualifica-

tion to indicate which tuples participate in the result. 

Thus this example 

(x {SP. SNUM) : x . PNUM=" Pl " 

may be read as "Retain SNUM values from SP- tuples x such 

that x ' s PNUM value is Pl " . Of course duplicates are elim-

inated. 

Although calculus equivalents of all algebraic operators 

are not given , consider the theta-join used in Section 

4. 7 .1 : 

JOIN SUPPLIER WITH JOB 
WHERE SUPPLIER .CITY = JOB . CITY 

The following calculus equivalent shows the explicit qual-

ification: 

(s{SUPPLIER, j{JOB) : s . CITY = j . CITY 

5.1 . 3 . Range Expressions 

Before going on to more complex qualification expressions , 

here is the syntax of range expressions : 

range_expr - range_terrn [ 'I' range_expr J 

range_term - range_factor [ & 

range_factor relation name I 
< range expr ) I 
'[' calc_expr 'J' 

" J range_terrn 
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in which t he three operators I , &A and & correspond to set 

union , difference and intersection respectively. As with 

algebra , recursi on is indicated by brackets . (Recall that 

'[' denotes an instance of the left-bracket character; the 

quotes distinguish this from the indication of an optional 

part of a syntactic form . ) 

DIFF A WITH B 

is represented by 

(x{A &A B) 

(i.e . x is a tuple of A and not a tuple of B; of course 

relations A and B must be union-compatible) . 

5.1.4 . Further Qualification 

Returning to the query about who supplies part Pl , suppose 

the supplier name is required rather than the number. 

From what was said in Section 5.1 the user might expect 

something like 

(s{SUPPLIER.SNAME , x{SP): s.SNUM=x.SNUM & x . PNUM="Pl " 

but this retains all attributes of SP in the result . 

Instead the solution is 

(s{SUPPLIER.SNAME) : ]x{SP(s.SNUM=x.SNUM & x.PNUM="Pl " ) 

where the right-bracket is a keyboard approximation for 

the existential quantifier '~', which is read ' there 

exists '. This query then reads "retain the SNAME value 

from SUPPLIER-tuples s such that there exists an SP-tuple 
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x with x's SNUM value equal toy's SNUM value and y ' s PNUM 

value equal to Pl " . 

(In Alpha this might be expressed simply 

GET W (SUPPLIER.SNAME): 
]SP(SUPPLIER.SNUM=SP.SNUM & SP.PNUM="Pl") 

or GET W (s .SNAME): ]x(s.SNUM=x.SNUM & x . PNUM="Pl " ) 

provided in the latter case that at some earlier point the 

statements 

RANGE SUPPLIER s 
RANGE SP x 

had been executed.\ This dynamic declaration of variable 

ranges, which persist until the variable is redefined , 

gives an apparent simplification of the calculus expres-

sion, but only at the expense of removing from the expres

sion information critical to its meaning\ Note that in the 

former case SUPPLIER and SP are both required to fulfil 

two distinct functions, viz. to specify the range and as a 

range variable. These functions are separated in MURDER . ) 

Names of suppliers who don't supply this part can be 

obtained by simply negating the qualification : 

(x{SUPPLIER.SNAME) : A]y{SP(x.SNUM=y.SNUM & y.PNUM= "Pl") 

reading ' A] ' as 'the re does not exist '. 

The universal quantifier ' V' is also available . It is 

approximated '@' (read 'for all ') and may be negated. To 

find suppliers of only one part : 
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(x{SP.SNUM): @y{SP (x.SNUM=y.SNUM => x.PNUM=y.PNUM) 

The symbol '=>' denotes logical implication. This query 

reads "retain SNUM values from SP-tuples x such that for 

all SP-tuples y if the SNUM values are the same then the 

PNUM values are the same". According to the normal rules 

of Boolean algebra 

p => q 

A (p & q) 

A (p q) 

AP q 

AP Aq 

AP & Aq 

Negated quantifiers are resolved using the equivalences 

A_jx(p) 

AVx(p) 

Vx (Ap) 

3x (Ap) 

(A variable is passed into the expression-parsing pro

cedure indicating that the components of the expression 

tree are to be negated.) This qualification may be 

expressed in a number of ways: 

@y{SP (x.SNUM<>y.SNUM I x.PNUM=y.PNUM) 

or A]y{SP (x.SNUM=y.SNUM & x.PNUM<>y .PNUM) 

the last of which is read" ... such that there does not 

exist an SP-tuple y with the same SNUM value and a dif

ferent PNUM value". 

To find the names of these suppliers, the SUPPLIER rela

tion must be introduced in the target list, with the two 

SP-based variables in the qualification, which now con

tains an extra 'join' term: 
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(s{SUPPLIER .SNAME): ] x {SP (s .SNUM=x .SNUM & 
@y{SP (x.SNUM=y .SNUM => x .PNUM=y.PNUM)) 

It would be misleading not to point out here that negating 

a calculus expression is not always simply a matter of 

negating the qualification. Where 

(x {SP . SNUM): x . PNUM="Pl " 

gives the numbers of suppliers who supply part Pl , 

(x{SP.SNUM): x.PNUM<>"Pl " 

does not give numbers of suppliers who don ' t; instead it 

gives numbers of suppliers of at least one part other than 

Pl , and the correct expression is 

(x {SP. SNUM) : "] y {SP (x. SNUM=y. SNUM & y. PNUM= "Pl ") 

whi ch suggests that in some sense a better solution to the 

former query is 

(x{SP . SNUM): ]y{SP(x.SNUM=y.SNUM & y.PNUM= " Pl ") 

since - as above - this can be negated. (This comment 

applies whenever such simple qualification i s not based on 

the primary-key or an attribute functionally dependant on 

it , i.e. an alternate key. In SQL the scope for this ano-

maly is increased .) 

As will already be apparent , relational calculus is not 

without its own techniques for formulating the answer to a 

query, and although the approach is different from that 

for algebra, the final expression may still be built up 
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step by step. (The last example extends the requirement 

from supplier numbers to supplier names in such a step; 

note that it is well-defined.) 

Where for algebra a query involving 'all' is usually 

expressed using the quotient operator, now in calculus it 

will usually be expressed using the universal quantifier. 

For example to find who supplies all jobs: 

(x{SPJ.SNUM): @j{JOB ]y{SPJ (x.SNUM=y.SNUM & j.JNUM=y.JNUM) 

or who supplies the same part to all jobs by 

(x{SPJ.SNUM): @j{JOB ]y{SPJ(x.SNUM=y.SNUM & x.PNUM=y.PNUM & 
j . JNUM=y . JNUM) 

The universal quantifier in turn often gives a 'natural' 

expression of a query using implication. The last example 

in Chapter 4 concerned jobs which could be supplied 

entirely by supplier S2; this requires that for a job to 

be included, for all SPJ-tuples with that job number it 

must be possible to find an SP-tuple with the same part 

number and in which the SNUM value is S2. 

(j{J.JNAME): @x{SPJ (j.JNUM=x.JNUM => 
]y{SP (x.PNUM=y.PNUM & y.SNUM="S2")) 

(Compare the algebra solution in Section 4.10!) 

5.2. Codd's Algorithm 

In Codd[72] the notion of 'relational completeness' of a 

data language is introduced to mean a language at least as 

expressive as relational algebra, and the completeness of 
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relational calculus is then demonstrated by giving an 

algorithm for converting a calculus expression to the eqi-

valent algebra. The core of the algorithm depends on the 

observation that any information derivable from a set of 

relations can be obtained from the product of those rela-

tions by some combination of selections and projections. 

The steps in the conversion algorithm are summarised in 

Algorithm 5.1. Step 4 requires some justification, and 

the following is only an intuitive outline of the 

approach. 

(1) Form a selection expression from the simple qualifi
cation expression (recall that in prenex-normal form 
all quantifiers come first leaving a simple expres
sion last) 

(2) Form the product of all ranges (in order) 

(3) Apply the selection expression from (1) to the pro
duct from (2) 

(4) Resolve any range-coupled quantifiers from right to 
left in turn: 

if the quantifier is @ 

else 

divide the result of the last operation 
by the associated range 

project the result of the last operation 
over all attributes of ranges 

left of the associated range. 

(5) Project the result of the last operation over attri
butes from the target list. 

Algorithm 5.1 - Codd's Algorithm 
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The quant ifier '3' i ntrodu ces a b oolea n pred icate concern-

ing the external and coupled ranges, and from Step 3 the 

only tuples remaining in the universe satisfy this predi-

cate; thus the existence of a tuple in the universe 

corresponds to the truth of the predicate , viz. the 

existence of a tuple from the quantified range matching 

the ' prefix ' (or external range), so that this prefix 

should be retained. 

For the universal quantifier ' V' the predicate must be 

true for all the tuples in the coupled range, which is the 

divisor in the operation in this step. Since the existence 

of a tuple in the universe implies the truth of the predi-

cate for that tuple , and since the quotient operator 

r etains only prefixes for which the combination with (at 

least) all tuples in the divisor app~ar , it can be seen 

that a division does indeed represent the intended meaning 

of the predicate. 

As an example consider the application of this algorithm 

to the last query , which in prenex-normal form is 

( j{JOB.JNAME): @x {SPJ ]y{SP (j . JNUM<>x.JNUM I 
x . PNUM=y.PNUM & y . SNUM=" S2 " ) 

For convenience the attributes of the factor ranges are 

listed together with the associated attribute indexes 

(indexes are used for brevity only) : 

M. ,_ ~ - f l' S!Tl 
LlGRARY 



JOB j JNUM JNAME CITY 
1 2 3 

SPJ x SNUM PNUM JNUM 
4 5 6 

SP y SNUM PNUM 
7 8 

Step 1: form selection expression 

s = !1<>!6 I !5=!8 & !7="S2" 

Step 2: form universe 

U = JOB X SPJ X SP 

Step 3: apply selection expression to universe 

T3 = U[s] 

Step 4: resolve quantifiers (right to left) 

' ] ' T2 T3[!1..!6] (i.e. !l, !2, !3, !4, !5, !6) 

'@' Tl T2 / SPJ 

Step 5: final projection (and back-substitution) 

T Tl [ ! 2] 
(T2 I SPJ)[!2] 
(T3[!1.. !6] I SPJ) [!2] 
(U[s] [!1.. !6] I SPJ) [!2] 
((JOB X SPJ X SP) [s] [!1.. !6] / SPJ) [!2] 
((JOB X SPJ X SP) [ !1<>!6 I !5=!8 & !7="S2"] 

[!1..!6] I SPJ)[!2] 

or, in algebra, 

PROJ [DIV [PROJ [SEL [TIMES JOB 
BY [TIMES SPJ 

BY SP]] 
WHERE JOB.JNUM<>SPJ.JNUM 

I SPJ.PNUM=SP.PNUM & SP.SNUM="S2"] 
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OVER JOB.JNUM,JNAME,CITY,SP.SNUM,SP.PNUM,SPJ.JNUM] 
BY SPJ] 

OVER JNAME 

(Only the last attribute in the projection list needs 

qualification, to distinguish it from the first, although 
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the fuller form above is preferable.) The starting-point 

for the calculus implementation in MURDER is this algo-

rithm. Before going into this, however, one more point 

made by Codd[72] is considered. 

The notion of a membership predicate to make the calculus 

relationally complete is suggested. To obtain, using 

algebra, all the cities having either suppliers or jobs, 

would require 

CITY UNION [PROJ SUPPLIER OVER CITY] 
WITH [PROJ JOB OVER CITY] 

Now in calculus union is achieved in the range expression, 

and since the union operation requires compatible 

operands, the calculus as it stands would require the 

sequence 

SC := (s{SUPPLIER.CITY) 
JC := (j{JOB.CITY) 
CITY := (x{SC I JC) 

To be able to do this in a single expression (which is the 

object of full relational completeness) Codd's approach 

gave 

CITY .- (x{SUPPLIER[CITY] I JOB[CITY]) 

in which the relations in the range expression are 

replaced by the result of a projection of those relations, 

called a membership predicate. MURDER extends this by 

allowing the replacement to be by any calculus expression; 

the result 
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CITY.- (x{[ (s{SUPPLIER.CITY)] [(j{JOB.CITY)]) 

is not elegant (largely due to the decision to use a 

mathematical notation which introduGes a calculus expres-

sion by ' (' rather than a keyword such as GET or 

RETRIEVE), but the power is considerably extended, and (as 

is described below) the potential for improved performance 

is enhanced. 

5.3 . MURDER Implementation 

As the expression is parsed, a doubly-linked list of nodes 

is constructed to maintain information about the various 

ranges and associated quantifiers. The structure of these 

calculus nodes is given in Figure 5.1. 

Each time a r ange expression is introduced (by the charac-

ter ' {'), the list so far is checked to ensure unique ness 

of variable names , then the range expression is evaluated 

struct calculusnode 
{ char varname[NAMESIZE]; 

relptr relp; 
int cumatt , 

cumsize , 
quant; 

struct calculusnode 
*prevcal, *nextcal ; 

pnodeptr alist, 
slist; 

Figure 5.1 - Calculus Node 

/* to associated range */ 
/* # attributes so far */ 

/* cumulative size so far */ 
/* 1=], 2=@ , else 0 */ 

/* doubly linked list */ 
/* these are described */ 
/* under optimization */ 
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and the result attached to the relp field of a new calcu

lusnode linked to the tail of the existing list. While 

parsing the target list, a list of pnodes is constructed 

as described for projection in Chapter 2. In processing 

the qualifying expression, a binary tree is built as 

described for selection. 

tional features: 

However~there are three addi-

(1) Each calculusnode maintains (using the alist field) a 

list of attributes from the associated range which 

are encountered. This applies to both the target 

list and the qualifying expression, and is similar to 

a projection list except that a count of the number 

of times each attribute has been met (whether in the 

target list or qualification) is included. 

(2) The binary tree representation of the qualifying 

expression is constructed in such a way that during 

evaluation attributes from ranges occurring early in 

the expression are, as far as is possible, examined 

before attributes from later ranges. 

(3) If a comparison with a literal is found a global 

variable is set to indicate that at least one of the 

variable ranges might be reduced by pre-selection. 

(These points are further discussed in the next section on 

optimization.) 

Once the expression has been parsed without error, evalua

tion begins, generally along the li~es indicated by Steps 
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2-5 of Algorithm 5.1 above, but modified by the optimiza

tion measures described in the next paragraph. For the 

example query regarding jobs which could be supplied 

entirely by supplier S2, the data structures are given in 

Figure 5.2. 

5.4. Optimization 

The raw implementation of Codd's reduction algorithm con

tains obvious inefficiencies, e.g. where two or more pro

jections follow consecutively, only the last is required, 

and the cost of creating the universe by a sequence of 

binary products is exorbitant, especially when it is 

remembered that a significant proportion of tuples are 

likely to be eliminated immediately by applying the selec

tion expression in Step 3. 

The main areas of optimization addressed are 

eliminating unnecessary operations 

eliminating unnecessary computation 

reducing the size of intermediate relations 

5.4.1. Eliminating Unnecessary Operations 

This is attempted at several points. Instead of using the 

binary algebraic primitive for product, a tailored routine 

is provided, an iterative representation which generates a 

candidate tuple for the universe at each cycle. As for the 

algebraic join, rather than generate the whole product 

first and then select, the selection expression is applied 
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32 
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2 
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1 
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SP 
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1 

list of calculusnodes and associated structures 

target list 

!1 <> !6 

!5 ! 8 !7 "S2" 

sel_expr tree 

Figure 5.2 - Data Structures for Example Query 
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to this tuple (as described in the next paragraph) . If the 

right-most quantifier(s) is(are) ']', the latter attri

butes in this tuple would immediately be projected out in 

the next cycle(s ) through Step 4. These projections are 

eliminated by only saving the required 'prefix' of a tuple 

which satisfies the selection expression, and then skip

ping over any further tuple combinations which would pro

duce the same prefix . Thus a single operation accomplishes 

Steps 2 and 3 and half of Step 4. (Using sample data this 

reduced the number of tuples in the universe from 4375 to 

162 , and the size of the universe from 65 pages to 2.) 

The same approach is taken when resolving universal quan

tifiers in the rest of Step 4. If the sequence ' ] ... ]@ ' 

occurs, trailing attributes in the result of the division 

will similarly be projected out in subsequent cycles 

through this step . By only saving the prefix in this case, 

and by skipping over tuples in the dividend which would 

give the same prefix, these projections are also elim

inated and processing time further reduced. This prefix is 

determined by scanning the calculusnode list forward until 

other than the representation of an existential quantifier 

is found, i.e . the next universal quantifier or the target 

list ranges. 

Finally, if all attributes of ranges in the target list 

are to be retained, the final projection of Step 5 is 

omitted . Thus evaluation becomes simply 
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form the reduced universe 

resolve any universal quantifiers 

if necessary 
do the final projection 

5 . 4 . 2 . Eliminating Unnecessary Computation 

The previous section has introduced this with the discus-

sion of the modified division algorithm. What is left is 

eliminating unproductive applications of the selection 

expression to candidate tuples. 

Recall that the tree representation of the selection 

expression was constructed so that 'early' comparisons 

could be evaluated before ' later ' ones . When examining a 

tuple the maximum offset of attributes considered is 

stored. As soon as it is known that the tuple fails t o 

satisfy the qualifying expression, the level of iteration 

is reduced until the offset of the first attribute in a 

factor is less than this maximum offset , since all further 

combinations using the same factor at this level will also 

fail at the same point. (In practice this reduces the 

number of tuples tested by an order of magnitude . ) 

5.4 . 3 . Reducing Relation Size 

Elimination of projections resulting from']' quantifiers 

has already been discussed, so that here there remains 

only the problem of reducing the size of the factor rela-

tions in the universe as a way of further reducing both 

the size and the amount of computation needed to generate 
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the reduced universe. 

When parsing the qualification expression a boolean vari

able was set to true if comparison with a literal was 

encountered. If this variable is true , the expression tree 

is examined before generating the unive r se . If such a 

comparison is found before the representation of ' I' (log

ical or, but see discussion below), this node is pruned 

from the tree and applied instead to the slist pointer of 

the corresponding calculusnode . At the same time the 

attribute reference count in the corresponding alist node 

is decremented, and if it becomes 0 the node is removed 

from the list. 

Now if any calculusnode has a non-null slist pointer , or 

if its attribute list does not reference all the attri

butes of t he corresponding relation , the relation is 

replaced by the result of the indicated selection and/or 

projection. 

required. In 

(Other data-structures are 

the discussion example this 

modified as 

reduced the 

number of tuples in the universe before and after optimi

zation to 1540 (4375) and 144 (16 2 ) respectively ; numbers 

in parentheses ref er to tuples before t h e first stage of 

optimization described in the previous section .) 

Note that this is the equivalent of having the system do 

what the user might have done using recursion. The names 

of suppliers of part Pl are given by 

(s {SUPPLIER. SNAME) : ] x {SP ( s. SNUM=x . SNUM & x . PNUM="Pl ") 
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For SUPPLIER, only SNUM and SNAME attributes are refer-

enced (once each); for SP, attributes referenced, also 

once each , are SNUM and PNUM. But, since the simple 

expression is in conjunctive-normal form (factors joined 

by '&') the second factor, which only references the range 

of x, may b e 'factored out', reducing the corresponding 

reference count to zero, and eliminating it from the 

corresponding attribute list. The ranges of s and x may 

thus be replaced by 

s ' = (s{SUPPLIER.SNUM, s .SNAME) 

x' = (x{SP.SNUM): x.PNUM="Pl" 

respectively, giving 

(s { s '. SNAME): ] x{x' (s . SNUM=x . SNUM) 

or (s{[(s{SUPPLIER.SNUM, s.SNAME)] . SNAME) : 
]x{ [ (x{SP.SNUM): x . PNUM=" Pl "] 

( s . SNUM=x. SNUM) 

For simple queries and small data volumes this actually 

increases the cost ; considerable analysis of test results 

would be needed to determine criteria by which it could be 

automatically decided whether an advantage is to be gained 

by this pre-projection/selection. Intuitively it is 

unlikely to be helpful if a relation is stored on a single 

page. 

The condition mentioned above "before the representation 

of 'I'" is weak, and would not detect a condition such as 

(x . SNUM=" Sl" I x. SNUM=" S2") & ••• 



A better approach is that hinted at above, viz. 

"whenever a factor in the qualifying expression in 
conjuctive-normal form contains only references to 
attributes of a single range" 
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or perhaps this is a case where the recursive approach 

could be used. 

The final algorithm is given in Algorithm 5.2. 

The steps in optimizing outlined are close to those sug-

gested by Palermo[74], although this paper had not been 

seen at the time. 

For the small sample data used for testing these steps did 

not produce a significant reduction in overall processing 

time, possibly because the cost of additional pre-

processing off s e t any projected savings in the main pro-

cessing. However the potential is clear: if only 20 % of a 

relation is retained through pre-selection, up to 80 % of 

both computation and space will be saved later; and if a 

projection reduces the size of a factor by 20 % then there 

will be a cumulative reduction of up to 20 % in the size of 

the universe. 

5.5. Discussion 

Although the calculus described here uses a formal 

mathematical notation, Codd argues that its natural mode 

of expression makes it an ideal target for a relational 

language. Alpha and the language presented in Date[86] 

present two approaches to a more English-like calculus, 
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/* determine prefix size = s A */ 
for (l=l, tcal=cnhead; tcal!=null; tcal=tcal->nextcal} 

offset[l++]=tcal->cumsize; 
if tcal->quant!=l 

sA=tcal->cumsize+rcal->relp->size; 

/* evaluate universe * / 
tcal=cnhead, l=l, more [l] =first (tcal- >relp}; 
while (more[l]} 

maxoffset=O; 
/* form candidate tuple */ 

tA+offset[l] =t[l]; 
while (tcal ! =cntail} 

more [++l ] =first((tcal=tcal->nextcal}->relp}; 
tA+offset [l] =t[l] ; 

o k=( selp=null) l satisfy (selp); /*select*/ 

if ok 
add(A, tA); /*and drop back to next prefix*/ 
while (offset[l]>=sA) 

1--, tcal=tcal->prevcal ; 
else 

/* drop back to next possible combination */ 
while (offset[l]>= maxoffset } 

1--, tcal=tcal->prevcal ; 

more[l] =next(tcal->relp); 
/* if no more at this level */ 

while (l>l & !more[l] } /* drop back*/ 
more[--l]=next((tcal =tcal->prevcal}->relp}; 

/* skip trailing existential quant i fiers */ 
for (tcal=cntail; tcal->quant=l; tcal=tcal->prevcal ); 

/* r esolve universal quantifiers */ 
for (; tcal->quant>O; } 

for (B=tcal->relp, sA=tcal->cumsize , tcal=tcal->prevcal; 
tcal->quant=l ; 
sA=tcal->cumsize, tcal=tcal->prevcal ); 

A=divide(A, B); 

/* final projection */ 
compress (projp}; 
if projp->rson! =null I resultsize < A->size 

A=project(A, projp}; 

Algorithm 5.2 - Calculus Universe 
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and the SQL language to be described in Chapters 6 and 7 

is a third . Codd argues in favour of calculus on the 

basis of the following three points: 

(1) calculus is more extendable than algebra to allow for 

arithmetic operations, built-in functions etc. It is 

easy to imagine a calculus expression in which the 

target list includes something like 

AMT = x.QTY * y.PRICE 

(which also introduces the idea of 'aliasing' attri

butes or expressions in the result); it is not so 

easy to imagine extending the syntax for projection 

to allow for this . 

(2) calculus makes it easier to capture the user 's intent 

(which is important for authorizing access, selecting 

indexes for optimizing, etc). 

(3) calculus is closer to a natural language expression 

of a query . 

Date questions these arguments on the grounds of the for

mal equivalence of the two approaches. It is our experi

ence at Massey that students find algebra easier initially 

(although this may be because they meet algebra first), 

and those without a mathematical background retain this 

preference while admitting that devising an algebraic 

solution becomes less direct as queries become more 

involved. (We have not had sufficient experience with SQL 

to comment on it.) 
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Areas of difficulty with the calculus appear to be the 

concepts of free and bound variables , and quantifiers . 

(Variables in the target list are free , while those 

declared with range-coupled quantifiers are bound within 

the sub-expression the range predicate introduces . ) The 

calculus syntax does however make the binding explicit ; as 

is shown in Chapter 6 SQL sometimes obscures this (and 

indeed even claimed not to need these concepts), creating 

a situation in which the user may be caught out. Moving 

the quantifiers to the RANGE statements, as in Alpha , 

makes the binding less clear. 

The performance of the optimised calculus compares favour

ably with the algebra. (Note that no attempt is made to 

optimize the algebra.) For the query analyzed in this 

chapter, algebra takes 24 page references using sample 

data , compared with 16 for calculus , or only 10 without 

pre- processing ranges . The advantage turns in favour of 

algebra (which tends towards producing smaller intermedi

ate relations) as data volume increases. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Introduction to SQL 

Codd[71] introduced the calculus-based data sub-language 

Alpha, already mentioned briefly in Chapter 5. This 

language was never implemented, although QUEL (Query 

~anguage, used with the Ingres system developed at the 

University of California, Berkeley, and now released com

mercially by Relational Technology Inc.), is closely 

related. However, some of the more difficult formal con

cepts of a calculus, such as the calculus described in 

Chapter 5, are hidden in an attempt to make the language 

more accessible. A number of features of Alpha are there

fore described as background, and occasionally the dif

ferent approach adopted in Quel is mentioned. 

In many ways SEQUEL (and its successors SEQUEL2 and SQL) 

represent a different approach to the same problem, viz. 

hiding these concepts - quantifiers and free and bound 

variables - from the user's immediate view. This is clear 

from the abstract to Chamberlin[72], which introduced 

SEQUEL, and which is quoted in part in Section 6.2. A 

brief outline of the development of SQL is also included 

in this chapter. 

6.1. DSL Alpha 

6.1.1. Retrieval 

The form of a basic query in Alpha is 
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GET w [(quota)] (target_list) [: [predicate] [ordering]] 

to retrieve into the named workspace w those tuples satis-

fying the predicate expression. A workspace is much the 

same as a view in SQL, and may be used in subsequent 

queries just as if it were a relation in the database , 

although it has no permanent existence. (Note that this 

removes one of the problems in relational systems , viz . 

that assignment is only possible to an existing relation. 

Here the user may create temporary relations in his own 

workspace; if it is required to retain the result of an 

expression more permanently, tuples must be moved from the 

workspace to an existing relation by one of the update 

commands described below. This is the approach adopted by 

MURDER, as described in Chapter 3 .) 

The optional quota modifier specifies that evaluation of 

the expression is to be terminated as soon as the required 

number of tuples has been found; thus 

GET WS (1) (SP.SNUM) SP .PNUM = "Pl" 

would find one supplier of part Pl. This feature has not 

been retained in SQL. 

The result of an expression may optionally be ordered on a 

nominated attribute by appending 

UP DOWN att name [, att name] 
UP I DOWN att name [~ att_name] ... ] ... 

to the expression . Although in theory relations consist of 

unordered sets of tuples, much data processing depends on 
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an ordering. SQL retained this faci l ity in the ORDER BY 

c l a use. 

Both the target list and predicate (qualification) may 

include functions: COUNT (the number of tuples in a rela

tion), the TOTAL (equivalent of SUM), MAX , MIN and AVERAGE 

of an attribute , and t wo new ones , the boolean functions 

TOP and BOTTOM, with 

TOP (n , att_name) 

giving the value true if the current tuple contains for 

the named attribute the value nth- largest in the set of 

the attribute values arranged in order . BOTTOM is defined 

similarly , mutatis mutandis ; t hus both of 

GET WS (1) (SPJQ . SNUM) : DOWN SPJQ.QTY 

GET WS (SPJQ . SNUM) : TOP(l , SPJQ . QTY) 

might return supplier numbers corresponding to the maximum 

QTY value in the SPJQ relation, although where the former 

always gives only one such value the latter could return 

more than one . (It is not clear from the paper whether 

t h e former is even valid, i . e . whether t he presence of t he 

ordering postpones the quota facility until tuples are 

returned from the sort procedure.) Neither TOP nor BOTTOM 

were retained in SQL . 

Also provided were the so-called image functions . (The 

name derives from the term ' image set ' in the definition 

of the algebraic quotient operator , defined in Section 

4 .8 , q.v .) The expression 
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GET WS (SPJ.SNUM, ICOUNT(SPJ, SNUM, PNUM)) 

would return (SNUM, COUNT_PNUM) pairs in which the second 

value is the number of parts supplied by the supplier 

indicated by the first value. For each 'prefix' SNUM

value, the image set is the set of associated 'suffixes'; 

this is projected over PNUM (to remove duplicates) and the 

result counted. SQL provided an alternative - and more 

clearly expressed - means of achieving the same ends, 

described in Section 6.3.3. 

6.1.2. Updates 

Until now the concern has been with identifying tuples 

which meet certain requirements, although it has been men

tioned that this is only part of the business of a Data 

Manipulation Language. Alpha provided a number of com

mands which supported modification of stored data. 

The HOLD command is like GET, but with two differences: 

the expression is restricted to one relation (compare 

the rules for updating via a view in SQL); and 

the DBMS is notified of the user's intention to 

update the indicated relation, and may take steps to 

prevent problems which might arise from concurrent 

access. 

Once selected tuples had been obtained in the workspace, 

they could be manipulated (through host language state

ments - Alpha assumed the presence of a host language for 
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manipulating attribute values), and then either returned 

to the base relation using UPDATE, or the updates could be 

discarded by RELEASE. There was also the PUT command to 

insert tuples from the workspace into a nominated relation 

(rather like the inverse of GET, or the INSERT command of 

MURDER and SQL) . 

Tuples were removed from a relation by the DELETE command. 

To remove reference to part Pl from the PART relation 

would require 

GET WS (PART) : PART.PNUM "Pl" 
DELETE (PART) WS 

and an unqualified expression such as 

DELETE (PART) 

would remove all tuples from the PART relation, although 

leaving the header information in the database. Note that 

the set operations can now be obtained by 

difference: GET WS (Q) 
DELETE (P) WS 

intersection: GET WSl (P) 
GET WS2 (Q) 
DELETE (WSl) WS2 
DELETE (P) WSl 

union: GET WS (Q) 
PUT (P) WS 

assuming that P and Q are union-compatible relations. 

Intersection is here based on the primitive definition 

p - (P - Q) 
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and union assumes the Alpha convention of elimination of 

duplicates. 

If it was required to remove all reference to a relation, 

i.e. delete any existing tuples as well as the header 

definition, the command 

DROP rel name 

was provided. SQL and MURDER retain this distinction 

between DELETE and DROP. 

6.1.3. Other Facilities 

Since much data processing is of a record-by-record 

nature, Alpha provided 'piped mode' using OPEN and CLOSE. 

Once 

OPEN (SPJ) 

had been executed, subsequent GET or HOLD commands on the 

SPJ relation would load only one tuple into the workspace. 

This tuple could then be modified or deleted as above, and 

the cycle repeated until a CLOSE command was executed for 

the relation. In SQL any such record-by-record processing 

must be done from a host program. 

It was also suggested that it be possible to specify quan-

tifiers at the time a range variable was declared: 

RANGE JOB j ALL 
RANGE SPJ y SOME 
GET WS (SPJ.SNUM) 

is the equivalent of 

SPJ.SNUM y.SNUM & j.JNUM y.JNUM 



RANGE JOB j 
RANGE SPJ y 
GET WS (SPJ.SNUM} Vj Jy(SPJ.SNUM = 

j .JNUM 
y.SNUM & 
y. JNUM} 
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as a solution to the query "Find who supplies all jobs", 

again at the expense of separating from an expression 

information crucial to its meaning. (QUEL goes further, 

by having range variables implicitly quantified by the 

existential quantifier if required, i.e. when they appear 

for the first time in the predicate! This is only possi-

ble because QUEL does not have the universal quantifier, 

and a query in which 'for all' appears must be recast, 

usually using an intrinsic function and negation. This 

query could become "Find suppliers for whom the count of 

jobs which they don't supply is zero". Recent versions of 

Ingres use the ANY function, with 

ANY( expr 1 

ANY( expr 0 

corresponding to EXISTS and NOT EXISTS respectively.} In 

SEQUEL no quantifiers were explicitly provided, although a 

similar result could be achieved, using nested IN queries 

see Section 6.3.2. However, IBM's dialect SQL/DS 

includes EXISTS and NOT EXISTS, with the latter doing the 

work of the universal quantifier - "for all x, p(x} is 

true" is equivalent to "there does not exist an x such 

that p(x} is not true". 
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6.2. SEQUEL 

The language SEQUEL (~tructured ~nglish Query ~anguage) 

was first introduced in Chamberlin[74]. At this stage it 

was just that - a query language. In the abstract of 

their paper the authors wrote 

"Without resorting to the concepts of bound vari
ables and quantifiers SEQUEL identifies a set of 
simple operations on tabular structures, which can 
be shown to be of power equivalent to the first 
orde r predicate calculus. A SEQUEL user is 
presented with a consistent set of keyword English 
templates which reflect how users use tables to 
obtain information. Moreover, the SEQUEL user is 
able to compose these basic templates in a struc
tured manner in order to form more complex 
queries." 

SEQUEL is a small language, as reference to the syntax in 

Appendix B will show. Indeed it is remarkably small to be 

able to support such clai ms. 

The simple query "Find who can supply part Pl" illustrates 

the basic mapping: 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SP 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

To find the names of these suppliers two mappings could be 

composed, as 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM = SELECT SNUM 

FROM SP 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

Alternatively, two select lists could perhaps be con-

catenated: 



SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER, SP 
WHERE SUPPLIER.SNUM = SP.SNUM 

AND PNUM = "Pl" 
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a lthough while allowed by the syntax , this may not be 

meant to be possible. (The 

SELECT select list FROM 

part may be omitted when all attributes are to be 

retained, which is not the case with the SP relation in 

this expression .) 

The first of these illustrates the notational overloading 

of SEQUEL . The inner block returns a table containing a 

single column , the set of SNUM values for suppliers of 

part Pl as before . For each tuple from SUPPLIER, the 

SNAME value is retained if its SNUM value matches any 

value in this set. Thus the s ign ' = ' corresponds to the 

set membership operator ' € '. That there is an implicit 

existential quantifier applied to the bound variable SP is 

hidden from the user, as can be seen by comparing the cal-

culus solution 

(s{SUPPLIER): ] x{SP (s.SNUM = x.SNUM & x.PNUM = "Pl ") 

To find the names of suppliers who do not supply this part 

requires 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM f. ALL SELECT SNUM 

FROM SP 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl " 
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It now appears that ' = ' has the default modifier ' some ' 

(made explicit in later versions as ' ANY' ). Compare 

(s{SUPPLIER . SNAME) : "]x{SP(s.SNUM=x.SNUM & x . PNUM="Pl " ) 

(s{SUPPLIER . SNAME) : @x{SP(s . SNUM=x . SNUM => x.PNUM<> "Pl " ) 

Finding suppliers of more than one part illustrates qual-

ification : 

SPA: SELECT SNUM 
FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = SELECT SNUM 

FROM SP 
WHERE SPA . SNUM = SNUM 

AND SPA . PNUM i PNUM 

Note that labelling blocks means that it was not possible 

to join a table with itself. However , since a select 

clause reduces in its simplest form to a table name, it 

was possible to do operations on tables directly: 

A B 

gave the union of A with B, provided that they were 

union-compatible . (This simplicity was lost in later ver-

sions .) 

A table could be ' partitioned' by the valu es of one or 

more attributes. To find the quantity of each part sup-

plied required 

SELECT PNUM, SUM(QTY) 
FROM SPJQ GROUP BY PNUM 

and to find who supplies at least 10 of part Pl 



SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJQ GROUP BY SNUM 
WHERE PNUM = " Pl" 

AND SUM (QTY) > "10" 
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Here the first predicate applied to individual tuples , 

while the second applied to each group (because of the 

function - again l ater versions used a more explicit form 

to distinguish between conditions applied to tuples and 

groups) . 

Duplicates were removed unless a function was used, 

although the user could over-ride this default . 

Because of the limitations of most keyboards, some of the 

notation was replaced by further English keywords . 

6 . 3 . SEQUEL2 and SQL 

The language SEQUEL was taught experimentally to groups of 

university undergraduates, both with and without computing 

experience, in an attempt to ide ntify features which inhi-

bited learning (Reisner[76]). As a result, a modified 

version was designed which also incorporated the results 

of the author's research in extending the language func-

tionality to cover full data definition, manipulation and 

control. This version was known as SEQUEL2 (Chamber-

lin[76] ; Appendix C gives the query part of SEQUEL2 syn-

tax . ) Since then 

because of potential confusion with another series of 

products in the market, the name has been changed to 

SQL (still pronounced ' sequel ' , derived from Struc-
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tured Query ~anguage and which is now a misnomer); 

SQL has been released in a variety of dialects by a 

number of manufacturers as an interface to a range of 

systems; and 

there has been a move towards producing a standard 

Relational Database Language, based on SQL (X3H2[83], 

[85]). 

At Massey University there has always been a strong belief 

that 

"there are some things which you have to do in 
order to learn how to do them." 

The relational system already in use gave students experi-

ence in using a fairly normal algebraic language, and a 

calculus which - though expressed in a formal notation 

preserved the flavour of this approach, and also gave them 

experience in the concepts of first order predicate cal-

culus. The move towards a standard based on SQL was the 

reason work was begun towards providing an interface which 

would give the students experience of this also. 

Some research has been done on translating SQL expressions 

into algebra, presumably because it was felt that algebra 

is capable of more efficient implementation (Ceri[85]). 

It was decided instead to adapt the current calculus, for 

two reasons: 

SQL is basically a calculus; and 

the calculus already. used is reasonably efficient. 
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The main use of the system at Massey has been addressed to 

teaching better design through experience of data 

retrieval, and accordingly a subset of the SQL query 

features was designed. 

For the rest of this section the distinction between 

SEQUEL2 and SQL is made only when there is a significant 

difference between them. 

6 .3.1. Simple Querie s 

The basis of a SQL query is the 'mapping' 

SELECT select list 
FROM from list 

[WHERE boolean] 

Finding the cities in which suppliers are located could 

involve 'projecting' the SUPPLIER relation, by 

SELECT CITY 
FROM SUPPLIER 

although this does no t remove duplicates 

duplicates either 

on request, or 

SQL removes 

whenever such elimination of duplicates is implicit 

in the query. (This is further expanded below.) 

SELECT DISTINCT CITY ... 

forces the elimination of duplicates. (Early specif-

ications for SEQUEL used UNIQUE instead of DISTINCT. 

MURDER eliminates duplicates as a matter of course, 
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and so does not use either . ) 

To find all details about suppliers located in London , 

' select ' as 

SELECT * 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE CITY = " LONDON" 

but all tuples in the result contain the same value for 

the CITY attribute . (It is no longer possible , as in 

SEQUEL, to omit ' SELECT FROM' when all attributes are 

required . ) This redundant information can be eliminated by 

combining selection and projection: 

SELECT SNUM, SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE CITY = " LONDON" 

A cartesian product and theta-join are achieved simply by 

SELECT * 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

SELECT * 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 
WHERE SUPPLIER . CITY = JOB.CITY 

respectively, where in the latter case attributes in the 

WHERE boolean are distinguished by qualification by the 

name of the parent table. SQL uses table for relation; 

attributes are termed columns. A natural join could be 

written 

SELECT SUPPLIER . * , JOB . JNUM, JOB . JNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 
WHERE SUPPLIER . CITY = JOB.CITY 

which also illustrates qualification of attributes in the 
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select list, although here it is not necessary for the 

last two since they are unambiguous J 

When the same table is used more than once, aliasing is 

possible: 

SELECT X.SNUM 
FROM SPJ X, SPJ Y 
WHERE X.SNUM = Y.SNUM 

AND X.PNUM NOT = Y.PNUM 

returns supplier numbers of suppliers who supply more than 

one part. (This query also shows that there is no 

requirement to retain at least one attribute from each 

relation mentioned in the from list, a point which has 

implicai ions for the naive user - see Section 7.2.1.) 

If P and Q are two union-compatible relations, the basic 

set operations are provided as 

(SELECT * 
FROM P) 
MINUS 

(SELECT * 
FROM Q) 

with UNION and INTERSECTION also being available. Note 

that these operators now operate on select blocks, not on 

relations. IBM's SQL/DS includes only UNION directly, but 

MURDER retains all three set operators. 

There is no simple equivalent of the quotient operator, 

although the effect can be obtained using grouping, as 

described in Section 6.3.3. 
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The result of a SQL expression can be obtained in a 

desired order _by appending 

ORDER BY att name ASCIDESC [att name ASCIDESC] ... 

to the expression , but as MURDER always returns ordered 

relations this is ignored. 

SQL retains the same functions as Alpha (except TOP and 

BOTTOM) with TOTAL renamed SUM. The number of parts sup-

plied by supplier S2 is found by 

SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT PNUM) 
FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = " S2" 

Here , DISTINCT is required - without it the result would 

b e the same as for 

SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = " S2" 

whi c h simply counts t he appropriate tuples . 

6 . 3 . 2 . Nested Queries 

Listing all the parts supplied by London-based suppliers 

could use either of 

SELECT PNUM 
FROM SP, SUPPLIER 
WHERE SP. SNUM = SUPPLIER. SNUM 

AND CITY = "LONDON" 

SELECT PNUM 
FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM IS IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE CITY = " LONDON" 
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In the latter case, 'IS IN' more or less corresponds to 

the set-membership operator '€', i.e. the nested query may 

be seen as returning a set of SNUM values. Alternatively 

it can be viewed as a disguised existential quantifier; 

the calculus for this query would be 

(x {SP. PNUM) ]s{SUPPLIER (x.SNUM=s.SNUM & s.CITY="LONDON") 

In either case note that the nested block is constrained 

by the context to return a table with an externally 

defined number of columns respectively based on suitable 

domains. 

A discussion of the negated form 'IS NOT IN', and its map-

ping on to the universal quantifier, is given in Section 

7.2.3. 

In SEQUEL either operand of the IN function could be a 

literal, and more than one column could be referenced. An 

expression to find any suppliers who supply a part to a 

job to which Sl supplies the same part could be 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ X 
WHERE SNUM NOT = "Sl" 

AND <PNUM, JNUM> IS IN SELECT PNUM, JNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE SNUM = "Sl" 

in which the angle-brackets act as a tuple-constructor 

function. MURDER retains the facility, but without the 

notation. Again, as an example of the use of literals, 

finding suppliers of any of parts Pl, P2 and PS could be 

written 



SELECT SNUM 
FROM SP 
WHERE PNUM IS IN "Pl", "P2", "PS" 
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MURDER again provides this facility with a modified syn-

tax. However there is the restriction that literals occur 

only in the right part. This may seem arbitrary, but is 

consistent with ordinary English usage, which tends to put 

the subject first in a sentence. 

The type of comparison using IN was also - rather unsatis-

factorily offered between sets. Suppliers who don't 

supply any parts not supplied by supplier S2 could be 

found by 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SP X 
WHERE (SELECT PNUM 

FROM SP 

IS IN 
WHERE SNUM = X.SNUM) 

(SELECT PNUM 
FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = "S2") 

Here 'IS IN' now represents set containment. The last 

select block returns a table of PNUM values, corresponding 

to parts supplied by supplier S2. For a given X-tuple 

(the alias is required here), first obtain the set of PNUM 

values for the appropriate supplier, and if this set is a 

subset of the first set, retain the SNUM value from the 

X-tuple. In the middle block the first reference to SNUM 

does not require qualification, as it is implicitly quali

fied by the local instance of SP; the same is true for the 

SNUM reference in the last block. When set comparison is 

involved SQL automatically eliminates duplicates, although 
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this expression should probably be 

SELECT DISTINCT SNUM . . . 

to eliminate duplicate SNUM values from the final result; 

an alternative is 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE (SELECT PNUM 

IS IN 

FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = SUPPLIER.SNUM) 

(SELECT PNUM 
FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = " S2 ") 

which requires neither DISTINCT (since SNUM is the primary 

key of SUPPLIER) nor aliasing, although the second SNUM 

reference in the middle block still must be qualified) 

Available set comparisons in SEQUEL were 

[NOT] = 
IS [NOT] IN 
CONTAINS 
DOES NOT CONTAIN 

after the initial mathematical notation was changed, and 

the distinction of proper set containment dropped . The 

last two are the inverses of the forms using IN . SEQUEL2 

suggested 

IS [NOT] CONTAINED IN 

instead of the second form shown above. MURDER allows set 

comparisons (using the CONTAINED IN form) only with the 

SET function, described in the next section. 
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6 . 3.3. Grouping 

Section 6 . 1.1 used an Alpha image function to find how 

many parts each supplier currently supplies . The SQL solu-

tion to this query could be expressed 

SELECT SNUM, COUNT(DISTINCT PNUM) 
FROM SP 
GROUP BY SNUM 

(Note that in SEQUEL the GROUP clause is appended to the 

FROM clause; in SEQUEL2 and SQL it follows the WHERE 

clause, i.e. if this query had a WHERE clause it would now 

precede GROUP.) Tuples from relation SP are grouped 

according to SNUM value; each group is projected over PNUM 

(removing duplicates), and the count of - the result 

returned along with the appropriate SNUM value. In gen-

eral only properties of the group may be selected. 

Additionally, a query may include a HAVING clause, which 

is to a group what the WHERE clause is to individual 

tuples. The previous query about suppliers who do not 

supply anything S2 does not supply becomes 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SP 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING SET(PNUM) IS CONTAINED IN SELECT PNUM 
FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = "S2 " 

The SET function constructs a set, here of PNUM values for 

a particular supplier . This set is then compared with the 

table returned by the nested query. 
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Suppliers of more than 1 part could be found directly by 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SP 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING COUNT(DISTINCT PNUM) > 1 

This now distinguishes between conditions applied to 

tuples and groups. 

It is possible to simulate division. To find suppliers of 

the same part to all jobs, the algebra solution given in 

Chapter 4 was 

PROJ [DIV SPJ 
BY [PROJ JOB OVER JNUM]] 

OVER SNUM 

The SQL equivalent could be 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ 
GROUP BY SNUM, PNUM 

HAVING SET(JNUM) SELECT JNUM 
FROM JOB 

which also illustrates grouping on more than one attri-

bute. 

In the condition of a HAVING clause the left part must be 

a function evaluating a property of the group. (Again 

this restriction is justified by appealing to normal 

English usage.) The right part can be anything which can 

be evaluated for the group, either a literal, another 

function, or a further nested query. In this case the 

nested query is further constrained to having only one row 

(per group), i.e. to producing a 'scalar' result. Note 
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that the explicit grouping of SQL allows the same func-

tions to be used in both the select list and the HAVING 

clause, where Alpha provided separate image functions. 

The SET function illustrated above is available only in a 

HAVING clause. 

6. 3. 4. Indexes 

In SEQUEL2 two data structures were suggested to support 

data access, viz. images and links. The former provided 

an index to a relation on specified attributes, and indeed 

are now called indexes in SQL. One could 

CREATE [UNIQUE] [CLUSTERING] IMAGE image_name 
ON relation name ( ordering ) 

If specified, UNIQUE (or DISTINCT) indicated that the 

attribute(s) named in the ordering constituted a candidate 

key, and a tuple could not be stored or modified if the 

value of an existing key would be duplicated. There was, 

however, no indication of primary or alternate keys. 

At most one index could have the CLUSTERING property. In 

this case, the DBMS would attempt to store tuples in phy-

sically contiguous locations in index order, to improve 

access efficiency. 

A link is 

"a set of pointers that connect the tuples of one 
relation to the tuples of another relation which 
match according to a certain attribute" 

i.e. the database was to contain a physical representation 



of an equijoin. One could, for example 

CREATE [CLUSTERING] LINK SUPP-SP 
FROM SUPPLIER (SNUM) 

TO SP (SNUM) 
[ORDER BY PNUM ASC] 
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if joining SUPPLIER and SP over the SNUM attribute is a 

common operation, which it is, and additionally specify if 

required that the link is to be maintained in ascending 

order of associated PNUM values, or whatever order is 

required. Again the CLUSTERING property is a request to 

aid access by attempting to locate associated tuples in 

contiguous physical locations. Released versions of SQL 

do not support links. 

Note that this is not a foreign key mechanism, for two 

reasons: 

it is the wrong way round, in the sense that the SP 

tuples should be associated with SUPPLIER tuples - it 

could be declared the other way round, but in this 

case e a ch SP tuple would have a (single) pointer to 

the corresponding SUPPLIER tuple; and 

there is no provision for ensuring the existence of 

an associated tuple in the target relation. 

It is important to note that while the user could CREATE 

and DROP indexes and links, he had no other control over 

them, and in particular could not reference them in a 

query. All queries continue to be expressed in non-

procedural terms; but the DBMS could take advantage of the 
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existence of indexes and links in choosing efficient stra-

tegies for obtaining their solutions. 

As stated in Chapter 3, MURDER does not support indexes 

because they were incompatible with the storage strategy 

adopted for the small data-volumes envisaged in a teaching 

environment. 

6.3.5. Views 

Reference has already been made to the problems of rela-

tional assignment and temporary relations. Alpha provided 

each user with a workspace, in which he was free to create 

temporary relations by assignment, although these rela-

tions had no permanent existence. In SQL the nearest 

corresponding feature is the view, although this does not 

have the same purpose. A view is created by the command 

DEFINE VIEW view name [ ( att name list ) ] 
AS sql_expr 

where the attribute name list may be omitted if the attri-

butes in the result of the defining expression are unambi-

guous. The expression may reference more than one base 

table. In this way the user can be given a tailored view 

of data, by eliminating attributes which are not relevant, 

or to which the user should not be permitted access . 

There is another important difference, in that a 'view' 

provides a dynamic window into one or more relations . 

Once defined, a view may be used in the same way as a 

'base table', except that updates are not permitted in 
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certain circumstances , e.g. via a view derived from more 

than one relation. (This is because of possible problems 

resulting from the projection out of a primary key attri

bute from one or more relations in the view definition . ) 

Some questions remain to be answered. For example , if a 

view is truly dynamic, it would be possible for a tuple to 

be present in the view when first referenced, but modified 

or deleted (by another user) before a subsequent attempted 

reference. 

Again , the existence of a DISTINCT INDEX on the base rela

tion could cause problems. If an attempt is made to store 

a new tuple which has a unique key so far as the view is 

concerned , but which would duplicate an existing key in 

the base relation (of which the view user is unaware), at 

what point does the error occur? And how is the user to 

avoid this rather puzzling situation? 

At present MURDER does not support views, although the 

system could be modified by maintaining a separate list of 

macros, each containing a single assignment statement. 

Reference to a relation would then require scanning this 

list as well as the normal relation lists . If the relation 

is found in the latter , it is used; but if in the former , 

the defining expression would be evaluated and the result 

placed in the temporary list , and used as before. The 

scope of such a relation could then be related to the 

manner of its creation: 
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if the macro call has no parameters (which would be 

the usual case ) and the call is itself from a macro, 

it would persist until the termination of that cal~ 

ling macro; 

otherwise it would persist o nly for the duration of 

the current statement. 

The result of this modification would still have rather 

more the flavour of Alpha ' s workspaces , but this is con

sidered preferable for the reasons already given . 

6.3.6 . Updates 

SEQUEL2 provided three statements f or modifying the con

tents of a relation. One could 

INSERT INTO rel name sql_expr I < value list > 

to add either the result of a query expression , or a sin

gle tuple , to an existing relation. There was no 

corresponding means for removing a single tuple, although 

DELETE rel name where clause 

would do this if the condition identified a unique row, 

e .g. by referencing a key . As before , the unqualified 

form deleted a ll tuples leaving only the header, and DROP 

removed all reference to the relation from the database. 

These first two are tuple-oriented in the sense that they 

operate on whole tuples; only UPDATE allowed the manipula

tion of attribute values: 
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UPDATE rel name [ alias ] 
SET assignment_list [ where clause 

where 

assignment_list ::=assignment [, assignment_list] 

assignment ::= att name= expr sql_expr 

and the where clause is as described for a query expres-

sion. This allowed individual attributes to be manipu-

lated, either in all tuples, or only in tuples satisfying 

the optional condition. Note that the sql_expr in the 

last case is constrained to evaluate to a scalar 'rela-

tion', i.e. with exactly one column and one row. 

In addition to the normal relation definition, relations 

could be created by assignme nt: 

ASSIGN TO rel name [ ( att name list ) ] sql_expr 

This statement allows the new relation to inherit attri-

bute names from the defining expression , or optionally 

they can be specified by the user, e .g. to avoid ambiguity 

(the name list is required in this case) or when more 

appropriate names are desired. The resulting relation 

assumes a full role in the database, i.e. this facility 

goes further than the workspace in Alpha, and is only pos-

sible because SEQUEL2 knew nothing about keys. However 

released versions of SQL do not seem to have included 

assignment, presumably because of these problems, dis-

cussed in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MURDER SQL 

This chapter presents the MURDER implementa tion of SQL, 

describing and commenting on - each feature as it is 

introduced . All the features described in Section 6.3 are 

included except expressions in the select list, and the 

update statement is also provided. 

7.1. The Basic SQL Expression 

The central idea of SQL is that of a 'mapping', expressed 

as 

SELECT select list 
FROM from list 

[WHERE boolean] 

Discussion of the optional WHERE clause is deferred to the 

next section. The simplest form is equivalent to an alge-

braic projection . The following SQL/calculus pairs of 

expressions are equivalent : 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 

(s{SUPPLIER.SNAME) 

SELECT SNUM, SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 

(s{SUPPLIER.SNUM, s.SNUM) 

SELECT * 
FROM SUPPLIER 

(s{SUPPLIER) 
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Note that 

SQL does not require qualification of attribute 

names, although this is allowed; and 

SQL uses the asterisk '*' when all attributes are 

intended. (Calculus simply references the relation.) 

The '*' has an extended use in SQL, illustrated by the 

following equivalent forms of a product 

SELECT SUPPLIER.*, JOB.* 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

or SELECT * 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

cf. ( s {SUPPLIER, j {JOB) 

and of a projection of a product 

SELECT SNAME, JNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

or SELECT SUPPLIER.SNAME, JOB.JNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

cf. (s.SUPPLIER.SNAME, j{JOB.JNAME) 

SELECT SUPPLIER.CITY, JOB.* 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

cf. (s{SUPPLIER.CITY, j{JOB) 

The partly qualified alternative for the last example 

SELECT SUPPLIER.CITY, * 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

is either not legal (some SQLs insist that an unqualified 

'*' be the only token in the select list - MURDER takes 
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this approach) or means something different (the seven 

attributes, SUPPLIER.CITY plus the six from the product of 

SUPPLIER and JOB); and 

SELECT CITY, JOB.* 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

may not be an alternative, depending on how the ambiguity 

in the CITY attribute is resolved. In MURDER unqualified 

attribute references are resolved by working from the most 

recently declared range forwards. In this case CITY is 

taken as a reference to JOB.CITY; in fact this form too 

should not be legal an attempt to write a calculus 

expression of the qualified form it represents 

SELECT JOB.CITY, JOB.* 
FROM SUPPLIER, JOB 

fails, for there is no way of introducing reference to the 

SUPPLIER relation (from which no attributes are being 

retained) into the target list. (This point is further 

considered in the next section.) 

The implementation of SQL to this point differs from the 

calculus only in the parsing procedure. In particular the 

SELECT ... FROM ... format means that the select list has 

to be saved until the from list has been parsed, where for 

the calculus the specification of the appropriate range at 

the point of introduction of each new variable allows a 

one-pass approach. As a consequence errors in SQL are 

often detected late - an error detected in the select list 

may be caused by a mistake in the from list making 
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error-recovery more difficult. (In MURDER if the mistake 

is at the point the error is detected, the user is able to 

make the correction, otherwise the expression must be 

aborted. Could not the mapping be expressed FROM 

SELECT ... , putting the declarations first?) 

SQL also allows aliasing, illustrated (though not very 

meaningfully) by the example 

SELECT X.SNUM, Y.PNUM 
FROM SPJ X, SPJ Y 

The alias is used as in the varname field of the 

corresponding calculusnode. As a consequence of this, a 

qualified attribute reference in MURDER must use the alias 

SQL does not seem to insist on this. Aliasing is only 

required when it is necessary to distinguish between two 

instances of the same relation. Note that according to 

the definition for resolving attribute references, each of 

the following potentially dangerous forms means the same: 

(1) SELECT X.SNUM, PNUM 
FROM SPJ X, SPJ 

The ambiguity is resolved as described above; however 

a further problem is that, if the two instances of 

the same relation occur at different levels in the 

expression (as often happens), and if the former was 

not aliased at the time, it is now too late. 

(2) SELECT X.SNUM, SPJ.PNUM 
FROM SPJ X, SPJ Y 
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This illustrates the observation that there seems to 

be no requirement to use an alias when it exists. 

(3) SELECT X.SNUM, SPJ . PNUM 
FROM SPJ X, SPJ 

If there is no requirement to use an alias then this , 

like (1), is only unambiguous because of the refer-

ence resolution rules. 

(4) SELECT X.SNUM, SPJ.PNUM 
FROM SPJ X, SPJ Y 

This is a more blatant example of ignoring an avail-

able alias . 

In contrast to all these , the approach taken by the cal-

culus, assigning a unique range variable to each range, is 

clearly preferable to the illusory convenience of SQL . An 

alias should effectively replace the relation name for the 

duration of the expression , as is the case in MURDER. 

The next feature of SQL included (in a slightly con-

strained manner) is illustrated by 

SELECT MAX(WEIGHT) FROM PART 

for which MURDER provides no calculus equivalent (although 

DSL-alpha did - see Section 6.1). The functions available 

for numeric data are AVG (average), SUM, MAX, MIN . AVG 

always returns a real, the others the same type as the 

attribute to which they are applied. COUNT(att_name) 

(i.e. unique values of the attribute) and COUNT(*) (which 
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merely counts the tuples in the universe) may be used for 

any data type, and return an integer . Since MURDER 

removes duplicates, a query including SUM or AVG must be 

temporarily expanded to include all attributes from the 

target range. The resulting attribute is named COUNT (for 

COUNT(*)) or is formed by prefixing an appropriate 4-

character string to (the first 7 characters of) the named 

attribute, e . g. in this example MAX WEIGHT. 

COUNT(*) simply returns the tuple-count field from the 

relation node. COUNT(att_name) requires projection over 

the named attribute first (to remove duplicates) before 

this is done . 

MAX (or MIN) could be found trivially if an index on the 

named attribute exists; otherwise a single pass through 

the relation in first, next order is needed, saving the 

first value and updating whenever a greater (lesser) value 

is met. 

AVG and SUM similarly require a pass through the relation 

accumulating the value of the attribute from each tuple, 

and in the former case dividing by the tuple-count (found 

as for COUNT(*)) before returning. 

In this simple form of a SQL query MURDER requires that 

the select list be either all attribute references or all 

function references: 

select list * I 
att ref list 
fn ref list 



att_ref_list ::= att_ref [, att_ref_list] 

fn ref list ::= fn ref [, fn_ref_list] 

fn ref COUNT(*) 
function att ref ) 

att ref::= [qualifier .] att name 

function::= COUNT 
AVG I 
SUM I 
MAX I 
MIN 

from list ::= from_primary [, from_list] 

from_primary 

qualifier 

relation name [alias] 
'[' sql_expr ']' alias 

relation name 
alias 
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As was done for the calculus, MURDER extends the syntax to 

allow recursion by including a SQL expression enclosed in 

brackets in the from list. Note that in this case an alias 

is required. 

A feature of SQL not currently supported is the ability to 

include expressions in the select list, illustrated by 

SELECT QTY * PRICE 
FROM ORDER, STOCK 
WHERE ORDER.PNUM = STOCK.PNUM 

(although MURDER does provide this facility in another 

form - see the discussion of MAKE in Section 3.2). 

7.2. The WHERE Clause 

sql_expr ::= sql_block 

sql_block SELECT select list 
FROM from list 
WHERE boolean 
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The WHERE clause identifies which tuples from the universe 

participate in the result. A variety of the suggested 

forms for boolean are provided, discussed separately in 

the following paragraphs. The major forms not supported 

are 

expr BETWEEN expr AND expr 

which can always be written as two booleans, and the use 

of the SET function outside the HAVING clause. (See Sec-

tion 7 . 3 . 2) 

7 . 2 . 1. Simple Booleans 

The simple forms of boolean are similar to the select 

expression described for algebra , and to simple qualifica-

tion for calculus: 

boolean NOT boolean I 
boolean AND boolean I 
boolean OR boolean I 
IF boolean THEN boolean 
( boolean ) I 
comparison 

comparison ::= left_part relop right_part 

left_part :: = att_ref 

right_part att ref I 
function ( att ref 
literal 

Thus , suppliers of part Pl may be found by 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

cf . (x { SPJ. SNUM) : x . PNUM = "Pl" 



or, if supplier names are required, by 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER, SPJ 
WHERE SUPPLIER . SNUM = SPJ . SNUM 

AND PNUM = " Pl" 
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cf. (S{SUPPLIER . SNAME): ]X{SPJ(S . SNUM=X.SNUM & X. PNUM="Pl") 

This again illustrates the major difference between SQL 

and calculus already mentioned: in calculus it is not pos-

sible to include a range in the target list without 

retaining at least one of its attributes; in SQL it is 

possible , and even encouraged. (Date[84] gives this as an 

example . . . ) The calculus equivalent given above makes the 

existential quantifier governing such ranges explicit , 

where in the SQL version the presence of the quantifier 

might not be suspected . The attempted negation 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER , SPJ 
WHERE NOT (SUPPLIER.SNUM 

AND PNUM 
SPJ . SNUM 
"Pl") 

gives in general a list of all supplier names, being 

equivalent to 

(s {SUPPLIER . SNAME) : ]x{SPJ (s . SNUM<>x . SNUM I x.PNUM<>"Pl" ) 

instead of the required 

( s {SUPPLIER. SNAME ) : "] x { SPJ ( s . SNUM=x. SNUM & x . PNUM="Pl " ) 

The p roblem could b e avoided by requiring that at least 

one attribute from each range in the from list be ref er-

enced in the select list. 
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The equivalent of a theta- join is illu strated by 

SELECT * 
FROM SUPPLIER, SPJ 
WHERE SUPPLIER . SNUM = SPJ . SNUM 

cf. (s{SUPPLIER, x{SPJ): s . SNUM=x . SNUM 

7 . 2.2. EXISTS Sub- query 

boolean [NOT] EXISTS sql_block 

Note that the original SEQUEL did not explicitly include 

quantifiers , using instead a form of the feature describe d 

in the next section; EXISTS is described first, however , 

because the calculus already covered will have made it 

familiar. 

Note that only EXISTS and NOT EXISTS are available in 

SQL/DS. The supplier-name query from the preceding s e c-

tion could be expressed 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE EXISTS SELECT * 

FROM SPJ 
WHERE SUPPLIER.SNUM = SNUM 

AND PNUM = "Pl" 

making explicit the coupling of an existentia l quantifier 

to the range SPJ. Note that only the reference to the 

supplier ' s SNUM attribute requires qualifying to distin

guish between the external and local instances of attri-

butes with this name - the rule given above for resolution 

of references ensures that the references to local SPJ 

attributes are interpreted correctly, although this casual 
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approach could lead to problems. 

When more than one instance of the same base table 

appears , all but the last require aliasing; i n the query 

regarding suppliers of more than one part we could give 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ X 
WHERE EXISTS SELECT * 

FROM SPJ 
WHERE X.SNUM = SNUM 

AND X.PNUM NOT = PNUM 

Both these examples can be negated correctly simply by 

inserting NOT before EXISTS. (MURDER will also accept ' <> ' 

for the usual SQL form ' NOT='.) 

As with calculus , EXISTS is handled by recursive calls on 

a function whic h parses a sql_block . This function main-

tains the list of calculusnodes as required, and returns a 

pointer to the root of the expression sub-tree built for 

the qualifying boolean. Parameters to this function ini-

tially included the representation of the appropriate 

quantifier, and a flag indicating whether the expression 

needed negating recall that the calculus evaluation 

algorithm only knows about ')' and '@' quantifiers, and 

hence must use the equivalence 

(This turned out to be the wrong approach , as explained in 

the next section .) Sub-queries can be nested in this way 

to an arbitrary depth in the implementation of MURDER . 
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As with calcul us , queries may be built up step by step 

from the inside: knowing supp lier numbers for suppliers of 

more than one part, the expression can be extended to 

return supplier names by adding a 'join': 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE EXISTS SELECT * 

FROM SPJ X 
WHERE SUPPLIER . SNUM SNUM 

AND EXISTS SELECT * 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE X.SNUM = SNUM 

AND X.PNUM NOT = PNUM 

which is the exact equivalent of the calculus solution : 

(s{SUPPLIER . SNAME} : ]x{SPJ(s.SNUM=x.SNUM & 
]y{SPJ(x.SNUM=y . SNUM & x.PNUM<>y . PNUM)) 

Turning now to the query about jobs which could be sup-

plied entirely by supplier S2, SQL has 

SELECT JNAME 
FROM JOB 
WHERE NOT EXISTS SELECT * 

FROM SPJ 
WHERE JOB.JNUM = JNUM 

AND NOT EXISTS SELECT * 
FROM SP 
WHERE SPJ.PNUM = PNUM 

AND SNUM = " S2" 

Translating into calculus , and transforming the resulting 

qualification, gives successively 

"')x{SPJ ( j.JNUM=x.JNUM & "']y{SP (x . PNUM=y . PNUM & y . SNUM= "S2 " )) 

@x { SPJ ( j . JNUM<>x . JNUM I ] y {SP (x . PNUM=y. PNUM & y. SNUM= " S2 " ) ) 

which is the same as the calculus solution, and the same 

data-structure representation is developed . Note that the 
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sequence of calls to the sql_block function uses parame-

ters (the first parameter is the recursion level) 

0, ' ', FALSE 
1, '@', TRUE 
2, ' ] ' , FALSE 

In the first activation the quantifier 'A]' is represented 

by the last two parameters in the second call, viz '@', 

TRUE. Accordingly, in treating the WHERE clause of the 

nested mapping in the second activation, A'=' becomes 

'<>', A'AND' becomes 'OR', and A'NOT EXISTS' becomes 

'EXISTS', so that in the final call these parameters are 

']', FALSE. 

SQL treats EXISTS as a boolean function. From the imple-

mentation of the calculus, ']' becomes a projection of a 

selection of a product; hence the truth/falsity of the 

boolean function corresponds to the presence/absence of a 

tuple in the result. 

7.2.3. IN Sub-query 

In its simplest form 

boolean : := att_ref_list IS [NOT] IN'[' tuple_list ']' 

tuple_list ::=tuple [, tuple_list] 

tuple ::=<value [,value list] > 

the IN query may be regarded as simply a shorthand for the 

disjunction of simple booleans: 



SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

OR PNUM = "P2" 

may be expressed 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE PNUM IS IN [<"Pl">, <" P2 " >] 
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This notation is not in SQL , although the earlier dialect 

SEQUEL2 used the angle brackets ' < ' and ' > ' as a tuple 

constructor function. In fact the query "Who supplies 

part Pl? " may be written 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE PNUM IS IN [<"Pl " >] 

(In this example ' IS IN ' means the same as ' _, - ' and the 

former example can be seen as a n alternative way of 

expressing the ' modified' query form ' = ANY'. SQL has 

modified comparisons 

att ref e [ANY I ALL] sql_ block 

where 9 represents any relational operat or . This form 

allows the nested query to return a table, a set of 

va lues. If ANY is used the current tuple participates in 

the result if the named attribute bears the specified 

relation to at least one element in this set which is 

not what the naive user might expect ! In non-technical 

English the user could confuse ANY with ALL, which 

requires the comparison to be true for each value returned 

by the nested query. For example 
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... WHERE PNUM NOT ANY SELECT PNUM ... 

retains the current tuple if there is at least one dif-

ferent PNUM-value in the result of the nested query, not, 

as might be expected, if this table contains no equal 

value. What is required for this condition is 

... WHERE PNUM NOT ALL SELECT PNUM ... 

MURDER does not support the modifiers ANY and ALL.) 

For practical purposes the tuple list can be seen as a 

literal relation, with, for each literal tuple, values 

drawn from the domain of the corresponding attribute in 

the preceding attribute list. The implementation proceeds 

as if the tuple list in this production is replaced by 

SELECT * 
FROM [literal relation] 

which is a sort of inverse recursion; if a relation in a 

from list may be replaced by a bracketed SQL expression, 

why not replace this simple form of expression by the 

(value of the) relation? The e xtreme case would be 

... WHERE att ref list IS IN [relation name] 

The more general form of the IN query is 

boolean - att ref list IS [NOT] IN sql_block 

where the attributes in att list must correspond to those 

in the nested select list. This provides an alternative 

means of nesting sub-queries, in a less formal manner than 
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with EXISTS, and does not necessarily add anything to the 

power of SQL, although it does increase its expressive-

ness. (It was one of the means of nesting in the original 

SEQUEL, when EXISTS did not appear.) Consider again the 

query about names of suppliers of part Pl; this could be 

expressed 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM IS IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SPJ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

Here the inner block appears to return a set of SNUM 

values, and a tuple from the outer block participates in 

the result if its SNUM value appears in that set. As for 

EXISTS, the truth of the IN boolean function is inferred 

from the presence of a tuple in the result of an implied 

join over SNUM. This could then be implemented as if this 

were merely another way of expressing the same thing, with 

both giving the equivalent calculus: 

(s{SUPPLIER.SNAME): ]x{SPJ(s.SNUM=x.SNUM & x.PNUM="Pl") 

Indeed, initially the trea~ment follow these lines. Note 

however that in this example all attribute references in 

the nested query are 'local', whereas in the EXISTS ver-

sion reference is made within the inner query to the 

'external' attribute SUPPLIER.SNUM. It follows that the 

inner query may be evaluated immediately, as if 

(s {SUPPLIER. SNAME) : ] x { [ (x { SPJ. SNUM) : x .PNUM="Pl"] 
(s.SNUM=x.SNUM) 
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had been written. Such an approach is desirable, as by 

decreasing the size of the inner range the efficiency of 

execution is increased. 

Achieving this required considerable modification to the 

algorithm already described. To check the validity of the 

sub-query an extra parameter is added to the sql_block 

call. This is a pointer to a list of pnodes in each of 

which the first pn-value is the attribute index (in the 

header for the putative product of all ranges so far) of 

the corresponding attribute referenced in the list preced

ing IN. Within the inner activation of the sql-block func

tion, as the select list is being parsed, attributes are 

checked for number and domain against the corresponding 

attribute indicated by this index, and the second pn-value 

is set to the appropriate index in the (enlarged) product 

header. A local variable retains the pointer to the first 

calculusnode created in the inner query. After building 

the local expression tree, the minimum offset of any 

attribute referenced in the qualifying expression is com

pared with the cumsize field in this node: if it is less, 

an external attribute has been referenced and the function 

returns the root of the tree, as described earlier; other

wise the inner query is local and can be evaluated, pass

ing the pointers to the local calculusnode list head and 

expression tree root into the universe procedure. 

(Although not mentioned explicitly before, this procedure 

attaches its final result to the relp pointer of this 

leading calculusnode, discarding any subsequent nodes, and 
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updating the global product header . ) Before returning, 

however , the second pn-value in each pnode of the attri-

bute list passed in is updated to the appropriate value in 

the sequence 

localcnhead->cumatt + 1, + 2 .. . 

since the first, second attributes of the locally-

evaluated result are to take part in the implicit join. 

Now the expression tree is discarded and a null value 

returned . 

In the calling activation of sql_block , the pnodes in the 

list representing attributes are now used to create (or 

extend) its expression tree with a representation of the 

necessary join terms. 

For the query "Find details of SPJ-tuples for suppliers 

other than S2 who supply the same parts to the same jobs 

as S2 does " the SQL expression 

SELECT * 
FROM SPJ X 
WHERE SNUM NOT = " S2" 

AND PNUM, JNUM IS IN SELECT PNUM, JNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE SNUM = " S2 " 

is translated to the equivalent of the calculus 

(x{SPJ): x.SNUM<>"S2" & 
)y{ [ (y{SPJ . PNUM, y.JNUM): y . SNUM=" S2") 

(x.PNUM=y.PNUM & x . JNUM=y . JNUM) 

There seems to be no requirement in SQL that a nested IN 

query be local as defined above, although ordinary English 
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semantics would suggest that this is a reasonable restric-

tion. The query above could be expressed 

SELECT * 
FROM SPJ X 
WHERE SNUM NOT = "S2" 

AND PNUM IS IN SELECT PNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE X.JNUM = JNUM 

AND SNUM "S2" 

in which the second join term is now explicit in the 

nested query, so that it is no longer local, and hence 

cannot be evaluated as described above. The equivalent 

calculus is 

(x{SPJ): x.SNUM<>"S2" & ]y{SPJ 
(x.PNUM=y.PNUM & x.JNUM=y.JNUM & y.SNUM="S2") 

This will reduce after a certain amount of manipulation to 

the same calculus as was given before, by applying the 

optimizing procedures described in Chapter 5. It is an 

unfortunate feature of SQL that the efficiency of evalua-

tion of a query seems to be dependent on the elegance of a 

user's expression, unless the implementation is capable of 

the quite sophisticated manipulation needed to reduce an 

expression to an equivalent simpler form. 

In passing it is worth noting that it might be simpler to 

build the external join part of the expression tree during 

parsing the nested select list, but in this case the 

resulting tree would require subsequent modification, just 

as the attribute list is modified above. If, however, the 

SQL language required nested IN queries to be local, this 

could be the preferred approach. 
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Two problems remain to be discussed, the first being the 

negation 'NOT IN'. If IN can be treated as an implied 

']', NOT IN would become'"]'; names of suppliers who do 

not supply part Pl would be given by 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM IS NOT IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SPJ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

and this introduces the second point: the calculus for 

this query is 

(s{SUPPLIER.SNAME): "]x{SPJ(s.SNUM=x.SNUM & x.PNUM="Pl") 

= (s {SUPPLIER. SNAME) : "] x{ [ (x{ SPJ. SNUM) : x. PNUM="Pl")] 
( s . SNUM=x . SNUM) 

=(s{SUPPLIER.SNAME): @x{ [ (x{SPJ.SNUM): x.PNUM="Pl")] 
(s.SNUM<>x.SNUM) 

The point about this sequence of transformations is that, 

when the quantifier '"]' is met, the next activation of 

function sql_block is called with parameters '@', TRUE. 

This is correct if the nested query is non-local (as in 

the first calculus version above), but if the sub-query 

can be evaluated locally (last version) the local qualifi-

cation should not be negated, although the external part, 

the implicit join, is. Thus, with the approach described 

above, the local expression tree must first be negated 

again. The correct approach, then, is to ignore the 

negate-flag until the inner activation is about to return 

and then if necessary first negate the local tree. 



7.3. The GROUP Clause 

sql_block 

group_list 

::=SELECT select list 
FROM from list 

[WHERE boolean] 
[GROUP BY group list 

[HAVING having_boolean]] 

att ref list 

7.3.1. Simple Group ing 
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SQL introduces in the GROUP clause a facility already pro-

vided in DSL-alpha by the 'image' functions (see Chapter 

6) - the ability to partition a relation into sub-

relations with the same value for one or more attributes, 

and to retain in the select list properties of this parti-

tion, or group. (Discussion of the optional HAVING clause 

is deferred until the next paragraph.) First the syntax of 

the select list is e xtended: 

select list * I 
att ref list [, fn ref list] 
fn ref list - -

For MURDER there are some additional restrictions imposed 

by this definition: 

in the absence of a GROUP clause the select list must 

not contain attribute and function references; and 

in the presence of a GROUP clause both may appear in 

the select list, with all attribute references before 

any function reference. 
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Further restrictions are: 

while a GROUP-query may be nested, it must be local; 

and 

any attributes referenced in the select list must, 

while arguments to functions must not, also appear in 

the group list. (This is a way of stating that in 

the select list of a GROUP-query, only properties of 

the group may be SELECTed.) 

Using this feature, how many parts are supplied by each 

supplier can be found by 

SELECT SNUM, COUNT(PNUM) 
FROM SP 
GROUP BY SNUM 

or how many of each part they supply by 

SELECT SNUM, PNUM, SUM(QTY) 
FROM SPJQ 
GROUP BY SNUM, PNUM 

Two representations of the select list are built, one con-

taining only the attributes referenced (whether simply or 

as the argument to a function) and the other containing 

pnodes for each attribute or function referenced, with the 

nodes for the latter including 

an indication that the node represents a function 

reference; 

for COUNT(att_name) the result field pointing to a 

relnode for the result a projection over the required 
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attribute; and in this case 

the lson field pointing to a pnode for the required 

projection. (See Figure 7.1) 

As with non-grouped queries, AVG, SUM and COUNT(*) require 

the first of these lists to be temporarily expanded to 

include all attributes so that the elimination of dupli-

cat es by MURDER routines will not produce spurious 

results. 

In a query which includes the optional WHERE clause as 

well as the GROUP clause, the former determines which 

tuples appear in the local universe to participate in the 

grouping. In any case, since MURDER requires that a 

GROUP-query be local, the universe is evaluated at this 

point. 

The grouping is now carried out using Algorithm 7.1. This 

is not ideal, since it copies part of the universe to a 

new temporary relation with the same characteristics as 

the universe, but makes it easier for the facilities 

already in existence to be used. (A refers to the local 

universe, B to the current group, and pG is the group

identifying string, which must by now be a prefix, since 

attributes precede any functions in the select list.) 

Procedure do_group traverses the group_ptr list, copying 

either attributes or the result of the specified function 

(applied to the result of a projection if required) into 

the new tuple. Finally, the completed new tuple is added 
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1 2 pnodes for select list 
0 4 
4 4 
0 4 
0 1 indicates function 
- 'V- -
- - -- result 

2 
4 projection node 
4 for PNUM attribute 
0 
1 
- -
- --

' 
tname 
1 rel node for result 
8 of projection 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

~ 

C:-- ,__.. - ~ - ' CNT PNUM 2 2 4 0 -

header 

Figure 7.1 - Data Structures for GROUP Query using COUNT 

more = first(A); 
while more 

pG = pA; 
while pG = pA & more 

add(B, tA), more = next(A); 
do_group(group_ptr); 

Algorithm 7.1 - High Level GROUP Logic 
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to the result (after a lookup operation, since not all 

group-identifying attributes need be selected) and the 

body of the group is discarded. 

7 . 3 . 2 . The HAVING Clause 

A GROUP clause may optionally include its own qualifying 

expression in the HAVING clause, which is to the group 

what the WHERE clause is to individual tuples, i . e. it is 

used to determine whether a group participates in the 

result. 

Names of suppliers of more than one part may be found 

directly in SQL by 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM IS IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SP 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING COUNT(PNUM) > 1 

At present MURDER restricts the boolean in a HAVING clause 

to a single term, and the left part of this term must be a 

function reference which, as for a function reference in 

the select list, must evaluate a property of the group. 

The right part may be a literal (as above), another func-

tion reference, or a further nested sql_block. 

The last line in Algorithm 7 . 1 above is changed to 

if hav_ptr = null I satisfy(hav_ptr) 
do_group(group_ptr); 

in which hav_ptr points to a pnode tree built from the 

boolean following HAVING. In the root of this tree, the 
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result and lson fields may point to a relnode and pnode 

respectively as described for a function in the select 

list. If the right side is also a function reference, a 

similar sub-tree is attached to the root's rson pointer, 

as in Figure 7.2 which represents the expression tree from 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING COUNT(PNUM) = COUNT(JNUM) 

which finds supplier numbers of suppliers who supply the 

same numbers of parts and jobs. (The restriction to one 

term in a HAVING condition is minor , and a simple modifi-

cation should be sufficient to remove this arbitrary con-

straint.) As a first example of the last type of 

hav_ptr i.-------

1 
....... 

pnode for 
left_ part 

lson rs on -r-----...... similar node 

pnode 
(PNUM) 

result for right_part 

rel node 
(PNUM) 

pnode 
(JNUM) 

lson rson
result 

rel node 
(JNUM) 

Figure 7.2 - Data Structures for HAVING fn 9 fn 
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right_part, suppose it is required to find who supplies 

all jobs: 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ X 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING COUNT(JNUM) SELECT COUNT(JNUM) 
FROM SPJ 

(The use of SPJ in the inner query also requires the 

aliasing of the SPJ instance in the outer query, even 

though no qualified reference uses it. 

been avoided by making the inner query 

SELECT COUNT(JNUM) 
FROM JOB 

This could have 

but this would fail if any jobs are not currently 

represented in the SPJ relation. Integrity constraints 

require that there be a JOB-tuple including the JNUM-value 

from any SPJ-tuple, but the converse does not hold.) 

In any case the nested query, being local, can be 

evaluated irrunediately. It should produce a scalar result, 

and this can be used in the same way as a simple literal. 

To extend the query to find who supplies the same part to 

all jobs, all that is required is to change the GROUP 

clause to 

GROUP BY SNUM, PNUM 

in the above query. 

This query illustrates a lack of definition which has 

existed in various forms in all versions since SEQUEL was 
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introduced. A sql_block is called a 'table expression', 

i.e. it defines a table (or relation} which in general may 

have any number of columns (attributes}, and which may 

include any number of rows (tuples}; yet in several places 

it is used in a more constrained way, as here when it is 

required to give a 'scalar' result, i.e. a table with 

exactly one row and one column. These constraints have 

already been met in Chapter 6. 

Observe further that the nested query is only required to 

be scalar (in the sense described above); it need not be 

local, although of course its scope may not go beyond the 

scope of the enclosing GROUP-query; and it is now required 

to return a single value for each group. Suppliers of the 

same number of parts as jobs could be found by 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM IS IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SPJ X 
GROUP BY SNUM 
HAVING COUNT(PNUM} =SELECT COUNT(JNUM} 

FROM SPJ 
WHERE X.SNUM = SNUM 

The innermost query could not refer to SUPPLIER'S SNUM 

attribute (although its value wo~ld effectively be the 

same as X's} because this would violate the local require-

ment for the middle query. This raised a number of 

interesting questions, both in theory and for the imple-

mentation. Are two counts compatible (i.e. are they just 

integers, or are they related to the attribute being 

counted)? Is the innermost query really single-valued? (It 

is for a particular X.SNUM value.) This last is a basic 
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assumption in MURDER's solution of the implementation 

problem. 

For the nested non-local query to be single-valued for 

each group, the qualification must be based on (the attri-

butes in) the group list. This nested query may in turn 

involve a function, as in the example above, but the 

treatment is the same in both cases. 

For an example of the case without a function, consider 

the relations 

DEPT (DNUM, DNAME) 

EMP (ENUM, DNUM, JOB, SAL) 

and the requirement to list names of departments in which 

the average salary of employees exceeds the salary of the 

manager of that department. This can be expressed 

SELECT DNAME 
FROM DEPT 
WHERE DNUM IS IN SELECT DNUM 

FROM EMP X 
WHERE JOB NOT = "MANAGER" 
GROUP BY DNUM 

HAVING AVG(SAL) > SELECT SAL 
FROM EMP 
WHERE X.DNUM = DNUM 

AND JOB = "MANAGER" 

The local universe for the group query has already been 

evaluated when the right hand side of the having condition 

is met. (It can't be evaluated earlier, since it is not 

known whether the select list has to be temporarily 

expanded until the left hand function is determined; and 

later is too late, because there can be no interaction 
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between the ranges of any nested blocks in the WHERE and 

HAVING clauses.) The inner query contains non-local refer

ences, which means that a non-null pointer to the inner 

expression tree is returned from the sql_block call. A 

further call on the universe procedure at this point 

effectively expands the group's universe by one attribute 

(here SAL), and each tuple contains the value of this 

attribute (i.e. the manager's salary), which should be the 

same for each tuple in a group (although MURDER doesn't 

check this). The value of this attribute in the first 

tuple of each group can now be used as a pseudo-literal in 

determining whether the group satisfies the condition. 

(When a literal is involved, dptr is set to point to the 

stored value; here dptr is set to the appropriate offset 

from the first page of the current group relation, i.e. to 

this attribute in the first tuple in the group, since the 

same value occurs in each tuple.) 

When the nested query contains a function, as in the ear

lier example, the local group_ptr references a tree for 

this function, and since this function is to be evaluated 

for each group, it should be attached to the enclosing 

hav_ptr's rson field. This hav_ptr is passed in as an 

additional parameter on the sql_block call, and, before 

returning, its rson field is updated if required. As in 

the earlier case, a further call on the universe procedure 

now ensures that any additional attributes required are 

present, and the grouping can proceed as before. 
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A further function is available in the HAVING boolean, the 

SET function. Its use can be illustrated by yet another 

solution to the problem of finding jobs which could be 

supplied entirely by supplier S2: 

SELECT JNAME 
FROM JOB 
WHERE JNUM IS IN SELECT JNUM 

FROM SPJ X 
GROUP BY SNUM 
HAVING SET(PNUM) CONTAINS SELECT PNUM 

FROM SP 
WHERE SNUM = "S2" 

The innermost query returns a one-column table of PNUM-

values supplied by supplier S2; the SET function extracts 

a similar table from a group. These two 'sets' may then 

be compared with one of the operators 

[NOT] = 
[NOT] CONTAINS 
IS [NOT] CONTAINED IN 

To implement these, a boolean function 'empty' is defined, 

with two parameters which are pointers to relnodes. 

Empty(A, B) is true if and only if A - B = 0. It is not 

necessary to generate the difference, however, merely 

check until a tuple which would be in the difference is 

found, in which case the function returns false. Then 

A= B is equivalent to n(A) = n(B) & empty(A, B) 

AC B n(A) < n(B) & empty(A, B) 

A::/ B n(A) > n(B) & empty(B, A) 

with the other three equivalences following from the nega-

tion of one of these. Algorithm 7.2 shows function empty. 



morea = first(A), moreb = first(B); 
while morea & moreb 

if tA < tB return(FALSE); 
if tA = tB moreb = next(B); 
morea = next(A); 

return(!morea); 

Algorithm 7.2 - Empty 
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The SET function requires projection over the appropriate 

attribute(s), and the nested query (which must be local) 

is evaluated by a recursive call on the sql_stmt pro-

cedure, which returns a pointer to the result relation. A 

call to the empty function, passing in the pointer to the 

result of the projection and this result pointer, can now 

determine whether the current group is to participate in 

the result. 

7.4. Binary Queries 

For SQL this term applies to the set operators difference, 

intersection and union: 

sql_block ::= local_expr setop local_ expr 

setop ::=INTER 
MINUS 
UNION 

where local_expr is a SQL expression without external 

attribute references. 

Thus, as in relational algebra, finding who does not sup-

ply part Pl by requires the difference 



SELECT SNUM 
FROM SUPPLIER 

MINUS 
SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJ 
WHERE PNUM="Pl" 
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(This indenting is used only to show the separation of two 

queries at the same level.) 

Observe that if A and B are two union-compatible rela-

tions, their union cannot be written simply as 

A UNION B 

but must be expressed 

SELECT * 
FROM A 

UNION 
SELECT * 
FROM B 

since set operators have expressions as operands, even 

though the table returned by 

is 

SELECT * 
FROM A 

the same as 

might suggest 

[A] 
UNION 
[B] 

Implementation 

query may be 

local, by the 

A. Using the notion of inverse recursion 

is straightforward. Although a binary 

nested, since each operand is required to be 

time the parsing routines detect a set op 

token the (local) calculusnode list should consist of a 
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single node containing a pointer to the result of evaluat

ing the expression at this level. A further call on 

sql_block will leave a similar situation before returning 

a null pointer. (If the pointer is not null the second 

operand contains an external reference.) The appropriate 

algebraic operation is then executed, attaching the result 

to the local calculusnode list head and discarding the 

following node. 

Note that with this approach set operators are right

associative, i.e. 

A - B - C is treated as A - (B - C) 

7.5. Modifications to Calculus 

Apart from the extensions already outlined in this chapter 

there are a number of relatively minor changes necessary 

from the implementation of the calculus described in 

Chapter 5, which are now summarized. 

Since SQL encourages the user to write expressions involv

ing 'local' queries which can be evaluated immediately, 

there is no attempt to optimize SQL expressions by pre

processing ranges. Except for queries expressed using the 

EXISTS or NOT EXISTS functions there is little to be 

gained; and anything written using these functions can be 

written without them in a manner which naturally leads to 

smaller derived relations and hence to improved processing 

efficiency. For this reason the procedure for evaluating 

the universe is split into two parts, the first of which 
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(called only by the calculus) carries out the range pre

processing before calling the second (called directly from 

SQL) for the actual evaluation. This approach means that 

the SQL routines do not have to build structures which are 

then simply discarde d later on. 

Because of the possibility that the select list will have 

to be evaluated once per group, this is left in the first 

of the two procedures , with appropriate calls included 

specifically from the SQL procedure. 

The second procedure now requires a further parameter. 

For the calculus, this is the (global) head of the calcu

lusnode list, as before; for SQL it is the local list head 

at the appropriate level o f activation of sql_block . 

In consequence of this a further change is require d. From 

the calculus , the sequence of quantifier representations 

necessarily began with zeros corresponding to ranges from 

the target list, possibly followed by representations of 

quantifiers coupled to ranges in the qualification. In 

determining the s ize of the result, this list was exam

ined, only updating the size when a universal quantifier 

was found ; now however, since the 'local ' target list may 

be associated with a quantifier, a means of distinguishing 

between ranges in the target list and in the qualifying 

expression was needed. This was achieved by accumulating, 

and passing in as an extra parameter, the count of attri

butes in local target list ranges. 
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The same problem arose in resolving universal quantifiers. 

Where previously it was sufficient EO scan the list back-

wards until a value other than the representation of the 

existential quantifier was encountered, this condition was 

now augmented by a check that the (local) target list 

ranges had not been reached . 

The SQL implementation here described runs faster than the 

equivalent calculus, confirming the remark made earlier 

that the tendency towards smaller ranges and intermediate 

results - consequent upon expression forms involving sub-

queries which can be evaluated locally - should lead to 

improved performance. The example query discussed in 

Chapters 4 and 5 required 24 page references for Algebra, 

16 for Calculus (or 10 without range pre-processing), and 

requires 9 in the SQL implementation. 

It should also be pointed out that SQL allows more direct 

expression of some types of queries, which leads to 

further improvements in efficiency . For example , the 

query about suppliers of all jobs: contrast 

SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM IS IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SPJ X 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING SET(JNUM) SELECT JNUM 
FROM SPJ 

(s{SUPPLIER . SNAME) : @j{JOB ]x{SPJ(s.SNUM=x.SNUM 
& j . JNUM=x . JNUM) 

Tests (calling the inner universe procedure directly from 

calculus) verify that, for small data volumes , bypassing 
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the pre-processing of ranges improves performance . 

7.6 . Updates 

Section 3.3 . 2 has described the initial implementation of 

the MODIFY statement. In SQL , the syntax is 

UPDATE rel name [alias] 
SET assTgnment_list [ WHERE boolean ] 

An alias may be required when another instance of the same 

relation occurs in the boolean. The assignment list is 

the same as before, viz. 

assignment_list : :=assignment [ , assignment_list 

assignment ::= att name= expr 

(As all updates merely change existing attribute values, 

it is never necessary to specify a new domain . At present 

any expression is only checked for reasonableness, and the 

syntax for expr does not allow nested queries , although 

they are permitted in SQL.) 

Two differences are immediately apparent: 

the SET and WHERE clauses are in reverse order; and 

whereas for MODIFY the selection expression was based 

solely on the named relation, here the boolean, if 

specified, may be any of the standard SQL types. 

The first difference required only minor modification to 

the existing routines , to allow an assignment to be fol-

lowed by a where clause; the second involved rethinking 
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the whole process. Previously, the selection expression 

tree, if present, was used to identify tuples to be 

affected by the assignments. The existing SQL implementa-

tion was geared to producing a table of tuples which 

satisfy the boolean, and this might involve joining with 

other tables, in which case there is in fact no appropri-

ate tree to modify. (For example, to change the supplier 

of part P7 to S6 could be done in two steps: 

LIST SELECT * 
FROM SP 
WHERE PNUM 'P7' 

to indentify the current supplier, Sl say, and then 

UPDATE SUPPLIER 
SET SNUM = 'S6' 
WHERE SNUM = 'Sl' 

Alternatively this could be achieved in a single step by 

UPDATE SUPPLIER 
SET SNUM = 'S6' 
WHERE SNUM IS IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SP 
WHERE PNUM = 'P7' 

In this example, the existing routines return a tree which 

applies to the query universe, not just to the SUPPLIER 

relation, and the tree contains reference to attributes 

not belonging to SUPPLIER tuples, so that the initial 

approach could not be used.) 

Instead, the approach to MODIFY was changed to that out-

lined in Algorithm 7.3. Here assptr points to a list of 

assignment trees, as for MAKE. Pkmod, fkmod and pkonly 



if selection expression is present 
evaluate selp 

else selp = null 

while there is more input 
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check_assignment(p, assptr , pkmod, fkmod, pkonly) 

if selp 
create relation q like p 
sel{p, q , selp, null) 

else q = null 

modify(p, q , assptr, pkmod, fkmod, 1) 

Algorithm 7 .3 - Revised High-level Modify 

are booleans indicating respectively whether the changes 

affect a primary key attribute, a foreign key attribute, 

and a primary key whi c h i s not part of a foreign key . In 

the last case, according to the rules given in Section 

3.3.2, the selection expression must ~be based solely on 

primary key attributes. This is checked directly in the 

simple case, but for the SQL UPDATE it can only be checked 

indirectly , by insisting that the result of the selection 

contains exactly one tuple . Pkmod and fkmod are used in 

the modify routine of Algorithm 7.5 , a nd the use of the 

last parameter is also discussed in that context. 

The high level logic of the UPDATE statement is outlined 

in Algorithm 7.4. Thus , when procedure modify is called, 

either q is null in the case when the modifications 

apply to all tuples - or q points to a relation containing 

only the tuples which are to be modified, and instead of 



while there is more input 
and word != "WHERE" 
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check_assignment(p, assptr, pkmod, fkmod, pkonly) 

if there is more input 
selp = boolean () 
univ(calp, selp, ... ) 
q calp->relptr 

else q = null 

modify(p, q, assptr, pkmod, fkmod, 1) 

Algorithm 7.4 - High-level Update 

(as previously) applying the selection expression to each 

tuple, a check whether the tuple can be found in this 

relation determines if it is to be modified. This 

approach allows the universe procedure already implemented 

to be used. In Algorithm 7.5, the details of a number of 

points are glossed over. They are largely irrelevant 

here, but two deserve mention. 

Function findtuple returns -1 if an attempt to add a new 

tuple fails because a reference cannct be satisfied, and 1 

if the tuple is already present. In the former case this 

must be because a foreign key now references an unknown 

primary key . The first time this occurs, any tuples 

already in relation P are discarded, and all tuples from R 

are restored to P by reassigning the first page pointer. 

In the latter case, when tuples are merging, references 

from the duplicate tuple are removed, and the count of the 

survivor is set to the sum of the two counts. (This takes 



R = makerel(); 
(copy P ' s attributes to R) 
R->firstp = P- >firstp , P->firstp = 
R->numtup = P->numtup, P->numtup 
t = calloc(l, P->relsize); 
k = t + (P->head + n - 1)->aoffset; 
moreR = first(R) ; 
while moreR 

t = tR; 

null; 
0; 

if Q =null moreQ & findtuple(Q , k, ' ' ) 
if fkmod 

(delete references from t) 
for (r = assptr; r; r r - >rson ) 

evaluate(r, t); 
if findtuple(P, t , '+') < 0 

(error - back out and exit) 
else if findtuple(P, t, '+') > 0 

(tuples merge - adjust references) 
moreR = next(R) 

/* now cascade changes */ 
if pkmod & P->numref > 0 

(prune assignment list) 
for (m = P->numref, f = P->reftab; m--; f++) 

(adjust pkmod, fkmod for f->refrel) 
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modify(f->refrel , Q, assptr , pkmod, fkmod, f->ranum) ; 

Algorithm 7 . 5 - Outline of Modify 

account of consequent merging during recursive calls . ) 

The second point concerns these modifications at a lower 

level . For these referencing relations, the appropriate 

condition is that the f oreign key from affected tuples is 

found in relation Q. Since all searches of real relations 

depend only on the primary key attributes , the last param-

eter to modify indicates the first attribute to be con-

sidered from candidate tuples . This parameter is 1 in the 

initial call , when the primary key is used, and is set to 

ref er to the first attribute of the appropriate foreign 
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key when modifications are to cascade. 

Although not as efficient as the former approach, this 

allows the full SQL boolean syntax to be available in 

update statements. All that remains to give a reasonably 

complete implementation (except for nulls) is the slight 

extension to allow a factor to be a nested query: 

UPDATE R 
SET a= SELECT MAX(b) 

FROM S 
WHERE 

Of course the nested query is implicitly constrained to 

return a scalar table, with exactly one row and column. 

Again, all the problems involved in this have already been 

addressed in other contexts. 
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CHAPTER 8 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter surrunarises the work done in the three main 

areas , viz. domains , integrity (primary and foreign keys) 

and the SQL implementation. 

8.1 . Domains 

A domain is a named, identifiable subset of some base data 

type, e.g. integer , character string, etc . Every candi

date atomic value can be checked against the corresponding 

domain before it is accepted as part of a tuple. Such 

checks may include range or size checks, as well as check

ing type, and are known as domain integrity rules. (In 

addition, there are the relation integrity rules, which 

concern the admissibility of a tuple in a relation , or the 

relationship between tuples of two or more relations . 

These are discussed in the next section.) 

The MURDER implementation includes only type checking, 

which is done when tuples are added either individually or 

by a high-level construct , whe n comparisons between attri

butes are required, and when expressions are involved . 

There is no range checking, and nor are there 'triggers ' -

indications that checking is appropriate at a nominated 

point in processing such as when a tuple is inserted or 

modified . 

The absence of these checks is not a major problem in our 

environment . What has been implemented has been achieved 
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easily, and has significantly reduced the chance of non

sense queries being evaluated, with a consequent increase 

in the reliability of any results, since simple comparis

ons are now restricted to attributes with a common domain. 

It is possible to use any numeric values including 

literals in expressions, and to assign a domain to the 

result of such an expression with no more than 'reason

ableness' checking. This however is no worse than the 

position in the majority of current programming languages, 

and indeed it is difficult to envisage a state when the 

possibility of misuse of data in this way is completely 

eradicated. 

The simple implementation of domains as described is both 

useful and useable, and the cost of a fuller implementa

tion would not necessarily produce an adequate return in 

real terms. 

8.2. Integrity 

Chapter 3 has described the creation and use of primary 

and secondary keys, and again this has been shown to 

impose no undue costs on operation. The returns in this 

case are considerable. 

Entity integrity (ensuring the uniqueness of a primary 

key) places no further demands on processing, since 

MURDER's ordered physical storage requires a lookup when

ever a tuple is to be inserted. Thus elimination of dupli

cates is not a costly procedure, as stated by many writers 

in the field, but merely part of normal processing. 
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Even without this ordering there are no extra costs. A 

relation has only one primary key, and hence only one 

place where checking for possible duplication is required 

the primary index. (Recall that in MURDER the relation 

itself doubles as this.) Every insertion requires this to 

be updated, so that with an index but without ordering the 

same costs are incurred. (It is, however , true that 

MURDER's ordering allows more efficient elimination of 

duplicates during evaluation of queries than is the case 

in an unordered environment.) 

Referential integrity, through foreign keys, has also been 

shown to be possible cheaply and efficiently, yet of more 

than 50 SQL products available , none supports entity and 

referential integrity, or domains , to any meaningful 

degree. (Date[87b ]) 

It has already been pointed out that currently , if keys 

are supported , the only use which can be made of them is 

in this matter of integrity. Of course , keys are con

cerned with integrity, but that implies a wider use. In 

particular , although the existence of a foreign key only 

guarantees that a natural j oin with the referenced rela

tion over the key attributes will not lose any information 

from the referencing relation, it also surely implies that 

such a join will be meaningful, and is likely to be 

required . Yet there is nothing to distinguish this from 

any other join . Suppose relation B carries a foreign key 

(with two attributes) to relation A, and that we require 

to join the two over this key. MURDER algebra allows 



JOIN A 
WITH B 
WHERE A.keyl = B. keyl 

AND A.key2 = B.key2 
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but this is an extension of the simple algebraic join , and 

the user might be required to 

INTER[JOIN A 
WITH B 
WHERE A . keyl = B. keyl] 

WITH[JOIN A 
WITH B 
WHERE A. key2 = B.key2] 

The natural join is not appropriate here either, since 

this would make the intersection invalid. (It has already 

been argued that joining over a foreign key should be the 

natural join, with possible syntax 

JOIN A TO B [ OVER att name list 

where B has at least one foreign key to A, and the 

optional extension is only needed when there is more than 

one . The first attribute would be sufficient when - as in 

MURDER - a foreign key is required to consist of consecu-

tive attributes; in general full enumeration would be 

necessary. ) 

A further problem which needs attention is that of keys 

both primary and foreign - in the result of such an opera-

tion. (For simplicity the problem is discussed in terms 

of relational algebra.) Consider the relations SPJQ , SP 

and SUPPLIER, in which each of the first two includes a 

foreign key referencing the next . An attempt to 'join ' 

all three, either of 



JOIN [JOIN SPJQ 
TO SP] 

TO SUPPLIER 

JOIN SPJQ 
TO [JOIN SP 

TO SUPPLIER] 
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requires the result of the inner join to have known keys, 

and the third relation either to reference or to be refer-

enced by this result. Defining a real relation for the 

intermediate result would be adequate if two separate 

steps are acceptable, but this goes against the philosophy 

of the relational approach. Alternatively the definition 

of this join operation (an equijoin over a foreign key) 

could be extended, e.g. 

"The result of a 'key' join inherits the primary 
key from the first operand, together with refer
ences and foreign keys (except those between the 
relations joined) from both ." 

This would allow either of the above examples to produce 

the same result, i.e. associativity is maintained. (But 

what of keys for the result of other operations?) In the 

final approach , the syntax could be extended to include 

key-definition clauses , similar to those used in defining 

real relations. 

There is no problem in calculus , as all joins are 

expressed in the same way, but in SQL this again raises 

questions. However , SQL has no specific terminology for 

the join, and the only place it could reasonably be intro-

duced is in the from list, where it would frequently 

introduce unreferenced relations . An example of this is 
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given in the Section 8.3 . 3. 

More serious is the accusation t hat , by introducing 

foreign keys , the relational system is reverting to t he 

explicit inter- relationships of a CODASYL environment. In 

this case , an instance of record- type A ' owns ' a subset of 

the instances of record-type B through a set , an explicit 

data structure declared in the schema and manipulated by 

its own commands. In such an environment , the SPJ data

base could be represented as in Figure 8 . 1 , in which the 

connecting arrows now represent these sets. Any modifica

tion of the primary key of a SUPPLIER-record should not 

change the set of SP-records owned; this corresponds to 

the cascading of modifications through referencing rela

tions in MURDER, since the association in a relational 

SUPPLIER PART JOB 

S-SP P-SP 

SP J-SPJ 

SP-SPJ 

SPJ 

Figure 8.1 - Network Version of SPJ Database 
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environment is implicit, and from the ' bottom up' . 

Similarly, modification of the primary key of an SP-record 

cascades to related SPJ-records, while the SP-record 

itself is ' reconnected', i.e. disconnected from the 

current S-SP and/or P-SP set instances and connected to 

new instances as appropriate; again , the MURDER approach 

mimics this . In fact it is difficult to justify any other 

approach . 

Record deletion is a different problem. The simple network 

command 

DELETE 

will cause an error if the current record owns a non-empty 

set instance, just as MURDER refuses to delete a tuple 

currently referenced; this is the ' restrict' option of 

Date' s classification, outlined in Chapter 2. {Network 

DBMSs often use ERASE instead of DELETE, but the latter is 

used here because it is familiar from the relational 

approach.) But network systems offer a variety of delete 

options , which depend on the membership conditions of the 

connecting sets. Set S-SP may have its membership 

declared to be either mandatory or optional. The former 

means that an SP-record may not exist in the database 

unless it is connected into an S-SP instance , while the 

latter means that it can. 

DELETE MANDATORY 

will have the effect of deleting owned SP-records when a 
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SUPPLIER-record is deleted in the mandatory case, with the 

operation being repeated at the next level. If however 

membership is optional , any owned SP- records are discon

nected before the SUPPLIER-record is deleted which 

corresponds to setting the foreign key null in a rela

tional environment {supposing this is possible , i .e. nulls 

allowed, and the foreign key not overlapping the primary 

key of the referencing relation). This is Date ' s ' nul

lify' option , and is not possible in MURDER since null 

values are not supported. Two further options are 

DELETE SELECTIVE 

DELETE ALL 

The former would also delete SP-records if all foreign 

keys would become null as a result of the current opera

tion {which requires here that set P-SP also have optional 

membership) , and the latter deletes all owned records 

regardless - the ' cascade' option for delete's . 

It will be seen that to some extent the charge is proven, 

and that indeed impleme ntation of referential integrity 

does compromise a basic relational claim regarding the 

implicit nature of data inter-relationships. Further , the 

user is now required to know a lot more about the likely 

effect of his operations , about the definition of the 

database, and about the semantic meaning of the data it 

contains. 
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8.3. SQL 

In this section views on the SQL query interface are given 

under three headings: 

the suitability of calculus as a target for a SQL 

implementation. 

ommissions in the MURDER implementation what has 

been omitted and why, and the significance of the 

omitted feature; and 

suggestions for improvements to SQL, which it is felt 

would make it less ambiguous or more usable. 

There is no further discussion of SQL updates, which were 

not part of the original project, but which have in any 

case been fully dealt with when first described and in the 

section on integrity. 

8.3.1. Suitability of Calculus 

Since SQL is basically a calculus language, it is easy to 

map onto a calculus; but there are one or two additional 

points. 

Although SQL is a calculus, it does not look like one. 

(This was in fact what Chamberlin et al set out to 

achieve.) Hence the mapping is not always obvious, 

although, as has been shown, it is always possible to 

achieve such a mapping in a well-defined way, which there

fore makes the problem suitable for automatic processing. 
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Secondly, it has been shown that the nature of SQL makes 

it more efficient than a simpler calculus, which suggests 

that the direct mappings developed in this document are in 

some sense preferable to the (much) more complex mappings 

directly onto an algebra attempted by Ceri and Gottlob, 

whose published work to date only handles a limited subset 

of the range of possible queries (Ceri[85]). 

It has also been shown that, while the authors of SEQUEL 

set out to eliminate quantifiers and the concepts of free 

and bound variables, they have succeeded only in hiding 

them from the user - these concepts are still present, and 

indeed necessarily so . 

Finally, it is observed that the present tendency towards 

embedding relational processing within a host language 

such as COBOL or PL/1 is a consequence of the inherent 

'granularity' of the relational approach - much processing 

is at the record (or tuple) level, while relational 

languages generally operate on relations, sets of tuples. 

(Once again Codd foresaw this problem, hence the 'piped' 

mode in Alpha - the FOR statement in MURDER adapts common 

programming terminology to meet the same needs.) The 

long-term solution, if indeed such a solution exists, lies 

in developing extensions of the relational language, so 

that this record-at-a-time processing is available. At 

present, and in the foreseeable future, a continued 

emphasis on embedding is necessary. 

requiring embedding is likely to look 

Any solution not 

very like current 

reflect the inherent procedural languages since these 
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nature of much processing . 

8.3 . 2. Omissions in MURDER 

Enough has already been said about domains and keys , so 

that further discussion of integrity is not warranted, and 

in any case SQL does not include these in any meaningful 

sense . Similarly no further discussion of the omission of 

explicit ordering of the result of a query will be given. 

Currently MURDER does not support expressions in the 

select list , although as has been pointed out the basic 

mechanisms are present in the MAKE facility. This should 

be adapted, as it is a significant restriction on the use

fulness of the expressions which the user can write, and 

indeed it will be adapted when time permits . 

The restriction requiring attributes to precede functions 

in the select list of a group query is not serious. (Given 

that MURDER allows temporary relations to be created which 

can then be projected to give any required attribute ord

ering, the same effect can be achieved.) This restriction 

resulted directly from the basic approach taken of order

ing all relations , which in this case meant that grouping 

could be easily achieved on tuple prefixes . A further rea

sonable restriction would be to require that if any attri

bute appears in the select list of a group query, all 

attributes in the group list appear . (This is reasonable 

because to omit any attribute is immediately to lose some 

of the information which has just been requested!) 
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(As an aside it may be mentioned that there is no inten

tion to extend the calculus to include these features, 

although simple functions - as opposed to the image func

tions required for grouping - may be considered. In the 

context of the current courses, such extensions would not 

produce any significant advantage, and might result in a 

longer learning curve.) 

Some SQL conditions have not been included, e.g. 

WHERE expr BETWEEN expr AND expr 

but these do not really impair the functionality of 

MURDER. Neither does the insistence on fixed ordering in 

conditions, i.e . restricting literals to the right part, 

etc., since this is the more natural mode of expression , 

even though symmetry in such things is usually permitted. 

MURDER'S insistence that a nested group query be 'local' 

also only expresses formally what would normally be the 

case. 

At present the condition in a HAVING clause is restricted 

to a single factor. This has not produced any hardship in 

terms of not being able to write the solution to a query 

directly, but it is something which should be removed, and 

this is not seen as either difficult or time-consuming. 

All the relevant problems have already been addressed in 

other contexts. That the restriction exists at all can be 

traced back to the incremental nature of the implementa

tion outlined below. 
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It is not seen as a restriction that the SET function is 

only available in the HAVING clause - that it should have 

been used in the WHERE clause in SEQUEL2 only came about 

because that version did not separate conditions applying 

to tuples and groups. In the first place, released SQLs 

do not all support SET, and in the second place it only 

makes sense here - its function is to extract a set of 

projected tuples from a group. What is more significant 

is the present inability to answer queries including con-

ditions like 

WHERE (SELECT .. . 
FROM .. . 
WHERE ... ) 

CONTAINS 
(SELECT .. . 
FROM .. . 
WHERE ... ) 

i.e. at present MURDER only allows set comparisons in con-

junction with the SET function, and not with general 

queries which also return sets of tuples. 

The time factor has been mentioned above. When the SQL 

interface was begun, the implications of some of the con-

structs made available in SQL were not fully understood, 

and hence the implementation proceeded along experimental 

lines, with new features being added one at a time. This 

incremental approach meant that some additions simply did 

not fit into the general approach taken elsewhere, because 

at the time they were not seen as part of this more gen-

eral mechanism. Several of the features catalogued above 

will naturally be included when a reorganisation of the 
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SQL source code is undertaken. 

8.3.3. Suggested Extensions 

Some parts of SQL have been seen to be either confusing, 

or at best imperfectly stated, and there are some glaring 

cases when the implications of current theory have been 

ignored. 

One example of the former is in the aliasing facility - in 

normal SQL the user need only specify an alias when the 

distinction between two instances of the same table must 

be made, while MURDER requires such aliases to be speci

fied so that such a distinction is possible, even when the 

query does not require it. A much more satisfactory 

approach, in my opinion, would be to require (as in cal

culus) each table to have an alias - which may of course 

be the same as the table name - and then to require all 

column references to use the qualified form 

alias . att name 

even though to some e xtent this would go against the ori

ginal principal of not using the concepts of (free and 

bound) variables. For the user it is surely easier to do 

something always, rather than only sometimes, and then in 

circumstances which may not be fully understood. The syn

tax for specifying an alias is prone to error. MURDER 

algebra uses 

rel name = alias 
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and something like this would prevent WERRE being treated 

as an alias i n 

FROM SPJQ 
WERRE 

'V' 

While discussing aliasing it is relevant to mention the 

problem of expressions in the select list. It should also 

be possible to give these a name , e.g . 

SELECT att name= expr ... 

rather than use the default names ' EXPRl ' .. . ; and in any 

case , if domains are supported, the result of an expres-

sion needs to have its domain specified, either expli-

citly , as 

select clause SELECT * I 
SELECT select list 

select list - select primary I 

select_primary 

select= list , sel ect_primary 

alias . * I 
alias . att name 
att name domain name = expr 

or it could b e inferred from the expression itself in sim-

ple cases. The notation here is suggested because it is 

consistent with CREATE, and with the MAKE statement 

described in Chapter 3 . In a full realization of domains 

there would need to be some verification that the speci-

fied domain is appropriate for the result of the expres-

sion . 
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It is an unnecessary and irritating restriction of SQL 

that it should not be possible to replace 

SELECT * 
FROM rel name 

whenever it occurs as a complete e xpression, by just the 

relation name. SEQUEL, which did not use this form, would 

allow a query like 

rel name WHERE ... 

In conjunction with the point about foreign keys made ear-

lier, this could give something like 

SELECT ... 
FROM SUPPLIER KEYFROM SPJ 

WHERE PNUM "P 1 II 

to find names of suppliers of part Pl, although care would 

have to be taken to avoid introducing unreferenced rela-

tions into the from list. When, as will sometimes occur, 

the referencing relation carries more than one foreign key 

to the same referenced relation, a means of distinguishing 

between them would be required, for e x ample that described 

in Section 8.2. 

The reverse side of the same coin is the problem of recur-

sion. It should be possible to replace the name of a 

relation by an (aliased) expression, since this yields a 

relation. Without this facility it is not possible to 

apply a function to the result of a function, so that even 

quite simple queries cannot be answered directly. Con-

sider the query "Who supplies most of part Pl?". (This 
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example can be answered directly in released versions of 

SQL; one could 

SELECT SNUM, SUM(QTY) 
FROM SPJQ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 
GROUP BY SNUM 
ORDER BY SUM QTY DESC 

and only look at the first line in the result. This sug-

gests that Alpha's quota facility might also be worth 

including: 

SELECT (1) SNUM, SUM(QTY) ... ) 

A more direct way of achieving the same result would be to 

follow Date's suggestion that 

SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM R 

be replaced by the more 'natural' form 

COUNT(SELECT * 
FROM R) 

or even, adopting the convention above, 

COUNT (R) 

The former requires amending the syntax to 

primary 

fn_arg 

. . . I 
set fn ([UNIQUE] fn_arg 

expr I 
table_spec 

which is surely a natural way to include recursion, and 

would allow 



SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJQ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING SUM(QTY) MAX(SELECT SUM(QTY) 
FROM SPJQ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 
GROUP BY SNUM) 
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although this is still repetitive, and still imposes 

external implicit constraints on the 'shape' of the result 

of the nested query. Assuming that assignment to a tern-

porary relation is possible we would rather 

T . SELECT SNUM, TQTY 
FROM SPJQ 

and then 

WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 
GROUP BY SNUM 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM T 
WHERE TQTY = MAX(TQTY) 

SUM(QTY) 

This would require another Alpha feature which is con-

sidered worthwhile - and which is available in MURDER -, 

the workspace, giving the user the ability to create tern-

porary relations. But using MURDER's approach to recur-

sion, and assuming that the user is familiar with the nam-

ing convention, these can be combined: 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM [SELECT SNUM, SUM(QTY) 

FROM SPJQ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 
GROUP BY SNUM] T 

WHERE SUM_QTY = MAX(SUM_QTY) 

Date[84] suggests that in the SELECT ... FROM ... format, 

the FROM part contributes nothing. There are two reasons 
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for disagreeing. Firstly, it does separate the variable 

declarations from their use, while retaining them in the 

same expression; to move this function elsewhere, while 

still providing an aliasing facility, could produce a very 

ponderous structure. Secondly, it allows the user to for-

mulate queries which perhaps should not be allowed, 

although in fact Date uses one such query as an example. 

This second point could be removed by the very reasonable 

restriction that at least one attribute be referenced, in 

the select list, from each relation appearing in the from 

list. While on the same topic, there are grounds for a 

reordering of the clauses to 

FROM from list 
SELECT select list 

which would have made the implementation so much easier, 

and would have allowed more consistent error recovery, 

without losing anything of the distinctive SQL flavour of 

constructing complex queries by composing simple formatted 

blocks. 

Date[87b] comments on the 'redundancy' of SQL, i.e. its 

ability to express the same query in a number of (at least 

superficially) different forms. Consider the following 

solutions to finding names of suppliers of part Pl: 

(1) SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER, SP 
WHERE SUPPLIER.SNUM = SP.SNUM 

AND PNUM = "Pl" 



(2) SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 
WHERE SNUM IS IN SELECT SNUM 

FROM SP 

(3) SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 

WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

WHERE SNUM = ANY SELECT SNUM 
FROM SP 

(4) SELECT SNAME 
FROM SUPPLIER 

WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 

WHERE EXISTS SELECT * 
FROM SP 
WHERE SUPPLIER.SNUM 

AND PNUM = "Pl" 
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SNUM 

(More solutions can be found!) Version (1) appears the 

simplest, but - as an attempt to negate the query shows -

variable SUPPLIER is free in the boolean expression, but 

SP is bound to an (implicit) existential quantifier, i.e. 

while these concepts may be hidden they are nevertheless 

present. Version (4) makes these points explicit, 

although it would not have been allowed by SEQUEL2. Ver-

sions (2) and (3) show that both the 'IN' construct and 

the form '=ANY' are alternative ways of introducing this 

coupling in an explicit (athough still disguised) way. 

Probably this was the original motivation behind the IN 

form, but the implied equijoin approach proved too res-

trictive, requiring the introduction of the ANY modifier 

for queries like 

WHERE att name> ANY SELECT ... 

Since NOT IN corresponds to NOT EXISTS, i.e. it introduces 
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the universal quantifier, the same reasoning could then 

have led to the ALL modifier, with its attendant problems. 

To find the part with maximum weight, a naive user might 

try 

SELECT PNAME 
FROM PART 
WHERE WEIGHT > ANY SELECT WEIGHT 

FROM PART 

which actually gives all parts except those of minimum 

weight. In fact, the whole IN construct, which originally 

justified the use of 'Structured' in SEQUEL, could be 

dropped without loss of functionality, although it would 

reduce the expressiveness of the language. 

The modifier 'ANY' could be dropped; it does nothing, 

except perhaps confuse, and should be left as the default, 

with 'ALL' being explicitly included if this is what is 

required. The query "Who supplies most of part Pl" can be 

expressed 

SELECT SNUM 
FROM SPJQ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 
GROUP BY SNUM 

HAVING SUM(QTY) >ALL SELECT SUM(QTY) 
FROM SPJQ 
WHERE PNUM = "Pl" 
GROUP BY SNUM 

This is really back to using an explicit universal quan-

tifier. If the temporary relation T has been created as 

earlier, the query could be expressed in calculus by 

(t{T.SNUM): @u{T (t.TQTY >= u.TQTY) 
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To implement ALL requires only that the parameter in the 

nested sql_block call be changed; ANY is basically ignored 

in query processing. Such use of ALL is restricted to 

this type of query, and does not contradict the earlier 

assertion about the inability of SQL to apply a function 

to the result of a function, which results from the impos

sibility of using attributes from nested queries other 

than in WHERE or HAVING conditions. The recursive 

approach would move some such queries to the outer level, 

from which attributes may be retained. 

The original designers of SQL deliberately left quantif

iers out of their specifications. IBM's SQL/DS includes 

EXISTS and NOT EXISTS. If these are to be retained in the 

language (and I have shown that there is a place for them) 

then the IN query should be restricted to 'local' queries 

as previously described. 

In general the syntax of a table_expr (in SEQUEL2 termi

nology) needs to be more precise, so that whenever a sub

query is constrained by external conditions to produce 

only a certain number of rows and/or columns, this can be 

explicitly expressed, and checked. The present situation, 

where such constraints are only detected implicitly, is 

unsatisfactory. The MURDER implementation, which passes 

in a list of attributes to be matched, means that a breach 

of these constraints can be detected early, but the user 

may still be unaware of what is wrong, and there is noth

ing in the syntax to point out the error. 
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It is already argued that SQL is too hedged about with 

arbitrary restrictions, and this is true . This may have 

been caused by the designers' wish to make the language 

available to a wide range of users . More precise specifi

cation might in some way reduce this spectrum; but it 

could be productive , with the remaining users aware of 

what they really want, which can only lead to their being 

more easily able to get it. 

It is questionable whether the full spectrum of users 

from naive beginner to experienced professional - is pos

sible , or even desirable. At present there are many pit

falls for the unwary, and in any case the need to embed 

much processing in a host program means that this process

ing is not directly available to some . 
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APPENDIX A 

ALGORITHMS 

The MURDER implementation on the VAX is written in the 

language C, and throughout this document program fragments 

are expressed in a C-like notation, with a number of sim-

plifications which it is hoped will make the algorithms 

described more visible. The main simplifications are: 

instead of braces { and to denote begin ... end 

blocks, indentation is used; 

conditions are not written in parentheses; 

logical operators are written using single characters 

' & ' and ' I' instead of the doublets ' && ' and ' I I' of 

C; similarly the predicate logical equality is writ-

ten ' =' instead of ' __ ,. -- , 

string assignment, comparison etc. are written as in 

other common programming languages, instead of using 

procedures as is required in C. 

Thus the C fragment 

strcpy(str, "unknown"); 
if (cl && strcmp(word, "relation") 0) 
{ strcpy(str + 8, word); 

if (more) 
get word (); 

} 
else 

strcpy(str + 8, "attribute"); 

is given as 



str = "unknown"; 
if cl & word = "relation" 

str + 8 = word; 
if more 

get word; 
else 

str + 8 = "attribute"; 
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For those unfamiliar with C the last line requires com-

ment. If str is defined as a character array, so that 

str[O] is the first character, a reference to str without 

subscript is treated as a pointer to str[O]; then str + 8 

represents this pointer offset by (the size of) 8 (charac-

ters), i.e. a pointer to the 9th position instr. 

In C ''' represents logical negation. 

The for loop has the form 

for (init; term; iter) statement 

which is equivalent to 

init; 
while !term 

statement; 
iter; 

The notation x++ is short for x = x + 1 with incrementing 

after reference, e.g. after the expression 

str "abcde", x = 0, ch str[x++] 

x and ch will have values 1 and 'a' respectively. Simi-

larly, --x means decrement x before returning its value to 

the program. 
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The comma operator, illustrated above, separates expres

sions (an assignment is an expression) which are evaluated 

left-to-right, discarding all but the last - the value of 

this expression containing three assignments is 'a'. 

The data declaration 

type *p 

specifies that p is 'pointer to type'; the '*' here is the 

dereferencing operator, so that '*p' other than in a 

declaration references the instance of 'type' addressed by 

p; and as in PL/1 

p->field 

references field in the type instance addressed by p. 
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APPENDIX B 

SEQUEL Syntax 

(from Chamberlin[74]) 

basic query I 
basic= query n 
basic query u 
basic-query -
( basTc_query 

query 
query 
query 
) 
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basic_query - [label :] sel clause list [where_clause] 

sel clause list sel clause I 

sel clause 

sel-clause list , sel clause 

[SELECT expr list FROM] table name 
[GROUP BY-col_name_list] [dup_code] 

dup_code : := DUPL I UNIQUE 

expr_list : := expr I 
expr_list , expr 

col name list col name I 
col-name list , col name 

where clause WHERE boolean 

boolean : := predicate I 

predicate 

comp_op 

rel_op 

set_op 

predicate AND boolean I 
predicate OR boolean 
NOT boolean I 
( boolean ) 

comparand comp_op comparand 

[ALL] rel_op [ALL] 
set_op 

= I # I < I < > I > 

C-lc:..I::::> 

comparand : := expr 
query 

expr atom 
expr + atom 
expr - atom 
expr * atom 
expr I atom 
( expr ) I 
literal 



atom col name I 
table name . col name 
label-. col name-I 
constant I -
set fn ( col name ) 

- -

set fn ::=SUM I COUNT I AVG I MAX I MIN I SET 

literal : := lit table 
lit=tuple 
constant 

lit table ::= { lit_tuple_list 

lit_tuple_list lit tuple I 
lit=tuple_list , lit_tuple 

lit_tuple : := < constant list > 

constant list constant I 
constant list , constant 

constant ::='string' 
'number' 
0 
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APPENDIX C 

SEQUEL2 Query Syntax 

(from Chamberlin[76]) 

query : := query_expr [ORDER BY ord_spec_list] 

query_expr query_block I 
query expr set op query_block 
( query_expr )-

set_op ::=INTERSECT I UNION I MINUS 

query_block 

select clause 

sel_expr_list 

sel_expr 

from list 

select clause FROM from list 
[WHERE boolean] 
[GROUP BY field spec list 

[HAVING boolean]] 

- SELECT [UNIQUE] sel expr list 
SELECT [UNIQUE] * - -

- sel expr I 
sel=expr_list , sel_expr 

ex pr 
var name * I 
table name * 

table name [var name] I 
from_Iist , tabie_name [var name] 

field spec_list : := field spec I 
field=spec_list , field spec 

field spec [direction] I 
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ord_spec_list 
ord_spec_list , field_spec [direction] 

direction::= ASC I DESC 

boolean ::=boolean term I 
boolean-OR boolean term 

boolean term boolean factor I 
boolean-term AND boolean factor 

boolean factor ::= [NOT] boolean_primary 

boolean_primary predicate 
( boolean 



predicate 

table_spec 

expr comparison expr I 
expr BETWEEN expr AND expr 
expr comparison table spec I 
< field spec list > =-table spec 
< field-spec-list > [IS] [NOT] 

- IN table spec I 
IF predicate THEN-predicate I 
SET ( field spec list ) comparison 
SET ( field-spec-list ) comparison 

SET ( field spec list ) I 
table_spec comparison table_spec 

- query block I 
( query expr ) 
literal-

expr : := arith term I 
e xpr add_op arith_term 

arith term arith factor I 
arith-term mult_op arith factor 

arith factor : := [add_op] primary 

primary::= field spec I 

field_spec 

set fn ( [UNIQUE] expr ) 
COUNT(*) I 
constant I 
e xpr 

field name 
table- name 
var name . 

field name 
field name 

comparison - comp op I 
CONTAINS I 
DOES NOT CONTAIN 
[IS] IN I 
[IS] NOT IN 

comp_op : := = I A= I > I > I < I < 

add_ op : : = + I -

mult_op : := * I I 
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table_spec 

set fn ::=AVG I MAX I MIN I SUM I COUNT I identifier 

literal : : = ( lit tuple list ) I 
lit tuple ,-
< entry_list ) 
constant 

lit tuple I 
lit=tuple_list , lit_tuple 

lit_tuple_list 

lit_tuple - < entry_list > 



entry_list ··=entry I 
entry_list , entry 

entry ::= [constant] 

constant : := ' string ' I 
number 
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APPENDIX D 

MURDER Syntax 

Session 

session : := [ stmt seq ] Q[UIT] 

stmt_seq stmt [ stmt_seq ] 

stmt : := rel name alg expr I 

Algebra 

alg_expr 

rel-name .- calc expr 
rel name .- sql expr I 
utiiity_stmt -

Expression 

- DIFF alg primary 
DIV alg-primary 
INTER alg-primary 
JOIN alg-primary 
PROJ alg-primary 
SEL alg-primary 
TIMES alg-primary 
UNION alg=primary 

WITH 
BY 
WITH 
WITH 
OVER 
WHERE 
BY 
WITH 

alg primary 
alg-primary 
alg-primary 
alg=primary 
att ref list - -
sel expr I 
alg-primary 
alg=primary 

join spec - OVER att ref [ att ref - -
WHERE join_expr 

join_expr join_ term [ ' I ' join_expr 

join_term - join_factor [ & join_term 

join_factor 

sel_expr 

sel term 

sel factor 

sel const 

alg_primary 

- att ref relop att ref 
( join_ expr ) 

sel term [ 'I' sel_expr 

sel factor [ & sel term 

att ref relop att ref 
att-ref relop sel const 
( sel_expr ) 

literal I 
function att ref ) 

rel name [ = alias 
'['-alg_expr ']' 
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join spec 
I 



Calculus Expression 

calc_expr ::= ( target_list) [ : qual_expr] 

target_list : := target_primary [ , target_list 

target_primary ::= target_range [ . att name 

target_range ::= var_name [ '{' range_expr 

qual_expr 

quant_expr 

quant list 

quant expr I 
simple_expr 

quant_list ( simple_expr ) 

quant_primary [ quant_list 

quant_primary ::=quantifier var name'{' range_expr 

quantifier::= [A ']' 
[ A @ 

range_expr range_term 'I' range_expr ] 

range_term range_factor [ & [ A ] range_term 

range_factor rel name I 
( range expr 
'[' calc_expr ']' 

simple_expr : := rel_expr [ => qual_expr 

rel_expr 

rel term 

rel factor 

rel term [ 'I' rel_expr 

rel factor [ & rel term 

calc primary relop calc primary 
calc-primary relop literal I 
( qual_expr ) 
quant_expr 

calc_primary ::=var name att name 

var name - name 
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SQL Expression 

sql_expr SELECT select list FROM from list 
[ WHERE boolean ] [ group=clause 

( sql expr ) I 
sql_expr setop sql_expr 
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update ::=UPDATE rel name SET set spec_list [WHERE boolean] 

select list 

sel ref list 

sel ref 

* I 
sel ref list 
fn ref Iist 

sel ref 

att ref I 
quaI . * 

fn ref list 

sel ref list 

fn ref list : := fn_primary [ , fn ref list 

fn_primary COUNT(*) I 
COUNT ( att ref ) I 
function ( att ref ) 

from list : := from_primary [ , from_list 

from_primary rel name [ alias 

set op 

boolean 

' [' sql _ expr ' ] ' alias 

INTER 
MINUS 
UNION 

[ NOT boolean I 
boolean AND boolean 
boolean OR boolean I 

I 

l I 

IF boolean THEN boolean 
att ref list IS [ NOT ] 
[ NOT ]-EXISTS sql expr 

IN sql_expr 

group_clause 

hav cond 

hav_prim 

set_comp 

( boolean ) I -
att ref relop att ref 
att=ref relop literal 

I 

GROUP BY att ref list HAVING hav cond 

hav prim relop hav prim I 
hav prim relop sql-expr I 
hav prim relop literal I 
SET-( att ref list ) [ NOT 

- -

COUNT(*) I 
COUNT ( att ref ) I 
function ( att ref 

= I 
CONTAINS I 
CONTAINED IN 

set_comp sql_expr 



Utility Statement 

utility_stmt CLOSE 
COUNT '[' argument ']' 
create I 
DECLARE att spec = value 
delete I -
drop I 
edit I 
for I 
FREE att name I 
function-'[' argument']' . att name 
HOST database name I 
if I 
insert I 
LEAVE I 
LET att name = value I 
LIST argument I 
macro name [ ( value list ) ] I 
make T 
modify I 
OPEN database name 
report I 
what I 
WHERE domain name 
literal 

create - CREATE dom spec 
CREATE rel-spec 

dom_spec ::=DOMAIN domain name domain_type 

domain_type - C length 
D I 
I 

length ::= unsigned_integer 

rel_spec RELATION rel name ( att spec list 
PRIMARY KEY att name-list-
[ ; ref list ] 

att_spec_list - att spec [ , att spec_list 

att spec att name : domain name 

ref list ref [ ; ref list ] 

ref::= FOREIGN KEY att name list REFERENCES rel name 

delete ::=DELETE rel name< value list> I 
DELETE rel-name [ argument ] 

drop DROP DOMAIN domain name I 
DROP RELATION rel list I 
DROP WORKSPACE [ rel list 
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rel list : := rel_name [ , rel_list ] 

edit - EDIT macro_name edit_seq Q[UIT] 

edit_seq - edit command [ edit_seq 

edit command - D range I 
I lnum stmt seq \ 
L [ range ] I 
p unsigned integer 
R lnum stmt 

range : := lnum [ , lnum 

for ::=FOR EACH rel name . att name stmt seq ENDFOR 

if ::=IF if cond if_body ENDIF 

if cond [ NOT ] EMPTY rel name 

if_body stmt_seq [ ELSE stmt_seq 

insert ::=INSERT rel name< value list> I 
INSERT rel name argument 

make - MAKE rel name FROM argument 
SET result spec_list 

result spec_ list : := result_spec [ , result spec_list ] 

result spec : := att_name [ : domain_name ] = make_expr 

modify ::=MODIFY rel name [WHERE sel_expr] 
SET set spec_list 

set_spec_list set_spec [ , set_spec_list 

set spec ::= att_name = make_expr 

make_expr make term addop make_expr ] 

make term - make factor [ mulop make term 

make factor 

report 

option 

[ DB . ] att name 
literal I -
( make_expr ) 

REPORT rel name [ option 

PRINT I 
DISPLAY 

report_group 
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report_group heading group report group f ooting_group 
DETAIL line_group 

heading_group HEADING [ FINAL ] line_group 



footing_group ::=FOOTING line_group 

line_group ::= line_spec [ line_group 

line_spec : := LINE position field list ; 

position::= [ +] lnum 

lnum : := unsigned_integer 

field list - field_spec [ , field_list ] 

field_spec - COL unsigned_integer field 

field : := literal I 

what 

argument 

[ DB . ] att name 
SUM att name 

WHAT DB I 
WHAT DOMAIN I 
WHAT RELATION [ rel name ] I 
WHAT WORKSPACE rel name ] 

rel name I 
alg-expr I 
calc expr I 
sql_expr 

value list ::=value , value list 

value ::=string I 
literal 

function SUM 
AVG 
MAX 
MIN 

att name list : := att name , att_name_list 

att_ref_list ::= att_ref [, att ref list 

att_ref ::= [ qual . 

qual ::=rel name 
alias 

alias : : = name 

att name::= name 

database name ::=name 

domain name::= name 

macro name - name 

att name 
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rel name::= name 

addop : := + 

mu lop - * 
I 

rel op -
< 
> 
<= 
>= 
<> 

literal 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

" string " I 
' string ' I 
numeric literal 

numeric literal decimal 
integer 

decimal - integer [ . unsigned_integer 

integer - [ - ] unsigned_integer 

unsigned_integer ::=digit [ unsigned_integer 

name : := letter [ alphanum_string ] 

alphanum_string::= alphanum_character 

string::= character [string] 

character : := alphanum character 
special_character 

alphanum_character 

letter ::=a I b I 

letter 
digit 

z I A I B I 

digit ::= O I 1 I I 9 

alphanum_string 

I z 

special_character - any character except quote 
not in letter or digit 
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